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Introduction
 

The port community will convene on Antwerp in June for the European 
leg of the global TOC Container Supply Chain conferences. This we 
can be sure of. However, those heading to the Belgian city this summer 
will all agree that there is a degree of uncertainty surrounding the 
competitive landscape and future for European ports. The continent’s 
container ports fi nd themselves embedded in ever-changing economic 
circumstances and logistics systems, says Dr. Theo Notteboom from 
the Port Economics team in his analysis of the current port system, and 
given the myriad of capacity enhancing projects being undertaken this 
system is expected to become even more complex over the next few 
years. Find out more on page 14.

In this issue we also take a close look at two of these projects. 
Maasvlakte II in the Port of Rotterdam (page 20), boasting the world’s 
fi rst container terminal to operate with zero CO2 and NOx emissions, 
and Liverpool’s aptly named second box facility, Liverpool II. (page 24).

The competitive landscape is changing not only in Europe but across 
the globe. Just ask Geraldine Knatz, executive director of the Port of 
Los Angeles, where aside from the impending expansion of the Panama 
Canal there are major developments in Canada, Mexico and South East 
Asia to consider. Despite these challenges, Geraldine, as you can read on 
page 118, is confi dent of a bright future for the Californian port. Los 
Angeles was also the setting for the 28th IAPH World Ports Conference 
in May – you can fi nd out about all the major talking points and 
resolutions stemming from this year’s event on page 9.

This issue of PTI also sees the launch of our new Environment and 
Sustainability section, including contributions from the Port of 
Portland, who discuss their LEED certifi ed headquarters (page 105) 
and Royal Haskoning, who examine the impact that designated marine 
conservation zones in British waters will have on the future development 
and expansion of the nation’s ports. (page 107).

You’ll also fi nd this issue’s packed Container Handling section begins 
with an exclusive article from TBA managing director Yvo Saanen, who 
weighs up the pros and cons of ever-increasing ship size. We also look at 
the selection criteria for ports when purchasing their terminal operating 
systems from both the terminal operator’s perspective (page 46) and the 
supplier’s viewpoint (page 44). 

Elsewhere, Frans van Zoelen from the Port of Rotterdam Authority 
and Dr. Anthony Morrison look at the lessons learned from the recent 
MSC Flaminia incident when a ship in need of assistance seeks a 
place of refuge, (page 12) and Peregrine Storrs-Fox, risk management 
director at the TT Club, discusses the association’s recent publication 
in conjunction with the Port Equipment Manufacturers Association 
(PEMA) and the International Cargo Handling Co-ordination 
Association (ICHCA), addressing container yard safety. (page 36).

PTI is also pleased to announce the successful re-launch of our Port 
Directory (www.port-directory.com). The enhanced site includes an 
improved search functionality and design to make it even easier for 
shipping decision makers and infl uencers to fi nd the most suitable port 
for their needs from our database of nearly 5,000 global ports. 

As always I would like to fi nish by offering my extreme gratitude to all 
of our authors and contributors for making this issue possible. 
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“Unlike the disastrous cases of the Erika and 
the Prestige, the case of the MSC Flaminia had 
a happy ending but clearly showed that methods 
of handling requests for places of refuge still 
need refinement.”
‘Places of refuge – learning from the MSC Flaminia’, page 12.

Global Issues



The Port of Los Angeles welcomed the biennial International 
Association of Ports and Harbors’ (IAPH) World Ports Conference 
in May, with as many as 300 executives and officials representing 
more than 200 ports and businesses from the global port and 
maritime industry convening on the Californian city. Under the 
theme ‘Working on today, focusing on tomorrow’, the conference 
gave port authorities the chance to discuss the critical issues facing 
the global maritime community today such as global economic 
realities, environmental challenges and sustainable practices and 
maritime safety.

Technical committees 
Preceding the main event, the week began with a progress 
report on the issues currently being addressed by the eight IAPH 
technical committees.

Over the past two years, the Port Planning and Development 
Committee has been studying the specialised port infrastructure 
required to install and accommodate offshore wind farms. 
Hamburg Port Authority’s managing director Wolfgang Hurtienne 
opened proceedings by explaining how its development could 
help generate jobs and provide ports with an untapped stream of 
revenue. Hurtienne also highlighted the investment potential of 
offshore wind farms in Asia and how the UK, the largest offshore 
wind market in Europe, is currently reaping the financial benefits of 
the technology.

Elsewhere, Dr. Masahiko Furuichi, vice chair of the IAPH Port 
Planning and Development Committee, discussed the effect of the 
rapidly warming climate in the Polar Regions, and its potential to 
open up the Arctic Sea Routes (Northern Sea Route (NSR) and 
North West Passage to shipping all year round. A navigable Arctic, as 
Dr. Furuichi explained, could shorten transit times between Europe 
and Asia by as much as 40 percent, however he warned that there 
is much to be done before these routes are considered a viable 
alternative to both the Suez and Panama Canal. A cost analysis 
of the NSR will be presented at the International Association of 
Maritime Economists (IAME) in Marseille, France, this July.

Planning the future
The day culminated with an overview of two reports. Firstly, 
IADC secretary general Rene Kolman explained the complexity 
of land reclamation, and how the IADC’s Hydraulic Fill Manual for 
Dredging and Land Reclamation can help prevent disputes arising 
from related projects – turn to page 26 for an exclusive article by 
Rene and fellow editor-expert  Jan van ‘t Hoff, which discusses 
the book in more detail. This was followed by a presentation of the 
findings from the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and 
Development (OECD) Port Cities Programme. The OECD’s Olaf 
Merk commented on how a series of case studies conducted by the 
organisation focusing on port cities, including Marseille, Rotterdam 
and Hong Kong, has helped them to identify their economic value 
and how there is a need for effective planning and development 
policies to lessen the negative impacts linked to port activity. The 
full report will be published in September 2013.

Day 1: Tuesday 7th May  
Conference opening
The conference opened with a theme more representative of 
Bollywood than Hollywood, as Indian dancers took to the stage. 
Following on from the procession of colour and loud music 
was IAPH president Geraldine Knatz, whose opening speech 
set the tone for the four days and  outlined the key areas of 
focus for the week; LNG-fuelled vessels and bunkering, safety 
standards for passenger cruises, combatting piracy, and container  
weight verification. 

Next up was the Mayor of Los Angeles, the Honorable Antonio 
Villaraigosa, who began by praising Geraldine’s stewardship of the 
port. The proud mayor then took the opportunity to applaud the 
central role that LA plays in the movement of goods in and out 
of the country, before commending the efforts made by the port 
through the implementation of its environmental strategy, and how 
it is seen as a model for other ports to follow. 

Keynote address
Captain Richard Phillips was at the centre of an extraordinary 
international drama after he was captured by Somali pirates 
following the hijacking of his cargo ship in April 2009. In his 
keynote speech he explained how he protected his crew by refusing 
to tell the pirates of their whereabouts, which lead to him being 
taken hostage. In the days that followed Captain Richards was shot 
at, tied up, and subjected to all sorts of mind games. He was also left 
badly beaten while on his own ship’s lifeboat when the pirates own 
ship had capsized. After jumping into the sea in an effort to escape 
his captors he was then re-captured and finally rescued by navy 
seals.

Working sessions: Part 1

New realities in the global economy

A perspective on Latin America – Anticipating economic 
trends resulting from the Panama Canal expansion

Dr Walter Kemmsies, chief economist at Moffatt and Nichol, 
explained the problems facing Latin America in regards to 

The 28th IAPH  
World Ports Conference 
Linton Nightingale, news and commissioning editor, Port Technology International, London, UK
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A proud Mayor of Los Angeles Antonio Villaraigosa welcomes the global port 
community to his home city
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insufficient port infrastructure. Latin American exports are 
growing; however its contribution to the domestic GDP is 
relatively low. He illustrated that strong infrastructure lowers 
cost and can increase downstream exports while reducing 
commodity price inflation. The Panama Canal expansion and 
other projects are needed to increase Latin America’s share  
and contr ibution to global economic activity. If Latin 
America can improve its infrastructure, it can become a very  
robust economy. 

A perspective from Europe –  
Port governance issues in Europe

Patrick Verhoeven, secretary general at the European Seaports 
Association (ESPO), began the session by highlighting how 
European ports have become much more complex, with port 
authorities now acting as landlords, regulators, operators and 
community managers. 

After a few failed attempts, the European Union (EU) is 
looking at introducing yet another common ports policy with 
the latest proposal expected soon. Patrick stated that this proposal 
is likely to result in new regulations that focus on market access, 
transparency, port charging and coordination with cargo handling 
and passenger services excluded from market access rules because 
of competition. Patrick stressed that the EU has the potential 
to harmonise port governance, and that a joint vision for all 
European port authorities is now a necessity.

Day 2: Wednesday 8th May

Working sessions: Part 2

Zero emissions strategies: The Hamburg perspective 
Port of Hamburg managing director Jens Meier began the second 
day by explaining how he intends to develop Hamburg into a 
Smartport, which he expects to be the theme at the next IAPH 
Conference taking place in Hamburg in 2015. Smartport is split 
into two areas, both designed to reduce emissions; Smartport 
Energy and Smartport Logistics.

Smartport Energy concerns the use of renewable energy 
within the port arena, with an emphasis on reducing reliance on 
conventional electricity and saving energy which can be stored 
and used to power other areas of the port.

Smartport Logistics, currently a pilot scheme, is a traffic 
information service connecting all parts of the port with 
logistical information. The system collects information from the 
navigation systems of trucks and ships to share with all relevant 
parties, including the harbourmaster, shipping companies and 
logistics service providers, via apps that work on mobile devices. 
Smartport Logistics is designed to cut congestion, avoiding truck 
traffic jams to save time and money for logistics suppliers, whilst 
cutting port pollution.

Zero emissions strategies: The LA perspective 
The Port of Los Angeles was by far the worst area for pollution 
in the LA region between 1998 and 2005. Michael Christenson, 
deputy executive director at the Port of LA, explained that this 
was the catalyst for the Clean Air Action Plan (CAAP) adopted 
in both LA and Long Beach in 2006, which was updated in 2010. 
Christenson explained the different elements of the initiative, 
the positive impact this had on reducing emissions, and how the 
port’s recent zero emission plan, covering trucks, cargo handling 
equipment, alternative marine power, and tug boats, has helped the 
port to lower emissions even further – turn to page 102 to learn 
more about LA’s environmental efforts. Christenson also revealed 

that the port is launching an energy management action plan 
(E-Map) next month to help drive the electrification of its cargo 
handling equipment. 

Zero emissions strategies: The business perspective
The final presentation covering zero emission strategies came 
from Cavotec group CEO Ottonel Popescu. Ottonel drew 
parallels between ports and airports in the challenges linked to 
growing traffic levels, increased usage, and automation. He used 
these comparisons to discuss alternative marine power solutions 
and advanced mooring solutions now available from equipment 
manufacturers.

The emergence of LNG and what it means for  
ports worldwide:

Dana Lowell, a senior consultant at M.J.Bradley & Associates, 
LLC, kicked off the final session of the morning by looking at 
the emergence of LNG in the maritime industry from a global 
perspective. Dana explained that there is significant potential 
for increasing the use of LNG as a fuel source, driven by cost 
savings and environmental regulations. However, the cost of 
LNG conversion is extremely high - up to US$7million for tugs 
and US$24million for ocean going vessels, according to Dana. 
She added that there is a lack of LNG refuelling infrastructure 
support, and a worrying lack of price transparency, whilst it is 
much easier to build new LNG vessels rather than to convert 
non-LNG vessels.

Following Dana, there was an update on the progress of the 
IAPH World Port Climate Initiative LNG Working Group Update 
by the Port of Antwerp’s senior technical manager Tessa Major. 
The focus of this group will be to aid ports towards developing the 
rules and regulations regarding LNG as a fuel, and creating LNG 
awareness. Tessa explained how the group has been split into three 
sub-working groups to achieve these goals:
1.  Bunker checklists and accreditations – this group focuses on 

the checklists required for the different types of bunkering 
options that a port should look to provide: truck to ship, ship to 
ship and shore to ship. Accreditation concentrates on the safety 
and quality of LNG operations. This sub group will publish its 
findings in Q3, 2013.

2.  Risk perimeters – this group is assessing the risks of the 
different bunkering scenarios. This group will publish guidelines 
and recommendations for a harmonised approach in 2014.

3.  LNG awareness – this group will be launching a new website 
in Q4, 2013, providing guidance and a library of research papers 
on LNG to educate ports.   

Day 3 – Thursday 9th May

Working sessions: Part 3

Port Community Systems:
The pick of a number of sessions focusing on port community 
systems (PCS) came from the Port of Valencia’s managing director 
Ramon Gomez-Ferrer, who provided what was an insightful 

The Port of Los Angeles, California, USA
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and informative overview of the Spanish port’s system. Ramon 
explained that in order increase the efficiency of port services, it 
was important for the port to implement a PCS so that all users 
of the port could access real time information. As many as 475 
organisations now use the PCS with 30 million messages to date 
being sent through the system. 

Adoption of resolutions
Frans van Zoelen, chair of the IAPH resolutions and bills 
committee, announced the passing of five new resolutions in this 
session. The resolutions were as follows:

LNG fuelled ships 

possibilities and chances of LNG fuelling, and consequently to 
make efforts to develop appropriate facilities and safety rules for 
supplying LNG fuels to ships calling at their ports

to continue their work with the international code of safety 
for ships using LNG as a fuel as one of the preconditions for a 
growing worldwide use of LNG as a fuel

active role in harmonising regulations of LNG fuelling in ports 
in regard to safety and the environment

consider the inclusion of LNG fuelling procedures in their 
educational planning for crew and staff where appropriate 

vessels”

Passenger Ship Safety

in the economies of cruise ports and their local areas

industry and the port industry to further develop cruise business 
by improving the safety of passenger ships

incidents by launching a Cruise Industry Operational Safety 
Review with the aim of undertaking a comprehensive 
assessment of the critical human factors and operational aspects 
of maritime safety

thoroughly observe the current international safety rules/codes 
of passenger ships and the voluntary safety requirements adopted 
by cruise lines 

preparing new strict safety rules/codes in order to prevent fatal 
incidents, taking into account the aforementioned voluntary 
safety requirements

stipulate compensation schemes for cruise passengers

Piracy

in high risk waters and urges states to further upgrade deployed 
naval forces to ensure safe navigation of vessels in these areas

areas as well as states whose ports are transited by ships 
carrying PCASP, to establish the relevant policies or rules on 
the treatment of PCASP on board ships, especially focusing on 
embarkation or disembarkation of PCASP and their fire arms 
and equipment in their ports

to permanent and non-permanent means of deterrence and 
protection on board vessels

Verification of container weight in the supply chain

knowledge and incorrect declaration by shippers about shipment 
in containers at the origin of transport and that the issue may 
only be addressed by establishing compulsory rules to require 
shippers to weigh and make the correct declaration

draft amendment of the SOLAS convention and its guidelines 
under the deliberation of the Correspondence Group of 
DSC, which clearly stipulates shippers’ obligation of correct 
declarations based on verified weight of cargo at the origin of 
transport

establish effective legal requirements and control mechanisms to 
ensure the correct application of the requirements mentioned in 
the above

to prepare with the highest priority the possible implementation 
of a new mechanism in order to improve port safety and 
efficiency with verified weight certificates from shippers

Urging ratification of HNS conventions

underlining that a method for the reporting of HNS cargo has 
been endorsed by IMO in its Legal Committee meeting of April 
this year, as a consequence of which the remaining obstacles for 
States to ratify the Protocol are removed

made by IMO and States to eventually set into force an 
international mechanism for compensation of damages arising 
from transportation of HNS cargo by sea

IAPH Awards 2013
The IAPH Port Environment Award was awarded to Hakata 
Port, Japan, for its environment initiative project. Runner up was 
Amsterdam for its sustainability fund, while third place was shared 
between Antwerp for its creating space for port development 
by proactive nature management and Valencia for its energy and 
climate change project. This year’s IT Award was presented to Port 
of Cotonou, Benin for its PCS, with Singapore and Miami awarded 
second and third place respectively.

Inauguration of the new IAPH President
Geraldine Knatz gave a short farewell address as the outgoing 
president of the IAPH before handing over to the new President – 
Grant Gilfillan, CEO, Sydney Ports Corporation.  

The next IAPH World Ports Conference takes place in 
Hamburg, 1-5th June 2015.
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Five new IAPH resolutions were passed by IAPH members during the final 
day of the conference
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Introduction
The recent incident involving the MSC Flaminia has again 
brought into sharp focus the problems that arise when a ship in 
need of assistance seeks a place of refuge. Unlike the disastrous 
cases of the Erika and the Prestige, the case of the MSC Flaminia 
had a happy ending but clearly showed that methods of handling 
requests for places of refuge still need refinement. 

This article will examine this issue in light of the way in which 
the case of the MSC Flaminia was handled. This will involve a 
brief examination of the facts of the case and the way in which 
international law and the laws of the European Union address 
requests for places of refuge. The article will conclude with 
the lessons that can be learned from the case and what further 
avenues need to be explored.

The facts 
The MSC Flaminia is a small, German-flagged container vessel 
with a capacity of 6,732 twenty-foot equivalent units (TEU). On 
14 July 2012, on a voyage from Charleston (USA) to Antwerp 
(Belgium), with a cargo of 2,876 TEUs, the vessel encountered 
difficulties in the Atlantic ocean approximately 1,000 nautical 
miles west of Cornwall (UK). On that day a fire broke out in 
hold four and during the attempts to extinguish the fire an 
explosion occurred. A crew member was killed and another one 
subsequently died of his injuries after being rescued and taken 
aboard the tank vessel DC Crown together with the other crew 
members. As a result of the fire and explosion, 72 containers were 
destroyed and 24 were substantial damaged. More ominously, 151 
containers contained dangerous goods. 

Despite continuous discussions with the authorities in several 
coastal states, the vessel was not permitted to enter the waters of 
any coastal state until 16 August. On 17 August, Germany agreed 
to grant a place of refuge. The vessel was in a condition to be 
towed and arrangements were made to tow it through the English 
Channel to the German Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ). An 
inspection team was placed on board and continuous monitoring 
of the condition of the ship and its cargo were conducted. 

On 31 August, the consents of all coastal States involved were 
obtained and on 8/9 September the vessel was towed into and 
berthed in Jade-Weser-Port in Wilhelmshaven, Germany. This 
port had previously been identified as a suitable place of refuge 
as it had a suitable basin and quay wall as well as enough empty 
wharf space and was on the brink of becoming operational.

The law
At international level, there is little support for the concept of a 
general right to access ports. However, it is widely argued that in 
exceptional circumstances, such access must be granted where a 
vessel is in distress. While this may be true, recent state practice has 
reduced the previously accepted custom of granting refuge to a 
ship in distress into one of humanitarian safety and, in the absence 
of a threat to human life on the vessel, the custom has evolved 

such that access may no longer be automatically granted to ships in 
distress and is now to be decided on a case by case basis. 

In view of the uncertain position under international law 
of ships in distress in seeking a place of refuge, in December 
2003 the International Maritime Organisation (IMO) drew up 
guidelines for use by ship owners, ship masters and coastal states 
when a place of refuge was needed and requested. 

Under the guidelines, the master or salvor must clearly establish 
the problems being experienced and report them to the coastal 
state to enable the coastal state to assess the risk and what action, 
if any, may be required. While it is waiting for the response from 
the coastal state, the master or salvor should take all necessary 
action to deal with the situation including signing a towage or 
salvage agreement or other services.

Coastal states are encouraged to develop a contingency plan 
for each possible place of refuge and to assess the appropriateness 
of each potential place of refuge. The factors which can be 
taken into account include environmental and social factors as 
well as the natural conditions of the potential place of refuge. 
Additionally, an assessment should be made of the availability of 
suitable equipment, the availability of evacuation facilities and 
international cooperation.

When a request for a place of refuge is received by a coastal 
state, consideration must be given as to whether or not to grant 
the request. The factors for consideration include the condition 
of the ship at the time of the request and its potential to change; 
the type and condition of cargo carried; whether or not the 

Places of refuge –  
learning from the MSC Flaminia 
Frans van Zoelen, CLO, Havenbedrijf Rotterdam N.V. (Port of Rotterdam Authority) and Dr. Anthony P. Morrison, University of Wollongong, 
Australia
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The German-flagged MSC Flaminia (pictured) ran into difficulties on July 
14th 2012
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master and crew or salvors are still on board and, if so, their 
condition; whether a salvage agreement has been entered into; 
the distance to a potential place of refuge; whether the ship is 
insured and if so, the details of the insurance; the details of any 
financial security required; the requirements, if any, of the flag 
state. Where possible, to assist in assessing the risks, an inspection 
team should be put on board. Once all the assessments and 
analyses have been performed, the coastal state must then make 
a decision on whether or not to grant a request for access. The 
options available to coastal states are to allow or refuse access, 
subject to any conditions.

Places of refuge are dealt with by the European Union in 
Directive 2002/59/EC, as amended by Directive 2009/17/EC 
and the procedure corresponds closely with the IMO guidelines. 
Sub-Article 20a requires member states to draw up plans for 
accommodation of ships in need of assistance. These plans are to 
be based on the IMO guidelines. Sub-Article 20b confirms that 
the competent authority is to make the decision on a request 
for a place of refuge based on the plans. This article requires the 
authority to ensure that ships are admitted to a place of refuge 
if they consider such an accommodation to be the best course 
of action for the purposes of protection of human life or the 
environment.

Lessons to be learned 
While it is too early to ascertain to what extent the handling 
of the case was in accordance with the IMO guidelines and the 
EU Directive, once a place of refuge was granted by Germany, 
the process appeared to go smoothly and the vessel was towed 
to a suitable place which had the requisite machinery and wharf 
space to deal with a damaged container ship. One apparent 
failure of the process and a matter that does need examination 
is the length of time (one month) between the fire and the 
obtaining of authorisation of the coastal states to access their 
waters. This is currently being examined by the Cooperation 
Group on Places of Refuge of the EU Commission and the 

Parties to the Bonn Agreement. 
Furthermore, had the MSC Flaminia incident occurred later, 

it is doubtful whether Jade-Weser-Port could have been a viable 
option as the terminals then would have been fully occupied. Of 
course with flexibility and improvisation it should be possible to 
free a quay wall for some days, but that’s exactly the issue which 
can be learned from the MSC Flaminia case: the unloading of a 
damaged container vessel takes weeks and maybe even months. 
It is clear that for a fully operational container terminal such an 
interruption would be disruptive and the economic losses for the 
container stevedoring company in question will be enormous 
and disproportional. Therefore specific attention should be given 
to the operational differences between liquid cargo vessels and 
container vessels when in distress. Both have their own merits and 
an important difference is that a liquid cargo carrier in need of 
assistance can be offered shelter and subsequently discharged in 
relative isolation. 

The MSC Flaminia experience teaches us that container vessels 
in distress need at least two things: a suitable berthing place which 
has to be a terminal with cranes, equipment and quay space for 
segregation, and that this berthing place has to be available for a 
relatively long period as the operational challenges will follow 
after the ship has been safely berthed in a place of refuge. 

Focus of further investigations 
On the basis of international legislation it is standard procedure 
that maritime accidents have to be investigated. The focus of the 
investigations regarding MSC Flaminia should not only be on the 
specific causes of the fire in order to avoid future accidents, but 
also on what can be learned from the aftermath after the MSC 
Flaminia had been berthed, that is, how to organise the operations 
of the unloading of a burned out or even smouldering container 
vessel. It is expected that newer generation container vessels will 
carry 1,000 to 1,800 containers with dangerous cargo. What are 
the alternatives if commercially operated container terminals are 
not available for weeks or even months? Is it time for relevant 
industry groups to re-examine the plan of the salvage industry to 
have a specific place of refuge permanently available, which in this 
case could be a floating dock with container facilities into which 
a container vessel in distress could be placed in isolation? These 
elements have to become clear in due course in order to be 
ready for future incidents where there is no new, empty terminal 
available.
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The salvage of MSC Flaminia was assigned by the boxship’s operator NSB 
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European container ports find themselves embedded in ever-
changing economic and logistics systems. The European container 
port system cannot be considered as a homogenous set of ports. 
It features established large ports as well as a whole series of 
medium-sized to smaller ports each with specific characteristics 
in terms of transhipment incidence, the hinterland markets served 
and the location qualities. This unique blend of different container 
port types and sizes combined with a vast economic hinterland 
shapes port competition in the region. This contribution discusses 
recent developments in the European container port system. We 
are particularly interested in the impact of the crisis on the port 
hierarchy in Europe. Are new container ports and port regions 
emerging as challengers of established ports and regions? Are 
some port regions in Europe gradually losing their significance? 
How is the balance between north and south evolving? How 
are new large-scale terminal capacity expansions affecting the 
competitive balance in the European container port system?

Recovering from 2009 drop but with 
regional differences
With a total maritime container throughput of an estimated 
95.2 million twenty-foot equivalent units (TEU) in 2012, the 
European container port system ranks among the busiest 
container port systems in the world. Growth has been particularly 
strong in the period from 2005 to 2007 with an average annual 
growth rate of 10.5 percent, compared to 6.8 percent in the 
period from 1985 to 1995, 8.9 percent in 1995 to 2000 and 
7.7 percent in 2000 to 2005. The economic crisis which started 
to have its full effect in late 2008 brought an end to the steep 
growth curve. Total container throughput increased from 90.7 
million TEU in 2008 to 95.2 million TEU in 2012 or an average 
annual growth of only 1.26 percent. The year 2009 is at the root 
of this slow pace given a year on year drop in container volumes 
of about 14 percent in 2009. Between 2009 and 2012 traffic 
volumes have recovered at a rate of 6.87 percent each year.
   The container ports in the Hamburg-Le Havre range (which 
includes all ports along the coastline between Le Havre in 
France and Hamburg in Germany) handle about half of the 
total European container throughput (see figure 1). The share 
of the Mediterranean ports grew significantly between the late 
1980s and the late 1990s at the expense of the ports in the 
Hamburg-Le Havre range. The significant improvement of the 
share of the Mediterranean was mainly the result of the insertion 
of transhipment hubs in the region since the mid-1990s (Gioia 
Tauro, Marsaxlokk, Cagliari, Taranto to new but a few).  At the 
start of the new millennium, the position of the northern range 
gradually improved while the Mediterranean ports and the UK 
port system lost ground. The crisis seems to have stopped this 
trend as from 2009 the traffic balance between the Mediterranean 
and the Hamburg-Le Havre range remained quite stable. 
However, the position of the UK ports (southeast and south coast 
only) continued to weaken. The Baltic port region has clearly 
strengthened its traffic position in the past few years. The strong 

growth path of European ports in the Black Sea area (Romania 
and Bulgaria) suddenly stopped in crisis year 2009. 

Individual port rankings:  
few changes at the top
Table 1 provides an overview of the 15 largest container ports in 
the European Union. Saint-Petersburg, which handled 2.52 million 
TEU in 2012 and has witnessed strong growth in the past few years 
is not included in the ranking. A number of the listed ports act as 
almost pure transhipment hubs with a transhipment incidence of 
75 percent or more (ie. Gioia Tauro, Marsaxlokk, Algeciras) while 
other load centres can be considered as almost pure gateways (e.g. 
Genoa and Barcelona to name a couple) or a combination of a 
dominant gateway function with sea to sea transhipment activities 
(eg. Hamburg, Rotterdam, Le Havre, Antwerp). About 68 percent 
of the total container throughput in the European port system 
passes through the top 15 ports, compared to 61 percent in 1985. 
Since 2008 no major shifts have taken place in the traffic shares 
of the top three, top 10 and top 15 ports, although the top three 
ports have lost some ground. Nearly one third of all containers 
are handled by the top three ports. Worth mentioning is that the 
dominance of market leader Rotterdam weakened in the late 
1990s, but in the past decade the port’s position has remained quite 
stable. Overall, the figures suggest a continued high concentration 
of cargo in only a dozen large container ports. While the crisis has 
not significantly altered the rankings, a number of ports lost some 
position while others gained. For example, the Belgian port of 
Zeebrugge initially overcame the crisis very well by climbing to the 
ninth position in 2010 but afterwards booked traffic losses pushing 
the seaport back to position 13. The Greek port of Piraeus showed 
the most volatile traffic evolution. Piraeus’ volume peaked at 1.6 
million TEU in 2003, but strikes and unrest led to a throughput 
of only 433,000 TEU in 2008. In 2010, the container port started 
a remarkable recovery path partly pushed by the arrival of Cosco 
Pacific as operator of the ‘Pier 2’ facility. Piraeus reappeared in the 
top 15 ranking in 2011 and last year held position eight with a total 
volume of 2.7 million TEU.   

Recent traffic dynamics in the 
European container port system  
Professor Theo Notteboom, ITMMA, University of Antwerp, Antwerp, Belgium
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Figure 1: Traffic shares of port ranges in the European container port system
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Looking at the position of seaport groups 
In this section we group seaports within the same gateway 
region together to form so-called multi-port gateway regions. 
The locational relationship to nearby identical traffic hinterlands 
is one of the criteria that can be used to cluster adjacent 
seaports. In cases where there is no coordination between the 
ports concerned, the hinterland is highly contestable as several 
neighbouring gateways are vying for the same cargo flows. The 
relevance of the multi-port gateway level is supported by the 
liner shipping networks as developed by shipping lines and the 
communality in hinterland connectivity issues among ports of the 
same multi-port gateway region. 

Figure 2 provides an overview of the main multi-port gateway 
regions in Europe as well as transhipment hubs and stand-
alone gateways. Stand-alone gateways are somewhat isolated 

in the broader port system, as they have less strong functional 
interactions with adjacent ports than ports of the same multi-
port gateway region. In the next sections we will draw some 
conclusions based on the changing positions of the port regions 
between 2008 and 2012.

Largest European container port region 
with ample capacity 
The Rhine-Scheldt Delta and the Helgoland Bay ports, both 
part of the Le Havre-Hamburg range, together represent some 
40 percent of the total European container throughput in 2012. 
The market share of the Rhine-Scheldt Delta shows moderate 
fluctuations since 2008 with 24.7 percent in 2008, 25.5 percent 
in 2009, 26 percent in 2010, 25 percent in 2011 and 24.1 
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1. Rhine-Scheldt Delta 24.7% 24.1%
2. Helgoland Bay 16.8% 15.8%
3. Seine Estuary 2.9% 2.6%
4. Portugese Range 1.4% 1.8%
5. Spanish Med range 6.9% 6.7%
6. Ligurian Range 4.5% 4.1%
7. North Adriatic 1.6% 1.9%
8. UK Southeast Coast 7.4% 6.3%
9. Gdansk Bay 0.9% 1.7%
10. Black Sea West 1.7% 0.9%
11. South Finland 1.6% 1.3%
12. Kattegat/The Sound 1.9% 1.8%
All 12 multi-port gateway regions 72.1% 69.0%
Stand-alone gatew ays 8.6% 11.8%
West Med hubs 11.3% 10.7%

i l i i i h i

in 1000 TEU
R 1985 1995 2000 2005 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 R
1 Rotterdam 2655 Rotterdam 4787 Rotterdam 6275 Rotterdam 9287 Rotterdam 10784 Rotterdam 9743 Rotterdam 11147 Rotterdam 11877 Rotterdam 11900 1
2 Antwerp 1243 Hamburg 2890 Hamburg 4248 Hamburg 8088 Hamburg 9737 Antwerp 7310 Antwerp 8468 Hamburg 9014 Hamburg 8864 2
3 Hamburg 1159 Antwerp 2329 Antwerp 4082 Antwerp 6488 Antwerp 8664 Hamburg 7008 Hamburg 7896 Antwerp 8664 Antwerp 8635 3
4 Bremen 986 Felixstowe 1924 Felixstowe 2793 Bremen 3736 Bremen 5448 Bremen 4565 Bremen 4888 Bremen 5915 Bremen 6115 4
5 Felixstowe 726 Bremen 1518 Bremen 2752 Gioia Tauro 3161 Valencia 3597 Valencia 3654 Valencia 4207 Valencia 4327 Valencia 4470 5
6 Le Havre 566 Algeciras 1155 Gioia Tauro 2653 Algeciras 2937 Gioia Tauro 3468 Algeciras 3043 Felixstowe 3415 Algeciras 3603 Algeciras 4071 6
7 Marseille 488 Le Havre 970 Algeciras 2009 Felixstowe 2700 Algeciras 3324 Felixstowe (*) 3021 Gioia Tauro 2851 Felixstowe 3249 Felixstowe (*) 3200 7
8 Leghorn 475 La spezia 965 Genoa 1501 Le Havre 2287 Felixstowe (*) 3200 Gioia Tauro 2857 Algeciras 2807 Marsaxlokk 2360 Piraeus 2734 8
9 Tilbury 387 Barcelona 689 Le Havre 1465 Valencia 2100 Barcelona 2569 Marsaxlokk 2330 Zeebrugge 2499 Gioia Tauro 2338 Gioia Tauro 2721 9
10 Barcelona 353 Southampton 683 Barcelona 1388 Barcelona 2096 Le Havre 2502 Zeebrugge 2328 Marsaxlokk 2370 Le Havre 2215 Marsaxlokk 2540 10
11 Algeciras 351 Valencia 672 Valencia 1310 Genoa 1625 Marsaxlokk 2337 Le Havre 2234 Le Havre 2358 Zeebrugge 2207 Le Havre 2304 11
12 Genoa 324 Genoa 615 Piraeus 1161 Piraeus 1450 Zeebrugge 2210 Barcelona 1801 Barcelona 1931 Barcelona 2014 Genoa 2065 12
13 Valencia 305 Piraeus 600 Southampton 1064 Marsaxlokk 1408 Genoa 1767 Southampton (*) 1600 Genoa 1759 Genoa 1847 Zeebrugge 1953 13
14 Zeebrugge 218 Zeebrugge 528 Marsaxlokk 1033 Southampton 1395 Southampton (*) 1710 Genoa 1534 Southampton 1566 Piraeus 1680 Barcelona 1750 14
15 Southhampton 214 Marsaxlokk 515 Zeebrugge 965 Zeebrugge 1309 Constanza 1380 La spezia 1046 La spezia 1285 Southamption 1588 Southamption (*) 1600 15

TOP 15 10450 TOP 15 20841 TOP 15 34698 TOP 15 50067 TOP 15 62697 TOP 15 54072 TOP 15 59447 TOP 15 62898 TOP 15 64922
TOTAL Europe 17172 TOTAL Europe 33280 TOTAL Europe 51000 TOTAL Europe 73729 TOTAL Europe 90710 TOTAL Europe 78011 TOTAL Europe 86485 TOTAL Europe 92677 TOTAL Europe (est.) 95220
Share R'dam 15.5% Share R'dam 14.4% Share R'dam 12.3% Share R'dam 12.6% Share R'dam 11.9% Share R'dam 12.5% Share R'dam 12.9% Share R'dam 12.8% Share R'dam 12.5%
Share top 3 29.4% Share top 3 30.1% Share top 3 28.6% Share top 3 32.4% Share top 3 32.2% Share top 3 30.8% Share top 3 31.8% Share top 3 31.9% Share top 3 30.9%
Share top 10 52.6% Share top 10 53.8% Share top 10 57.2% Share top 10 58.2% Share top 10 58.8% Share top 10 58.8% Share top 10 58.4% Share top 10 57.8% Share top 10 58.0%

Share top 15 60.9% Share top 15 62.6% Share top 15 68.0% Share top 15 67.9% Share top 15 69.1% Share top 15 69.3% Share top 15 68.7% Share top 15 67.9% Share top 15 68.2%
(*) Estimate

Figure 2: Multi-port gateway regions in the European container port system

Table 1: The top 15 European container ports (1985-2009, in 1000 TEU)
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percent in 2012. The Rhine-Scheldt Delta port region has one 
of the largest terminal capacity reserves in Europe. The massive 
Deurganck dock in the port of Antwerp, which opened in 2005, 
provides ample room for traffic growth. The PSA terminal and 
the Antwerp Gateway Terminal at the dock together handled 
less than two million TEU in 2012 while the design capacity 
of the dock amounts to some nine million TEU. A deepening 
programme of the river Scheldt was completed a few years ago 
in view of guaranteeing access to the largest container vessels 
within an acceptable tidal window. The current Maasvlakte 
2 developments in Rotterdam include the construction of two 
large scale container facilities, each with a capacity of between 
four and five million TEU: a terminal for APM terminals and 
the Rotterdam World Gateway which will be operated by a 
consortium led by DP World. The first phases of both terminals 
will come on stream in late 2013/early 2014. ECT, part of Hong 
Kong based Hutchison Port Holdings, has room for further 
capacity growth by extending the current 1.5 kilometre quay 
of its Euromax terminal. The terminal capacity in Zeebrugge 
includes PSA’s new and still unused Zeebrugge International 
Port (ZIP) facility and spare capacity at the APM Terminals 
facility in the outer harbour. The strong hinterland ambitions 
of the Rhine-Scheldt Delta ports are supported by a range of 
hinterland concepts and products such as a strong orientation 
on barge transport, a growing momentum for rail shuttles 
into the distant hinterland, ECT’s European Gateway Services 
network and similar efforts by DP World, and a dense network 
of inland terminals and European distribution zones in, or in the 
vicinity of, the ports. To secure growth in the future, the ports are 
actively targeting transhipment markets in the Baltic, the UK and 
southern Europe and hinterland areas in southern Germany, Italy, 
South France (Lyon area) and Eastern and Central Europe, next 
to a continued focus on their cargo rich core service areas (the 
Benelux, western Germany and northern France). 

German ports recover after a dramatic 2009 
The North-German ports in the Helgoland bay gained traffic 
share in Europe from 13 percent in the late 1990s to 16.8 
percent in 2008. Bremerhaven’s volume surge and Hamburg’s 
pivotal role in feeder flows to the Baltic and rail-based flows to 
the developing economies in East and Central Europe were the 
main causes. However, sharp volume drops in 2009, ie. down 28 
percent in Hamburg mainly due to a loss of transhipment flows 
to Rotterdam and down 16 percent in Bremerhaven, brought 
the traffic share below 15 percent. In the past three years their 
position recovered to 15.8 percent. The region welcomed 
newcomer Wilhelmshaven in 2012 when the Jadeweserport 
was opened for business. With a volume of about 24,000 
TEU in 2012, the new large-scale terminal facility clearly has 
to make its mark. Short-term prospects to attract new business 
remain weak as shipping lines still massively opt for Hamburg 
and Bremerhaven. The deepening of the Elbe River is high on 
the agenda in Hamburg as the port is currently facing some 
restrictions to accommodate the largest container vessels.  

‘Renaissance’ of the Seine Estuary
The Seine Estuary, the third region in the Le Havre-Hamburg 
range, suffered from a gradual decline in its market share from 5.5 
percent in 1989 to 2.9 percent in 2008. The ‘Port 2000’ terminals 
in Le Havre, a new hinterland strategy, the completed port reform 
process and the HAROPA initiative aimed at closer cooperation 
between Le Havre, Rouen and the inland port of Paris should 
support a ‘renaissance’ of Le Havre. These initiatives did not 
have their full effect in 2012 as the region’s share in European 

container traffic declined further to 2.6 percent. However, the 
year 2013 promises to reverse this trend as several shipping lines 
(such as MSC) and shippers have committed new volumes to this 
port area. 

The Portuguese port system aims  
for hub status
Portuguese ports Lisbon, Leixoes and Sines are trying very hard 
to expand business by developing a transhipment role as well as 
tapping into the Spanish market (particularly the Madrid area) 
through rail corridor formation and dry port development. After 
a long period of declining market shares, the Portuguese port 
system succeeded to lift its European share to 1.8 percent in 2012. 
The port of Sines recorded the strongest traffic growth mainly 
due to increasing volume commitments of MSC and a further 
extension of the PSA/MSC operated terminal facility. Sines more 
than doubled throughput since 2008 to reach 553,063 TEU in 
2012. The three ports now have a rather similar cargo base of 
around 500,000 to 600,000 TEU. 

Spanish Mediterranean ports show a 
diverging growth path
Among the major winners before the crisis, we find the Spanish 
Mediterranean ports with a growth of the European share from 4 
percent in 1993 to 6.9 percent in 2008. While the share remained 
rather stable the past few years, the growth path of the individual 
ports is quite different. Barcelona was hit hard by the crisis with a 
volume drop from 2.57 million TEU in 2008 to 1.8 million TEU 
in 2009. Container activities (particularly sea to sea transhipment) 
did not recover after 2009 and the Catalan port closed 2012 
at 1.75 million TEU. At the other extreme, Valencia recorded a 
spectacular and consistent growth (also during 2009) from 3.6 
million TEU in 2008 to 4.47 million TEU in 2012. MSC’s choice 
to use the port as a hub for the region boosted transhipment 
volumes and consolidated the port’s fifth position in the European 
ranking. While Tarragona remains a smaller player in the region, 
the port saw strong growth in 2008 when DP World and ZIM 
Lines took over the Contarsa terminal. Since then, throughput 
amounts to some 200,000 to 250,000 TEU.        

Ligurian ports challenged to outgrow  
the Italian hinterland  
The Ligurian ports have difficulties in keeping up with other 
regions in Europe. The ports jointly represent some 4.5 percent 
of the total European port volume, a decline compared to six 
to seven percent throughout the 1980s and 1990s. The Ligurian 
ports rely heavily on the cargo r ich economic centres in 
northern Italy. While they also aim at attracting business from the 
Alpine region, the southeast of France and southern Germany, 
success in these areas has been limited so far partly because of 
intense competition from northern ports supported by a strong 
multimodal offer in terms of rail and barge shuttles. 

North Adriatic ports determined to become 
southern gateway to Europe
Just like the Ligurian ports, the North-Adriatic ports have 
been facing lower than average growth rates. However, since 
the crisis year of 2009 the tide seems to have turned. The 
recent cooperation agreement of the North Adriatic Ports 
Association (NAPA) underlines the ambition of the region to 
develop a gateway function to Eastern and Central Europe and 
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the Alpine region. The strategy should also enable the region to 
develop larger-scale container operations. The NAPA ports are 
determined to lure trade from northern ports via upgraded rail 
links and shorter transit times from Asia. For example, Trieste has 
a harbour that’s 18 metres deep and able to handle the largest 
container ships at full load. The Italian port offers shuttle train 
services to destinations in Germany, Austria, Hungary, Slovakia 
and the Czech Republic, and is targeting countries as distant as 
Poland, one of the main markets for Hamburg. Still the Adriatic 
ports are facing scale differences with the northern hub ports 
which affect the possibilities to develop a vast intermodal 
hinterland network. With only 1.8 million TEU in 2012 the 
Adriatic ports only handle a fraction of the volumes of the two 
leading multi-port gateway regions of the Hamburg-Le Havre 
range (ie. 22.9 million TEU in the Rhine-Scheldt Delta and 15.1 
million TEU in northern Germany).  

The UK's direct call versus feeder challenge 
The UK ports witnessed a rather significant decrease in market 
share. Many of the load centres along the southeast coast of the 
United Kingdom faced capacity shortages in the early 2000s while 
new capacity became available only gradually. Quite a number of 
shipping lines opted for the transhipment of UK flows in mainland 
European ports (mainly Rhine-Scheldt Delta and Le Havre) 
instead of calling at UK ports directly. With the prospect of new 
capacity getting on stream there is hope for more direct calls and 
potentially an increase in market share. The large scale London 
Gateway terminal of DP World can be regarded as the embodiment 
of the UK ambitions to attract more direct calls. The terminal is 
being developed on an old Shell site along the Thames and should 
be open for business in late 2013. The port will add 3.5 million 
TEU to the UK’s port capacity and will help to meet the demand 
for extra capacity in the UK. The full impact of London Gateway 
on competitive dynamics between mainland European ports and 
UK ports will become clear in the coming years. It remains to be 
seen how DP World is going to balance its many stakes in large 
scale terminals across the region. The company is investing heavily 
in the Rotterdam World Gateway facility on Maasvlakte 2 and has a 
vested interest in filling the Antwerp Gateway terminal.

Attracting direct deep-sea calls in the Baltic
In the last couple of years, the ports in the Bay of Gdansk have 
been witnessing a healthy growth and an increasing traffic share 
in Europe (now 1.7 percent compared to 0.9 percent in 2008 
and 0.5 percent in 2004). For a long time, the Polish load centres 
were bound by their feeder port status, competing with main port 
Hamburg for the Polish hinterland. However, in the last decade 
the Polish port reform process gave impetus to the development 
of new container handling facilities. While Gdynia has benefited 
from volume gains, Gdansk attracted most attention as volumes 
increased from 163,704 TEU in 2008 to 928,905 TEU in 2012. 
Growth remained very strong in early 2013. The DCT facility in 
Gdansk serves as a port of call on one of the main Europe-Far East 
services of Maersk Line. Emma Maersk class vessels with a capacity 
of 15,500 TEU not only bring Asian cargo, but also pick up North 
American container flows via other European ports of call before 
heading to Gdansk. The announced Triple ‘E’ vessels of Maersk 
Line are expected to call DCT. The Gdansk case provides empirical 
evidence that deep-sea calls in the Baltic can be viable despite the 
existence of competitive hub-feeder networks linked to Hamburg 
and other major northern ports. The port is determined to become 
a hub for central and eastern Europe and Russia. Earlier this year, 
an agreement was reached on the development of DCT 2 which 
should increase the port’s capacity to 4 million TEU by 2016.      

The rise and fall of European Black Sea ports

The Black Sea ports, Constantza in particular, were on the rise 
in the early 2000s from virtually no traffic to a European share 
of 1.7 percent in 2008. Constantza attracted terminal investments 
given its potential to serve as a gateway to eastern Europe and a 
transhipment hub for the Black Sea area. The crisis abruptly ended 
this unfolding success story and Constantza’s container throughput 
fell sharply from 1.38 million TEU in 2008 to 594,299 TEU in 
2009. In the following years the port could only present a modest 
growth to reach 684,059 TEU in 2012. The Bulgarian ports of 
Varna and Burgas remain small players in the container market. 
The traffic decline in Black Sea ports is in sharp contrast to strong 
growth witnessed by Piraeus and Turkish deep-sea ports near the 
Sea of Marmara. This development demonstrates shipping lines for 
the time being prefer a hub-feeder model in the Med to service the 
Black Sea area instead of direct deep-sea calls in the Black Sea. 

Scandinavian ports 
The ports at the entrance of the Baltic and South Finland show 
a moderate growth path, both losing some ground in a European 
context. However, the relative decline in their European shares is 
smaller than in the five years prior to the start of the economic 
crisis. Scandinavian ports remain highly dynamic players in 
the market and are European pioneers in far-reaching port 
cooperation schemes. The ports of Malmo in Sweden and 
Copenhagen in Denmark were merged in 2001 to form a single 
company, Copenhagen Malmö Port. It still serves as a successful 
case in cross-border mergers of two ports. In 2011, the City 
Councils in Kotka and Hamina on Finland’s south coast approved 
a port merger. The port of Gothenburg in Sweden serves as a 
good practice in intermodal network development: half of the 
port’s container volume is transported inland via an extensive 
domestic rail network of container shuttles. The rail network also 
extends to Norway.
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“The Liverpool2 project is the culmination of 
several years of intense work, including developing 
a business plan, detailed design work, securing 
finance, and procuring the delivery of the key 
elements of the scheme.”
‘New terminal quay to success’, page 24.

Port Planning, Design 
and Construction



Maasvlakte 2 was the next logical step in the continued 
development of the port of Rotterdam. Through its strategic 
position within the European market, its excellent hinterland 
connections and the many available facilities, the port has 
enormous business drawing power. In anticipation of the ongoing 
demand for space, the Botlek was created in the middle of the 
last century. The Europort followed in the 1960s, and the current 
Maasvlakte in the 1970s. Over 15 years ago, the growing world 
trade, expansion of ports elsewhere in the world and forecasts 
based on the annual throughput of containers in Rotterdam, 
clarified the need for another extension of the port of Rotterdam. 
Maasvlakte 2 is a 20 feet deep port that has space for deep sea 
related container activities, distribution and chemical industry. 
This makes Maasvlakte 2 the gateway to Europe with 24 hour 
access for the largest containerships of the future.

Broad package 
The construction of Maasvlakte 2 is not occurring in isolation. 
The land reclamation is part of a broad package of measures 

which will both enhance the main port and improve the social 
and environmental climate of the area. Five Dutch ministries, 
the Province of South Holland, the Rotterdam City District 
and the Rotterdam Municipality all joined hands in 1997 in the 
Rotterdam Main Port Development Project, or PMR. PMR 
encompasses three inextricably linked projects. These are the 
construction of Maasvlakte 2, including extensive compensation 
measures for the nature areas which will be lost in the process. 
Looking at the existing Rotterdam areas: execution of a large 
number of projects in the existing port and industrial zone for 
more efficient use of the space and improvement of the social 
climate. And finally the construction of 750 hectares (nearly three 
square miles) of new nature and recreation area in the immediate 
vicinity of Rotterdam.

Sustainable port
The Port of Rotterdam Authority has the ambition to achieve the 
most sustainable port area with Maasvlakte 2. It has deliberately 
chosen sustainability as an integral part of developing the new 

Maasvlakte 2, providing  
ample space for the future 
René van der Plas, managing director, project organisation Maasvlakte 2, Rotterdam, the Netherlands
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An aerial shot of the Maasvlakte 2 development taken in April 2013
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port and industrial area. In all phases of the project and all sub-
projects it is looking for the most sustainable solutions. The scale 
of Maasvlakte 2 provides unique opportunities to be ground 
breaking in the sustainable development of a new port. That’s why 
the most compact form of design was chosen, the share of inland 
shipping and rail transport of containers will increase significantly 
by 2035, chemical companies will use each other's waste heat, 
dirty trucks are banned and barges are fitted with cleaner engines.

Overall costs
Construction of Maasvlakte 2 is a project by the Rotterdam 
Port Authority. Costs and risks concerning the land reclamation 
are the full responsibility of the Port of Rotterdam Authority. 
Estimated project costs amount to €2.9 billion (price level 2004).

Environmental reports
In a project such as the construction of Maasvlakte 2 a statutory 
duty is to report on the environmental impact in a so called 
Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) report. The Port of 
Rotterdam Authority conducted one of the most comprehensive 
environmental impact assessments ever. The impacts of Maasvlakte 
2 on a wide range of subjects were mapped and solutions were 
found for every possible problem.

In parallel with the EIA, Port of Rotterdam Authority 
consulted dozens of parties involved, including nature and 
environmental organisations. It was the Port of Rotterdam 
Authority’s objective to take the interests of these parties into 
account in the designs for Maasvlakte 2 and to agree upon these 
plans in constructive arrangements. The comprehensive EIA 
in combination with stakeholder participation resulted in the 
withdrawal of appeals.

New land
Maasvlakte 2 includes 2,000 hectares of new land that connects 
directly with the current port and industrial zone. Land reclamation 
will provide some 1,000 hectares of new industrial sites, adjacent to 
deep water. Container transhipment, distribution and the chemical 
industry will all find ample space here. The other 1,000 hectares 
consist of infrastructure such as seawall, waterways, railways, roads 
and harbours. As a result the port will expand by 20 per cent and 
triples its capacity for container handling.

PUMA
Maasvlakte 2 is being built in phases. The speed at which the Port 
of Rotterdam Authority acquires customers for Maasvlakte 2 will 
effectively determine the speed of its construction. Expanding 
the port in distinct parts will avoid sites being reclaimed from 
the sea before customers have been acquired for them. After an 
international call for tenders, the consortium PUMA (Project 
Uitbreiding Maasvlakte, which is the Dutch abbreviation for 
Project Extension Maasvlakte) was contracted to build the first sites, 
quay walls, road and rail infrastructure, docks and canal, sea defence. 
This consortium of Koninklijke Boskalis Westminster NV and Van 
Oord NV delivered this scope on the 17th April 2013. This first 
phase covers a port area of 700 hectares of plots for lease. 

Design and construction
The contract with PUMA is by far the largest and most 
striking part of the work. For this contract, with a value of 
approximately €1.1 billion, the Port Authority chose a design, 
construction and maintenance contract. A programme of 

requirements, consisting largely of functional requirements, 
specifies the design, realisation and maintenance. This allowed 
Boskalis and Van Oord to demonstrate their innovative added 
value. In collaboration with the client, the design of the hard 
seawall was optimised as a stony dune with a block dam 
in front of it as a breakwater. The gale which this innovative 
seawall should be able to resist occurs in statistical terms only 
once every 10,000 years. Scale testing demonstrated the real 
effectiveness of the design prior to construction. 

The contract includes a maintenance period of 10 years. Boskalis 
and Van Oord have undertaken to keep the entire seawall at 
optimum strength until 2023. Similar to the entire Dutch coastline, 
sand will also have to be added here to the soft seawall. Following 
every severe gale, the hard seawall will also be inspected and, if 
necessary, the cobble beach will have to be replenished.

Big numbers
Maasvlakte 2 is a project with big numbers. There were 240 million 
cubic metres of sand that was sprayed to create land, raise industrial 
sites and construct 7.5 kilometres of beach and dunes. Seven 
million tonnes of riprap, 20,000 concrete blocks, each weighing 
more than 40 tonnes and 150,000 tonnes of clay were processed in 
the 3.5 kilometres of hard seawall. Around 300,000 cubic metres of 
concrete was used in the construction of the quay walls.

Further work
PUMA, the joint venture of the two contractors, started the 
expansion of the port of Rotterdam five years ago. Today the 
realisation of 700 hectares of new industrial sites, 11 kilometres 
of seawall, 3.5 kilometres of quay wall, 24 kilometres of roads, 
14 kilometres of rail and 560 hectares of port basin is a fact. 
The work that is completed by PUMA is the lion’s share of the 
construction of Maasvlakte 2. The Port Authority is currently 
working on the nautical accessibility of Maasvlakte 2; the 
installation of leading lights and buoys for shipping will enable 
Maasvlakte 2 to be opened to ships from 22 May. In the coming 
year work will continue in full swing on infrastructure on the 
boundary between the existing port area and Maasvlakte 2, 
including the construction of a flyover intersection, connection 
from the rail infrastructure to the rail terminals and the facilities 
for nautical service suppliers like tug boats and barges. In addition, 

Maasvlakte 2 is expected to incur an overall investment of €2.9 billion 
(price level 2004)
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APM Terminals (APMT) and Rotterdam World Gateway (RWG) 
are working hard on the new container terminals which both 
companies want to have in operation by the end of 2014.

Monitoring of the effects on the ecology
In the period before construction started on Maasvlakte 2, 
researchers published thousands of pages of reports dealing 
with the possible consequences of the construction for life in 
the sea. To monitor the project’s effects, the Port of Rotterdam 
Authority is keeping a close eye on the sand extraction activities. 
Researchers are keeping close track of life in and around the 
seabed. It is being studied, for example, whether the common 
cockles have become short on food. To study this, researchers 
carry out silt measurements, not just in the future site of 
Maasvlakte 2, but at 100 sites along the North Sea coast.

In 2007, before work started on Maasvlakte 2, researchers 
conducted a baseline measurement for the studies. The first 
follow-up measurements were carried out in 2009. By carefully 
measuring levels and comparing these measurements, it will 
soon become clear, whether the sediment has an effect on life 
on and in the sea. The number of particles in the water falls well 
within the levels predicted in the EIA. So far, no effects have 
been observed on life in the sea. 

Experience Maasvlakte 2
Everyone who wants to know all the details of the construction 
of Maasvlakte 2, can visit the free interactive information centre 
FutureLand. FutureLand is suitable for young and old, for 
landlubbers and water rats, for port enthusiasts and gamers, 
for families and groups. Visitors can experience what it's like 
when the deepest sea and largest dock cranes predominate. For 
example by making a 3D trip through the new port area with the 
FutureFlightExperience: zoom past tall cranes or glide alongside a 
passing container giant. The newly created port can be viewed up 

close by land with the FutureLand Express XL or by water with the 
FutureLand Ferry. Visit www.futureland.nl for more information.
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Maasvlakte 2 includes 2,000 hectares of new land that connects directly with the current port and industrial zone
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 Zeeland Seaports has many strengths. The location on open 

sea, the depth of 16.5 metres, the congestion-free connections 

with the hinterland and the facilities. But one important reason 

to choose a port is still missing from this list. 

The people. Anyone who gets to know Zeeland Seaports  

becomes acquainted with professionals who are proud of 

their ports. Proud of their profession. And, as you know, pride 

is what fuels motivation. We know what is important to our  

customers in our ports, and it is effort that often makes the 

difference. In the boardrooms and on the quays, people who 

really know their stuff are there to brainstorm with you.

Are you looking for a port which you can count on  

at all times?

Would you like to take a chance with passionate professionals 

who don’t have a nine-to-five mentality, who make sure that 

cargo is handled quickly and carefully. Great, the port is our 

life. We know what hard work is and understand that your  

interests are also our interests. Clients come first. Always.  

Call our commercial department, who will be happy to put you 

in touch with the right terminal operator. We are available day 

and night on +31 115 647400  www.zeelandseaports.com 

Our people are just as easily  
accessible as our ports

driven by dedication



Peel Ports has started construction on Liverpool2, a landmark 
deep water container terminal which will be open for business 
in 2015. 

The £300 million in-river container terminal will see vessels 
up to 13,500 twenty-foot equivalent units (TEU) able to call 
directly at the Port of Liverpool. The 17 hectare (ha) terminal 
will be sited on the southern side of the Royal Seaforth Dock, 
adjacent to the outer Mersey estuary. 

The development site extends from the south west corner of 
the Royal Seaforth Dock to the northern riverward knuckle 
of the Gladstone River entrance. The scheme will deepen the 
River Mersey approach channel from its current 6.9 metres (m) 
below chart datum (bCD) to 8m bCD.  The intertidal area in this 
location is known as the Seaforth Triangle. 

In 2005 an environmental statement (ES) was produced to 
support the harbour revision order (HRO) application to give 
Peel Ports the necessary powers to construct the terminal. 
Supplementary information to the 2005 ES was produced in 
2006. The scope of the 2005 ES comprised an assessment of 
the terminal construction and operation and dredging of the 
approach channel. Prior to the granting of the HRO, a total of 
63 agreements and obligations were drafted or entered into by 
Peel Ports with various groups and organisations. The HRO was 
granted in May 2007.

The ES specifically addressed the requirement of a marine 
licence application for the proposed works below mean high 
water springs (MHWS). It focused on the predicted impacts of 
the marine works together with the findings associated with the 
assessment of the deepening of the Mersey approach channel, and 
was refreshed in 2012.  The Marine Management Organisation 
granted a marine licence in December 2012 which effectively 
green-lighted construction of the works as defined under the 
HRO and supported by the ES.

Improved access
The Liverpool2 scheme will provide a terminal which will allow 
access to the latest generation of post-Panamax container vessels 
and will be capable of handling up to 600,000 TEU per annum. 

In order to provide the necessary container handling and 
storage area to serve Liverpool2, Peel Ports will reclaim the 
Seaforth Triangle area. This reclamation will cover an intertidal 
area of 12ha to mean low water (MLW) (0m CD). The infilling 
of the area behind the quay wall will begin over the northern 
portion of the site after approximately 50 per cent of the quay 
wall has been constructed. Approximately 850,000 cubic metres 
(m3) of dredged material will be removed to form the berth 
pocket, and this dredged material will then be reused in the 
reclamation works. The overall programme for the construction 
of the quay wall, the reclamation and associated dredging of 
the adjacent berthing pocket and channel dredge will take two 
years to complete, with an overall investment of in excess of 
£300 million.

Peel Ports will also deepen the River Mersey approach channel 

from a minimum existing depth of 6.9m bCD to 8.0m bCD. This 
will enlarge the tidal window through which vessels will be able 
to access the berth. The approach channel has been previously 
dredged and maintained at 8.0m bCD and cleared of all wrecks 
below this level. The programme of capital dredging will start in 
September 2013 and will take up to 12 months to complete.

A new 854m length of quay wall with a quay surface at 
12.7m above chart datum (aCD) will be constructed. Capital 
dredging in front of the new quay wall to 16.5m bCD to create 
a 62m wide berth pocket will permit post-Panamax vessels 
of up to 14.5m draught to berth in the pocket. Reclamation 
of the Seaforth Triangle area behind the new quay wall will 
use more than 2 million tonnes of dredged material from the 
capital dredging operations. The terminal will benefit from 
the provision of eight ship-to-shore cranes (STS) having a 
50m outreach and twenty seven semi-automated cantilevered 
rail mounted gantry cranes (RMGs) with a 12 wide/6 high 
operating capability as well as the latest generation of fully 
integrated terminal operating systems. 

The plan
The new quay wall will be a combi-piled construction solution 
formed from 2m diameter 40m long steel (tubes) piles with 

New terminal  
quay to success 
Douglas Coleman, programme director, Liverpool2, Peel Ports, UK
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The £300 million in-river container terminal Liverpool2 will open for business 
in 2015
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sheet steel piles acting as infill panels between the steel tubes. 
Prior to the installation of the piles a dredging programme 
will remove the alluvial silts and underlying clays using a 
trailer suction hopper dredger and a backhoe dredger. Large 
backhoe and water injection dredging techniques will prepare 
the foundation for the new quay. With the underlying sand and 
gravels exposed, jack-up barges will be used as temporary works 
piling gates to temporarily support the piles. The piles, at 40 
tonnes each, will be lifted into place and held in position by the 
gates. They will then be vibrated through the sands and gravel 
to toe into the sandstone rock formation. A pile top drilling rig 
will auger materials from within the pile and drive the pile to its 
final toe design level. Large percussion hammers will drive the 
pile to act as a semi cantilever. A similar process will be adopted 
for the installation of the sheet pile infill panels. The main 
anchor wall behind the quay wall will be piled with high tensile 
tie bars placed to connect the walls in parallel. The quay wall 
capping beam will be pre-cast on site and will accommodate the 
quayside services, furniture and fendering.  

Dredged material will be hydraulically placed by pumping 
ashore in suspension through pipework from a dredger for the 
infilling of the area behind the new quay wall The dredger will 
connect to the shore side delivery pipe to feed a spay pontoon 
for land reclamation, depositing material in layers for hydro 
compaction. In order to facilitate faster consolidation of the soft 
layers below the reclaimed area behind the quay wall, band drains 
will be installed to encourage accelerated drainage of the soil 
mix. To increase the pressure that is available to make the band 
drains work efficiently, a surcharge of reclaimed fill material will 
be placed temporarily above the reclamation and, when sufficient 
consolidation has been achieved, the material will be removed 
and used as filling.

Surfacing to the reclaimed land will consist of a gravel layer 
with the containers supported on concrete slabs. The rails for 
the STS gantry cranes and the cantilevered rail mounted gantry 
cranes will be piled.  

The capital dredging operations consist of the deepening of 
the River Mersey approach from the outer reaches at Queens 
Channel East from 6.9m bCD to a new design depth of 8.0m 
bCD. The programme will cover an area of some 4.9 square 
kilometres (km2) with a total estimated dredged volume of 
material of 5 million m3. The dredging operations will be carried 
out with a trailing suction hopper dredger. A survey vessel will 
also be deployed equipped with multibeam survey equipment 
to undertake the pre-dredge, interim and post-dredge surveys. 
A mulicat vessel will also be deployed during infill activities at 
the Seaforth Triangle to support the dredger’s pipework coupling 
activities and to act as a safety vessel.

Working with the environment
The project aims to develop and achieve best practice in relation 
to our environmental impact. To achieve this aim we have 
considered the environmental impact of each element of the 
works from the early design stages through to the operation 
of the terminal. This has allowed us to develop designs which 
significantly reduce the use of raw materials by reusing materials 
on site including the reuse of dredged mater ial for land 
reclamation and use of demolition spoil for subsurface layering. 
Best practice extends to the use of low energy technology in 
our mechanical handling equipment specifications and the 
careful consideration of whole life costs in our design and 
procurement strategies.

The Liverpool2 project is the culmination of several years 
of intense work, including developing a business plan, detailed 
design work, securing finance, and procuring the delivery 

of the key elements of the scheme. The terminal will have a 
transformative effect on UK logistics; it will enable some of 
the world’s largest vessels to call directly at a centrally located 
UK port, and give their customers access to a population of 
35 million consumers within a radius of 150 miles. Peel 
Ports’ unique container shuttle service to Manchester on the 
Manchester ship canal and daily feeder services to Ireland and 
Scotland mean that Liverpool2 will serve a market estimated at 
four million TEUs a year.
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Liverpool2, boasting an annual capacity of 600,000 TEU, will cater for vessels 
of up to 12,000 TEU 
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When you sail into Rotterdam’s Europort and see the new 
Maasvlakte 2, enter the Khalifa Port and Industrial Zone Project 
(KPIZ) in Abu Dhabi or visit Hong Kong’s container terminals, 
it’s hard to imagine that these areas were once simply wide 
expanses of water. These port expansion projects are just a few of 
the many infrastructure developments that owe their existence to 
the wonders of dredging and land reclamation.

Land reclamation is land that seemingly appears out of 
nowhere. And how do dredging contractors create something 
from nothing? These mega-infrastructures are in fact the domain 
of engineers specialised in the planning, design and construction 
of land reclamation using hydraulic fill. And such constructions 
are only possible because of the dredging industry’s innovative 
and intensive work, both theoretical and practical, into the 
characteristics of hydraulic fill. Without suitable hydraulic fill, land 
reclamation for port expansions would not be possible.

Yet, despite its economic importance, a thorough study of 
hydraulic fill has long been overlooked in the literature of 
dredging - until now. Only recently, after several years of rigorous 
research and writing, with contributions from a score of highly 
respected engineers, is hydraulic fill getting the attention it 
deserves. 

The recently published book, Hydraulic Fill Manual for 
Dredging and Land Reclamation Works (2012) was guided 
into existence under the stewardship of the Construction 
Industry Research and Information Association (CIRIA) and 
CUR Building & Infrastructure. Its two editor-experts in the 
field, Jan van 't Hoff and Art Nooy van der Kolff clearly and 
comprehensively tackle the complexities of hydraulic fill operations.  

What is hydraulic fill?
Hydraulic fill is the process where sediment or rock excavated 
by dredgers from the seabed or other borrow areas, is transported 
and ultimately placed into the designated reclamation area. For 
each of these phases of excavation, transport and placement, a 
hydraulic filling method is used, meaning that a soil and water 
mixture is created to facilitate dredging, transport or placement of 
the fill material. The fill material is then placed as a mixture of the 
fill (sand) and water into the reclamation site.

But this is the simple mechanics. Before a land reclamation 
project can commence, months or  often years of research are 
invested in determining the best possible work methods and 
the availability and suitability of the hydraulic fill. The question 
that has to be asked is: Will the hydraulic fill be able to bear 
the buildings, the cranes and other infrastructure for the newly 
developed/extended port?

How to build a land reclamation site 
To begin with, the foundation of constructing a safe reclamation 
site is collecting a wide range of data. Data collection includes 
desk studies, field work and laboratory testing. It means gathering 
bathymetr ical and topographical data and geological and 
geotechnical information in both the borrow and reclamation 
areas. Add to that hydraulic, meteorological and environmental 
data and then follow this with reporting on soil and rock 
classifications and descriptions using various internationally 
accepted standards. 

This data is used during the pre-construction, construction 
and post-construction stages. Geostatistical methods will be used 
to develop models of the borrow and reclamation areas. All this 
information can ultimately be applied to an environmental impact 
assessment, which in most countries is a requirement in order to 
get work permits.

Choosing the right equipment
Choices also need to be made about the appropriate dredging 
equipment. This includes equipment used for acquiring the 
hydraulic fill, for transporting it and for placing it. 

Each type of equipment, trailing suction hoppers, cutting 
suction dredgers and barges, pipelines and pumps, has different 
characteristics that determine the suitability for a particular type 
of soil, rock, sediment in a particular setting and accounting for 
the waves and swell, the currents and water temperature. 

Where is the borrow site and how far away is the reclamation 
site? How deep is the water? Are you dredging in a busy shipping 
channel or a quiet waterway? These and many other questions 

Port expansion  
through land reclamation  
René Kolman, secretary general, International Association of Dredging Companies (IADC) and Jan van ’t Hoff, independent consulting engineer, 
the Netherlands

Trailer rainbowing hydraulic fillBrazil Superporto do Açu development
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must be asked, answered and factored into the project operations 
to determine the feasibility and cost calculation for the project.

Not all sand is equal
High on the list of priorities when considering the feasibility of 
a land reclamation project is selecting a borrow area. Since not 
all sand is equal, evaluations have to be made and these are based 
on the availability, the suitability and the quality of the potential 
fill material. The nature of the fill and its in-situ characteristics 
will influence the type of equipment, the means of transport, 
the method of reclamation and the possible need for ground 
improvement techniques. 

 Landfills are preferably constructed with well-graded quartz 
sands. But suppose that sufficient, good quality fill material 
located at a reasonable distance from the land reclamation site is 
not available. Then what? Are alternative materials available and 

more realistic? Sometimes the next best cost-effective solution is 
to improve the properties of what is available and accessible. 

Soil consolidation using vertical drains Soil compaction using bulldozers

Land reclamation platform for the new Khalifa port, Abu Dhabi
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When ground improvement is necessary
That said, repairing or improving non-compliant fill is not always 
easy and can be a challenge, time consuming and costly. On the 
other hand, under certain circumstances, repair or improvement 
may be the next best solution. For instance, the use of vertical 
drains or vibratory, dynamic or explosive compaction with or 
without admixtures can be acceptable. 

Other methods may be soil replacement to improve the subsoil, 
stone columns, sand compaction piles and/or geotextile encased 
columns. The choices are highly technical and demand good 
engineering guidance by experts as each of these methods must 
be studied in a case-by-case, site-specific calculation. 

Consider the future use of the reclaimed land
One clear engineering rule applies: match the anticipated loading 
response of the fill mass to the requirements imposed by the 
future use of the reclaimed land. That is the function within the 
technical boundaries of the project. These technical boundaries 
should be reasonable, measurable and feasible. 

This means that if you are building or expanding a port, 
consider the functional requirements, such as the heavy 
machinery, cranes and buildings as well as road traffic that will 
be coming and going on the site. Then consider the boundary 
conditions. What is the nature of the soil and subsoil? What is the 
likelihood of earthquakes, flooding or other natural events? Then 
consider the uncertainties, failure probabilities and safety margins.

Guaranteeing the quality of the fill
After the completion of a filling operation, the reclaimed land 
must be able to guarantee the stability of the structures to be built 
upon it will be completely trustworthy. Uncertainties and failure 
probabilities will always be present however, and to minimise 
risks a design must determine safety margins. Predictions and 
calculations should focus on performance criteria that consider 
stress-induced deformations, liquefaction, drainage capacity and 
protection against flooding and erosion. 

The quality of the reclamation will all come down to the basic 
properties of the fill mass: its strength (bearing capacity and slope 
stability), stiffness (settlement), density (resistance to liquefaction), 
permeability (drainage capacity) and the elevation of the fill mass 
(as a safety against flooding). 

Determining these factors requires specific engineering 
knowledge and is far from simple. And the consequences of not 
doing due diligence can be severe. The failure to evaluate these 
properties can result in poor quality fill material. And poor quality 
fill material can cause serious problems, resulting in dangerous 
unstable foundations for a reclamation area. 

Hydraulic fill is complex
A land reclamation project is a complex process and clearly not 
an overnight happening. To address all the aspects of a hydraulic 
fill project demands highly qualified engineers as well as the 
full commitment of clients, consultants, technical and financial 
advisors. It demands technical expertise, contractual expertise and 
extensive planning from all parties. Dredging contractors and sub-
contractors have a wealth of skills and information that can make 
an enormous contribution to this process.  

This brief survey is the tip of the iceberg. And it comes with 
a caveat: you may not know what you do not know about 
hydraulic fill. If you are thinking about a land reclamation project 
to build a new port or expand an existing one, think about 
finding a good team of engineers who can lead you through the 

maze of requirements to reach a successful outcome. And never 
underestimate the importance of getting the right hydraulic fill 
for your project.

Based on the book, Hydraulic Fill Manual, published by CRC Press 
(ISBN 978-0-415-69844-3).
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The new Khalifa Port and Industrial Zone (KPIZ), Abu Dhabi was a large-scale 
design, that included the relocation of Port Zayed from central Abu Dhabi to  
Al Taweelah.
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Introduction
The trend of ever-increasing ship size has not passed unnoticed 
in the last decade or so. We have probably not yet seen the end 
of this development and are now seeing 20,000 twenty-foot 
equivalent (TEU) ships on the drawing tables. Driven by the 
desire to reduce operating costs (of which fuel costs are the 
most relevant), and fostered by overloading of ship capacity in 
the market, those larger ships also sail much slower. Speeds in 
the range of 20 – 25 knots were commonplace 5 years ago, these 
speeds now have dropped to 15 – 17 knots. 

Although the reduction of fuel costs are obvious – see for 
instance works of Dijkstra and Notteboom, reporting a 
reduction of 23 percent per container slot comparing an 12,000 
TEU vessel to a 4,000 TEU vessel. [Dijkstra, A (2008). ‘Trade-
off between handling and hauling speed in liner shipping 
with increasing cargo volumes’, Msc thesis, Groningen, The 
Netherlands, Rijks Universiteit Groningen. Notteboom, T 
(2004). ‘Container Shipping and Ports: An Overview. Review of 
Network Economics’, 3, pp 86-106.]

A Financial Times article reported Maersk’s Triple E Class 
(18,000 TEU) to be 26 percent more cost efficient than the 
current E class (15,000 TEU). [Wright, R (2011). ‘Big Ships: 
Container lines reach for scale’, Financial times.] And recent 
research into supply chain costs indicates that this is not 
obvious for the entire supply chain. [Streng, M. (2012). ‘Slow 
steaming: an economic assessment of lowering sailing speeds on 
a supply chain level’, Master Thesis Urban, Port and Transport 
Economics, Erasmus University Rotterdam.]

With an increase in capital deployed (as str ings are now 
operated with more ships due to the elongated round trip) the 
capital cost per TEU moved has increased even considering 
the increase in slot size of the vessels. Furthermore, due to 
the increase in transportation duration, the capital costs and 
insurance of goods transported have gone up. Further cost 
increase could be accounted for in the increase in time to 
market. Fast moving goods (such as consumer electronics) that 
need longer to get from the world’s production centres to the 
markets is also a cost.

Cost implications
On top of this, shipping lines are demanding ever shorter 
port stays in order to make the economies of scale work. The 
bigger the ship, the greater the cost of hours lost in port, and an 
increased port stay is a diseconomy of scale. [Cullinane, K and 
Khanna, M (2000). ‘Economies of Scale in Large Containerships’, 
Journal of Transport Economics and Policy, Vol. 33, pp. 185-207.]

Therefore, shipping lines either need to reduce the number of 
port calls – and as such make more use of transhipment hubs, also 
a factor adding to the overall cost of transportation – or they need 
to get handled faster (increasing berth productivity). In principle, 
they would keep the time in port the same, however with an 
increase in exchange size. 

It is this requirement that we will explore further in this article. 

What are the costs of increasing vessel size for the terminal 
operator, especially in a stabilised market, such as Europe or the 
United States? We focus on these markets, as the like for like 
situation can be seen quite clearly. In emerging markets, the cost 
increase that may be suspected is typically covered by the increase 
in port size and volume that is happening, and as such it is not 
posing such a big dilemma for terminal operators. However, in 
stable markets the question is quite clear: who pays the bill of 
the upgrades needed to facilitate the larger vessels, and who pays 
the bill to handle them in shorter periods of time, whilst the 
volume exchanged per call increases? Although this question only 
seems relevant for the ports handling the biggest vessels, the same 
dilemma comes up for regional ports. As the larger vessels visit 
the biggest ports, the cascading effect causes the former biggest 
vessels to call the regional ports. They may just as well be lacking 
capacity to handling ships in the range of 5,000 – 8,000 TEU as 
big terminals are not able to handle vessels of 12,000 TEU and 
upwards.

Impact on terminals
So what are the consequences for terminals? The most obvious 
ones are clearly the design and capability of the quay (draught, 
strength) and the quay cranes (outreach, air draft). Less obvious 
are the effects for the yard, and the yard handling equipment. 
In order to illustrate these effects, we have created an example. 
It features a fictitious 600,000 TEU terminal predominantly 
handling local cargo (ie. a gateway terminal). The terminal is 
equipped with a quay wall of 600 metres (at the time it was 
planned, a two berth facility), and four quay cranes. We 
analyse this terminal under four different scenarios, each with 
a different average ship size. The ships call size (number of 
containers handled per visit) is directly linked to the ship’s size. 
[see also Saanen, Y A and Rijsenbrij, J C (2012). ‘Design of the 
Systems and operations in Container Terminals’, MEL 2012, 
course syllabus, Rotterdam, the Netherlands.]

We assume that the port stay has to remain equal to maximise 
the economies of scale for the shipping line. This results in the 
following (see Figure 2) required berth productivities, and crane 
densities. Here we have assumed (based on experience) that 
initially, the larger vessels improve crane productivity, but at some 
point reduce crane productivity again, as the cycle times become 
longer and longer, diminishing the effect of larger hatches in 
the vessel, and therefore lessening crane gantry movements. It 
can clearly be seen that the number of quay cranes required 
increases from two initially, to seven for the largest ships. As the 
number of annual vessel visits decreases, the number of cranes 
required only increases from four initially to seven (see Figure 
3). In the first scenario, it is likely that there are two vessels 
simultaneously, where in the fourth scenario, there is only a ship 
every three to four days. This is also reflected in the diminishing 
berth utilisation, dropping from a fine 55 percent down to 18 
per cent. The latter can be seen as poor resource utilisation, or as 
commercial opportunity for attracting new business. This is under 

Mega ships: positive asset  
or terminals’ worst nightmare? 
Yvo Saanen, managing director, TBA, the Netherlands
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the condition that the yard and gate can handle an increase in 
volume. Already, with an increase in call size per vessel, it can be 
expected that a large percentage of the containers are brought to 
and collected from the terminal in between two days before vessel 
arrival and the two days after vessel departure, increasing yard and 
gate peak loads.

Impact on financials
How does this increased berth productivity and increased 
deployment of capital intensive equipment work out on the 
operational costs? For this purpose, we modelled the demand and 
equipment productivities (see Figure 4). As we can see, to support 

the higher berth productivity, additional equipment is needed, 
from 19 rubber tyred gantry (RTG) cranes in the first scenario, 
to 32 in the fourth scenario. We assumed that the equipment 
productivity of terminal truck (TT) and RTG would stay at 
the same level. An upside of the increasing quality control (QC) 
productivity we see in the QC running hours, reducing in line 
with the increasing productivity from scenario one to three, and 
then increasing again in scenario four. 

When we then look at the impact on operational costs 
(including depreciation) for waterside and yard – assuming that 
no additional land or gate infrastructure is required – we can see 
that the change from the scenario with 4,000 TEU vessels to 
18,000 TEU vessels increases operational cost by 17 percent. On 

Parameter Set-up 1 Set-up 2 Set-up 3 Set-up 4

Volume (TEU) per m quay length  1,200 1,200 1,200 1,200

Berth length (m) 600m 600m 600m 600m

Yearly berth volumn (TEU)  720,000 TEU 720,000 TEU 720,000 TEU 720,000 TEU 

Average vessel length (TEU) 4,000 TEU 9,000 TEU 12,500 TEU 18,000 TEU

 Average vessel length (m) 270m 350m 400m 400m

Average call size (containers) 1,000 2,250 3,125 4,500

VESSEL INCREASE AT EQUAL VOLUMES

Parameter Set-up 1 Set-up 2 Set-up 3 Set-up 4

Gross berth time (=net + 2 hrs.)  24 24 24 24

Resulting vessel service time 22 22 22 22

Required berth productivity (moves per hour) 45 102 142 205

Operational quay crane productivity (moves per hour) 28 30 32 30

Resulting crane density 1.6 3.4 4.4 6.8

Required number of quay cranes per ship 2.0 4.0 5.0 7.0

ASSUMED AND REQUIRED PRODUCTIVITY LEVELS AND CRANE DENSITY

Parameter Set-up 1 Set-up 2 Set-up 3 Set-up 4

Yearly number of calls in order to handle yearly volume 450 200 144 100

Realised berth utilisation with yearly volume (C) 55% 32% 26% 18%

Crane hours per year to handle yearly volume (C) 16,071 15,000 14,063 15,000

Required number of quay cranes 4 4 5 7

Crane utilisation (100% = 8760 hrs/y) 46% 43% 32% 24%

NUMBER OF CALLS AND NUMBER OF CRANES

Parameter Cost per unit  Type of parameter Set-up 1 Set-up 2 Set-up 3 Set-up 4

Number of RTG's required $1,200,000 12 bx/h 19 25 28 32

Number of TT's required $100,000 4 bx/h 14 30 40 53

TT waterside operating hours $20 4 bx/h 112,500 112,500 112,500 112,500

RTG waterside operating hours $50 12 bx/h 37,500 37,500 37,500 37,500

QC manning hours $50 6.0 men / equipment 96,429 90,000 84,375 37,500

TT manning hours $40 1.2 men / equipment 135,000  135,000 135,000 135,000

RTG manning hours $40 1.5 men / equipment 56,250 56,250 56,250 56,250

EQUIPMENT NUMBERS AND RUNNING HOURS
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top of this, the equipment needs to be upgraded, and the fleet of 
yard equipment must be expanded. Easily, an investment in the 
range of US$53 million (in case the QCs were already capable 
of handling the 18,000 TEU vessels) to US$75 million (in case 
all QCs would need to be replaced with larger ones). Under the 
premise of increasing operating costs, this capital expenditure 
does not have a return on investment unless the freed up berth 
capacity can be used, and additional yard and gate capacity can 
be realised.

In conclusion
So what can we conclude from this analysis? First, that larger 
vessels are maybe the right way to go for the lines, but they are 
not for the terminals. In order to keep the operational costs at 
the same levels, the rates need to increase by 3 – 17 percent 
depending on the increase in vessel size. In the current economic 
climate, this is not a message that would be appreciated by the 
lines, which are coping with overcapacity, and therefore using 
their ultra-large vessels in regular services calling more ports than 
originally anticipated. As such, the importance of fast handling 
becomes even greater. Lines and terminals have to come to terms 
with this matter, only then can the savings on the liner side be 
turned into productivity improvements at terminals.
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Container yard operations, located both at port terminals and at 
inland depots, have drawn the attention of safety experts, who 
have issued recommendations aimed at reducing the incidence 
of accidents which result in bodily injury, cargo damage, 
equipment damage and operational downtime. According to 
the analysis of insurance claim data provided by the freight 
transport specialist insurer TT Club, telling statistics are 
revealed, such as: 53 percent of the total costs of operational-
related claims were caused by yard equipment; 75 percent of 
the cost of injury claims in terminal facilities resulted from yard 
equipment accidents and 67 percent of costs related to fires 
were attributed to yard equipment. This analysis was based on 
a total of over 4,000 claims valued above US$10,000 received 
over a six year period from operators of container terminals, 
yards and other container handling facilities, with a total cost of 
US$341 million.

“These headline findings point to a heavy concentration of 
avoidable incidents”, comments Laurence Jones, TT Club’s 
director of global risk assessment. “Analysis of TT’s data shows 
that up to 1,600 claims amounting to US$130 million resulted 
from such incidents. Changes to operational procedure, additional 
training and/or fitting safety equipment to machinery could 
significantly reduce this bill.”
For example, lift trucks were involved in 30 percent of the bodily 
injury claims analysed.  This was mainly the result of trucks 
reversing into people. The installation of anti-collision devices 
could potentially have saved US$30 million and prevented 51 
workers from being killed or suffering serious injury over the last 
six years.

Recommendations to improve safety
In order to try and reduce the consequences of these risks, TT 
Club has once more joined with two leading associations from 
the cargo handling industry, the Port Equipment Manufacturers 
Association (PEMA) and International Cargo Handling 
Co-ordination Association (ICHCA), which represents port and 
terminal operators, to recommend minimum safety features for 
container handling operations. The past joint initiative of these 
three organisations in campaigning for increased safety measures 
to be adopted in quay crane operations included the publication 
of the ‘Recommended Minimum Safety Specifications for 
Quay Container Cranes’ in 2011. Now attention turns to the 
operation of container yards with the release of ‘Recommended 
Safety Features for Container Yard Equipment’.

The chart below puts some meat on the bones of the 
basic results of the claims data analysis, outlining the relative 
proportions of the cost of claims represented by each type of yard 
equipment. This predicates the structure of the recommendations 
which outlines in tabular format the safety feature, and functional 
requirement associated with it, that can be employed to minimise 
each specific safety risk for seven different types of equipment. 
These include rubber-tyred gantry cranes (RTG), rail-mounted 
gantries (RMG), manually operated and automated straddle-

carriers, reach stackers/lift trucks, automatically guided vehicles 
(AGV) and terminal/yard tractors.  

Content of the recommendations is not exhaustive, but it does 
constitute a shortlist based on experience, accident records and 
insurance claims analysis. The ultimate goal of the initiative is 
that the recommended safety features, which have been proven 
to reduce injury and damage, be adopted by the industry.

It is preventative measures that are key to the future 
minimisation of hazardous incidents and while many of the 
recommended safety features and technologies are available and 
proven, they are not commonly part of standard specifications. 
However, the TT Club and its partners advise that adoption of 
the recommendations must go hand in hand with safe procedures, 
training and effective maintenance and yard design, including 
controlled traffic flow arrangements and speed limits. 

Laurence Jones illustrates the potential positive effect of such 
measures. “Most fires in yard equipment, for example are caused 
by fuel or hydraulic leaks in the engine compartment.  Efficient 
servicing and cleaning procedures, the use of only good quality 
hydraulic hoses and fittings and the installation of effective fire 
suppression systems can almost eradicate these occurrences. 
An effective fire suppression system costing from US$1,000 to 
US$5,000 could prevent the write-off of the equipment, such 
as a lift truck valued up to US$500,000, and reduce the risk of 
serious injury.” 

An aid to equipment procurement
A pr incipal aim in producing these recommendations is 
to provide baseline safety features that can be used in the 
procurement of new yard equipment. Many, if not all, of these 

Addressing container  
yard safety 
Peregrine Storrs-Fox, risk management director, TT Club
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SAFETY RISK SAFETY FEATURE FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENT

Equipment colliding 
with reefer racks and 
objects on tracks or 
near vicinity.

Travel anti-collision. A minimum of 2 detection zones:

Warning or slow down and stop. Detection range shall be such to allow enough 
time for the straddle carrier to come to a ‘normal’ stop. Annual test of stopping 
distance required due to wear, tear and aging of the braking system.

Drivers adversely 
affected by 
emissions or other 
air pollutants at 
waterside.

Operator cabin air 
filtration system.

The cabin shall be provided with a proven positive pressurised air filtration 
system with high efficiency particulate and gas absorbers or similar to protect 
the operator from harmful emissions from ship air pollutants.

Uncontrolled 
movement caused by 
sudden high wind.

Equipment 
braking/parking 
insensitivity against 
improper use and 
manipulation as well 
as environmental 
aspects and 
influences.

Equipment braking system shall be designed to hold the equipment with a wind 
speed of 40m/s wind. Fail-safe spring-applied brake design, where torque is 
applied by several springs, should be specified.

Overloaded or mis-
declared container 
weights and 
eccentrically loaded 
containers.

Measure the weight 
and eccentricity of 
each container/load.

System to measure, indicate and record the actual weight and eccentricity of 
each container/load. Data to be capable of being transferred to the terminal 
operating system.

Electrical and 
machine fire.

Temperature and/
or smoke detection 
on the machinery/
electrical platform.

A temperature and smoke detection alarm system which give audible and 
visual alarms in the driver’s cabin and on the machinery platform. In case of 
temperature/smoke detection the information should be transmitted to the 
maintenance office.

Equipment fire due 
to hydraulics or fuel.

Protecting equipment 
against the risk of 
fires with reliable 
fire detection and 
suppression.

For hydraulic systems: a head sensor at the hydraulic system that can stop 
activities after hydraulic oil reaches 90°C degree to avoid the risk of fire.

For fuel systems: a pressure sensor after the fuel pump to warn the operator of 
fuel leakage and stop the engine immediately.

Use of fire detection and suppression system in engine compartments

Falling or jamming 
between movable 
parts of the 
equipment while 
personnel are 
entering enclosed 
non access or 
operating areas.

Prevent unintended 
access to risk areas.

Spring set self-closing gates with positive means to open.

Any access gates to risk areas shall be interlocked to prevent access when not 
in parked positions or when in operation and to prevent equipment operation 
when open. Use of safety relevant door switches is recommended, ideally with 
locking function until dangerous movement has come to a complete halt.

Tipping of a 
container. 

Control for even load 
distribution.

Control for load balance on all ropes. Shut-off of lifting engine if load is 
unbalanced or allowable eccentricity of the centre of gravity is exceeded.

Equipment colliding 
with reefer rack.

Reefer rack anti-
collision. 

A minimum of 2 detection zones:

Warning or slow down and stop

Detection range shall be such that it will allow enough time for the crane to 
come to a ‘normal’ stop. Annual test of stopping distance required due to wear, 
tear and aging of the braking system.

Injury by equipment 
accidents.

Seat belt provision. Seat belt protecting driver from intense brake actions or equipment accidents.

Equipment collision 
in yard.

Driver stability and 
visibility.

Air bags to prevent serious injury if straddle topples. High visibility reflective 
stripes on side and rear of legs. Eye level LED brake lights.

Straddle carrier recommended minimum standard safety features
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safety features can also be retrofitted to existing yard equipment 
and this is equally recommended.  A further objective is to 
encourage suppliers to include some or all of the features listed in 
the recommendations as standard in all their quotations for new 
equipment. Terminals and buyers are also encouraged to include 
them in their tender specifications.

While equipment procurement will always be price sensitive, 
requiring in many cases a significant budget, buyers will not always 
be familiar with the most effective safety technologies. Once 
more the recommendations seek to remedy this. Furthermore, 
the purchase process is frequently complex: any quote needs 
to be carefully assessed against the invitation to tender, and 
subsequent change requests can be costly. For these reasons, the 
tender specifications should provide a minimum safety baseline. 
If all equipment suppliers were to adopt these features, it is not 
anticipated that competitiveness would be affected, nor should it 
significantly affect the equipment base price.

The resulting safety enhancements would reduce injuries and 
damage costs over the life of the equipment, and improve the 
reputation both of the port and container terminal industry and the 
equipment manufacturers through the increased focus on safety. 

Yard equipment manufacturers that include the recommended 
minimum safety features in their initial quotations, and not 
as optional, will be entitled to state in their tender quotation: 
‘This tender quotation includes all the minimum safety features 
recommended by PEMA, the TT Club and ICHCA International’.

It is important to stress that applicable international, national 
and local regulatory standards are mandatory, while these 
recommendations are voluntary. The Machinery Directive, 
which is mandatory in all EU member countries and also now 
accepted in many countries around the world, represents one 
such key regulatory standard which these recommendations seek 
to support.

Safety feature analysis

The extensive table of information and the graphic below is an 
example of the level of detail included in the recommendations. 
This one relates to straddle carriers, one of the eight specific types 
of equipment analysed.

In conclusion
TT Club’s Laurence Jones outlines a typical cause/effect and 
prevention equation that can occur in container yard operations. 
“A typical risk in the operation of RTGs, for example is the 
crane colliding with objects in the near vicinity. Anti-collision 
sensors are available and should cover a minimum of two 
detection zones in the direction of travel of the crane. If an 
obstacle is detected in one of the zones either a slow-down 
warning to the operator will be triggered or, if the obstacle 
is closer, an automatic stop will be activated. Detection zones 
should also be designed for pathway and cross-travel anti-
collision eventualities. Finally, annual testing of stopping distance 
will be required due to the wear, tear and aging of the braking 
system on the equipment.”

While many of the features will be familiar to operators 
and manufacturers alike, it is unlikely that those that consult 
the recommendations will be aware of all the technology or 
operational processes. They will certainly not have encountered 
such a comprehensive guide to safety in container yard operation. 
The hope of TT Club and the associations is that these minimum 
recommended safety features will be adopted generally by 
equipment suppliers and buyers both on new and existing 
equipment to improve safety levels at the world’s ports.
Visit www.ttclub.com if you would like to review the full text of 
the Recommended Safety Features for Container Yard Equipment’.  

Straddle carrier safety features
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Today, more than ever before, there is a real and tangible call for 
port operators to increase their productivity levels. Container 
and cargo vessels are getting bigger every year and the current 
ships on order are much larger than before. This year will see the 
introduction of the world’s largest container vessel and shipping 
lines are determined to reduce costs. Larger ships, reduced 
fuel consumption at every step of the supply chain, and faster 
turnarounds for vessels docked in port are key drivers within the 
shipping and port industry.

Shipping lines are demanding faster and faster turnarounds and 
ports are under growing pressure to deliver increased productivity 
rates. Driver training and efficient landside operations are key 
elements for port optimisation. A cost efficient and effective 
method of up-skilling existing employees or training new ones is 
high on the agenda of many ports. 

Crane simulators are a solution that has been utilised for a 
number of years, but the continued march in technology and the 
recent launch of the Liebherr LiSIM® has brought a new level of 
realism and efficiency to the industry. Simulators bring real and 
quantifiable benefits to a port operation. They increase port safety 
and productivity by providing a cost-effective and highly efficient 
crane operator training solution. Today advanced simulators are 
capable of offering a realistic and immersive training experience.

Benefits of using simulators
The popularity of simulators is driven by the many improvements 
that they can bring to an organisation. Simulators offer advanced 
training tools that increase safety and productivity while also 
allowing trainees to significantly improve their skills in a virtual 
maritime environment.  

Training an operator on a crane has the potential to be an 
expensive and possibly dangerous process, as an untrained 
driver may cause damage to equipment or the crane itself. In 
the virtual port environment of a simulator, damage to cranes, 
vessels and other maritime equipment is completely eliminated. 
Likewise, using a simulator minimises the possibility of injuries 
to port personnel during training, and improves overall safety 
levels of a port. Simulator training does not interfere with day to 
day port operations and as it is cost effective, trainees can spend 
extended time in the virtual environment, learning how to react 
instinctively to unexpected situations. 

A major benefit of simulator training is the ability to simulate 
challenging environmental conditions when required. This 
allows both experienced operators and trainees to gain valuable 
experience working in these conditions in a safe environment. 
The resulting increase in operator skills allows for safe and 
productive crane operation under these conditions in the real 
world, boosting port productivity. 

Thanks to the non-destructive virtual environment provided 
by the simulator, the operator has the opportunity to learn the 
operational boundaries of a crane, gaining useful experience 
which helps deliver highly efficient crane operation. Simulator-
based training avoids costly downtime and reductions in 

productivity caused by on-crane training. Simulators are an 
emission and fuel-free training solution in line with an eco-
friendly port operation. Moreover, delays in training caused by 
poor weather conditions are eliminated. 

In view of the varied real world situations which occur during 
container and cargo handling, comprehensive functionality is 
indispensable to guarantee authentic simulations. The simulator 
should allow for the modification of numerous parameters 
according to training requirements. These parameters include 
day or night operation, weather conditions and variations in 
the specifications of containers or cargo. Moreover, depending 
on the simulator it will be possible to define the size of the 
vessel that is being serviced, or define the characteristics of the 
container stack. Additional parameters allow for the simulation 
of virtually any kind of cargo or container handling situation. 
The implementation of customised port environments and layouts 
should also be possible.

The flexibility provided with an advanced simulator allows 
for the creation of challenging and unexpected situations for the 
trainee at any time. This includes for example, heavy winds, high 
waves, spreader failures and lift object faults. An additional feature 

Maximising the potential  
of simulators in training 
Liebherr Maritime Cranes

LiSIM containerised solution

Ship to shore training in a Liebherr LiSIM 
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is the ability to track the performance of trainees over time. 
This allows for quantifiable measurements of the effectiveness of 
simulator training. These measurements are useful in evaluating 
the progression of new trainees and also for refining the driving 
techniques of existing crane operators to reduce cycle time.  

Original software and hardware
The best simulators should incorporate original crane drive 
systems, software and hardware to guarantee a realistic training 
experience. Sophisticated motion platforms, environmental and 
physics engines have been developed and incorporated into 
today’s most advanced simulators allowing for an unprecedented 
level of detail and realism in both the environment and crane 
response. The crane drive systems reproduce all crane movements 
exactly both in space and in real-time, and offer realistic 
movement which precisely mimics the response and feel of a 
real crane. High definition flat screen monitors and high quality 
surround sound can reproduce the views and sounds typically 
experienced in a driver’s cabin. The various senses of the trainee 
are activated for a totally immersive authentic driving experience.  

Crane simulators are available in different configurations 
to suit specific customer requirements. Classroom solutions 
feature a display, seat and controls mounted on a motion base 
and a sturdy display frame and are easily integrated into existing 
training centres. Space-saving cabin solutions ensure that the 
driver becomes familiar with controlling the crane in a real life 
environment. Finally, easily transportable containerised solutions 
house a simulator in a 40 foot container and feature a training 
room, control room and cabin simulator. 

The Liebherr simulator
The Liebherr simulator, LiSIM® is the only realistic virtual 
solution available in the market for learning the innovative and 
precise handling of Liebherr’s maritime cranes. The simulation 
of the innovative Liebherr features are also reproduced. The 
development of this safe and cost-effective training tool is driven 
by Liebherr’s extensive experience in crane driver training. The 
range of simulated cranes includes ship-to-shore cranes, rubber 
tyre gantry cranes, mobile harbour cranes and offshore cranes.

The LiSIM® has been successfully pre-tested and is now 
available. Liebherr’s training simulator has already proven 
its capabilities and worth in training centres and at various 
exhibitions. LiSIM® represented one of the major attractions at 
the 2012 TOC Europe and the Intermodal Sao Paulo. Now this 
state-of-the-art training solution is available for customers all over 
the world who want to increase efficiency in container or cargo 
handling combined with increased safety and reduced costs. 

Liebherr Maritime Cranes will be exhibiting its STS/RTG and 
LHM simulators at the TOC Container Supply Chain exhibition and 
conference in Rotterdam, the Netherlands, from June 25th -27th 2013.
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The Liebherr LiSIM cab enclosed solution

The view from inside a Liebherr mobile harbour simulator

Training in a Liebherr cab enclosed Liebherr LiSIM simulator
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At some point, every manager in charge of port or cargo 
terminal operations will come face to face with the question: 
what is the best way to increase productivity, reduce the 
frequency of personnel and equipment idle periods, improve 
document management and planning, and establish a proper 
system for reporting?

Sooner or later, one will arrive at the conclusion that a 
comprehensive solution to this entails a real system, which is 
capable of establishing order not only for terminal operations but 
for personnel and documentation as well. 

Hidden pitfalls
Many start by brainstorming in an attempt to tackle the issue 
from every angle, holding lengthy discussions and assigning the 
most experienced employees to categorise and cram all operative 
matters into one huge spreadsheet. However, the problems arising 
when maintaining such a table never seem to cease, and with 
increasing turnover and new personnel, the table quickly becomes 
obsolete, while everyone starts to regret the loss of time and 
dozens of disparate spreadsheets. 

Many even go further. The experienced and intelligent are 
teamed up with computer experts fresh out of school in an 
attempt to create a proprietary program that will be proudly 
touted as a system. Such projects often consume vast amounts of 
material resources and time. The result is that everyone arrives at 
the realisation that all of these ambitious efforts have not come 
to fruition as hoped. Building a new program in the 21st century 
from scratch is similar in complexity to inventing Windows or the 
iPhone anew. 

The most pragmatic and efficient of people will understand 
that many operational and business processes at ports and cargo 
terminals have long been defined and optimised. The biggest 
and most productive terminals are equipped with automated 
management systems that are capable of increasing efficiency and 
reducing down times of equipment and personnel. These systems 
establish order in the flow of documents and reporting while 
enabling optimal planning and control. 

The number of such solutions on the market is relatively 
large and therefore, in order to choose the right system which 
can address the problems of a specific terminal by performing 
the functions of an assistant, secretary, dispatcher, planner, 
accountant etc. it is first necessary to establish clearly defined 
selection criteria. 

Things to consider
The following cr iter ia was established due to decades of 
experience in implementing and working with information 
management systems on a global scale and can serve as a 
benchmark for choosing the most optimal system. 

The vendor
Firstly, consider the number of successfully completed projects 
by the vendor you are considering, and their experience in the 

given industry. It is very important to determine whether the 
vendor has certified, tried and tested, industry-specific solutions, 
which can be tailored to the requirements and preferences of 
a specific terminal, for example, solutions for container or dry 
terminals. The size of the vendor company, its available resources 
for development and implementation are important. 

There must be an experienced implementation team and an 
effective personnel training system provided during and after 
the implementation period. In view of their global policy, many 
venders often limit training to just a few or even one company-
client worker. There is no special focus on the quality of training 
at individual workstations and as a result, the advantages of using 
such a system might go completely untapped while large amounts 
of resources are squandered on software and implementation. 
Round-the-clock multi-language support should also be available 
if appropriate, as well as adaptability in offering the ability to 
integrate the system with various equipment and other systems. 
Of course, the rational cost of ownership and a transparent 
pricing policy are also key factors to examine.

Guidelines for choosing  
a terminal operating system 
Constantine Sokolov, director of business development, Solvo Ltd., St. Petersburg, Russia

The biggest and most productive terminals are equipped with automated 
management systems that are capable of increasing efficiency and reducing 
down times of equipment and personnel

When selecting a TOS it is important to determine whether the vendor has a 
certified, tried and tested solution
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The system
You need to consider the scalability of the system. In other 
words, system performance should not be affected by increasing 
turnover, number of personnel and overall scale of operations. 
Think about the modularity of the system ie. the ability to 
expand its functionality by means of installing additional modules 
for handling new tasks. There is a need to be able to segment 
and conduct step-by-step implementation of the system at any 
stage of terminal development and at any production capacity 
level. Here, you should consider factors such as: the operative 
part, responsible for physical processes at the terminal; the 
document management system, automating the flow of 
documents and interaction with clients, service providers and 
administrative bodies; the statistical data system responsible for 
reports and analytics; and additional modules for billing, web-
portal, or terminal topology editor, (which presents a bird’s eye 
view of the terminal in real time). Vendors frequently provide 
only the operative part or the record-keeping component by 
itself, while marketing it as a fully integrated solution. Therefore, 
it is important to keep this in mind when viewing the vendor’s 
demonstration of the system.

In conclusion
Undoubtedly, the total cost of ownership (TCO) is one of the 
most important factors when evaluating a system and would 
seem to be the most straightforward. Nevertheless, certain 
pitfalls may be encountered here as well. It is not enough 
to simply assess a system str ictly based on its licensing or 
implementation price. The cost and level of technical support, 
follow-up modifications and integration with other systems or 
equipment (eg. radio terminals) can also significantly impact 
the final price quote. The majority of the criteria mentioned 
above is fairly universal and should be taken into account 
during any type of information system tendering process for all 
types of facilities.  
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The terminal operating system (TOS) is the primary instrument 
of record-keeping, planning, control, and monitoring for the 
modern marine terminal. The TOS serves, and is served by, 
labour, planners, supervisors, managers, liners, truckers, railroads, 
visitors, regulators, and analysts. The selection of a TOS will have 
profound impacts on both the tactical performance and strategic 
viability of the terminal, its customers, and its operator.

Foundations
Any TOS rests on three foundations: infrastructure, database, and 
development platform. The essential qualities of any foundations 
are durability and stability, as replacing them is not feasible. We 
must recognise that the TOS is mission-critical, and that its 
missions will evolve over time. As such, all three foundations 
must be judged on: stability, high availability, performance, 
scalability, security, redundancy, effective vendor support, ease 
of service, precision, accuracy, extensibility, ease of integration, 
ease of customisation, and the ready availability of professionals 
who can maintain and improve them. The foundations must 
be highly resistant to failure. Failures must be open to rapid 
repair. The foundations must be designed to accommodate 
change, growth and evolution without pain or disruption. 
The foundations must both reflect and foster mature and 
sophisticated quality control.

Business complexity
The marine terminal is the meeting place of an incredible 
array of competing and cooperating entities, almost none of 
them in the direct control of the entity that owns the TOS. 
The TOS must serve many different user needs, and the way 
in which it serves each need must be sensitive to the tensions 
between cooperation, competition, transparency, and privacy. 
Each interface must be customised to reflect the strengths and 
weaknesses of each user. Labourers need simplicity. Planners need 
comprehensive visibility. Liners need freight control. Truckers 
and railroads need transport flexibility. Regulators need the 
ability to intervene. Analysts need unfettered access to history. 
The terminal operator needs to intelligently balance conflicts of 
interest. Everyone needs to make a living.

Economics
Terminal economics are dominated by routine box revenue, 
revenue for special services, the cost of operating labour, and 
infrastructure capital amortisation. The cost of information 
technology, while highly visible, is not materially significant. 
The selection process for the TOS must return, again and again, 
and again, to fundamental economics: attract more volume by 
providing excellent service, charge for what is handled, and 
keep labour costs in check. When it comes to the TOS, it is the 
thrifty operator who spends the most.

Operator interfaces
The operating labour is there to run the equipment, to move the 
freight, and to go home safely at the end of the shift. Productivity 
and efficiency are not of primary interest. Staying alive and 
making a living are. To foster productivity while serving these 
operator interests, the TOS’s operator interfaces must reflect the 
highest level of thought and design. Each interface screen must 
only present output and input directly associated with small, basic 
operator tasks. The operator should not have to take precious 
time and thought away from safety and machine control in order 
to read a wordy TOS interface screen. Each terminal must deal 
with its own operator culture, and so the TOS must provide the 
architecture and tools that foster custom creation of effective safe, 
efficient interfaces.

Customer interfaces
The marine terminal’s liner customers are all sophisticated 
international businesses, evolved over decades as survivors in a 
highly selective environment. Each customer has its own business 
systems that meet its particular business needs, in the context of 
their internal culture, their regulatory framework, and their own 
customers’ desires. Each customer may wish to interface with 
the TOS in a different way. The TOS must be open to these 
variations. The TOS must have sufficient flexibility to support 
creation and long-term management of interface elements for 
each customer. The TOS must be able to absorb new customers, 
and new customer needs. It must provide absolute privacy for 
each customer, so that the security of the freight and the 
competitive position of each customer are not compromised.

Regulator interfaces
Each marine terminal sits in its own local web of regulatory 
influences, while simultaneously supporting a growing 
international framework of safety and security controls. Local 
and national regulatory frameworks are widely variable, and are 
subject to change in response to the whims of sovereign powers. 
The roles of the regulator are to permit, detain, stop or otherwise 
meter the movement of containers. The TOS must present 
interfaces that allow regulators to grant permission for movement 
as quickly as possible, while allowing regulators the ability to 
detain or stop movements, while preventing regulators from 
overstepping their bounds. As this balance varies widely between 
jurisdictions, the TOS must be open to controlled regulatory 
programmability at the site level.

Machine interfaces
TOS’s are expected to interface with a variety of machines and 
instruments. Optical character recognition, radio-frequency 
identification, biometrics, geospatial positioning, digital imagery, 
proximity detectors, threat detectors, and safety instruments are 
just some of the technologies the TOS must serve. The TOS 

Terminal operating  
system selection 
Thomas Ward, PE, chief engineer, Ports America, Alameda, California, USA 
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must be designed for openness to both known and unknown 
instrument interfaces. This openness must be reflected at the 
foundational level and in the institutional support for the TOS. 
The TOS must have sockets where new technologies can be 
accommodated based on standard protocols, and must have an 
architecture that allows the ready deployment of development and 
support staff to serve new needs.

Tactical planning
Interfaces are vital, but the fundamental job of the TOS is to 
improve terminal performance. The TOS must provide tools for the 
terminal’s tactical planning staff that allow them to rapidly prepare 
detailed work sequences, to efficiently allocate machine and space 
resources, to provide clear instructions to operators, and to adapt 
to sudden changes in external logistic forces. The most difficult 
challenge for any planner is the balance between space utilisation, 
which drives capacity and revenue capability, and productivity, 
which drives labour cost and customer service. The TOS must 
incorporate tools for the planner to balance space and performance. 
This is still an evolving field in TOS development, so the flexibility 
to sustain steady improvement in this area is essential.

Performance reporting
The only way to operate better is to understand performance. 
Again - return to fundamental economics. The TOS must provide 
a broad, accurate suite of key performance indicators (KPIs), and 
must support the collection of KPIs into customised reports that 
support the needs of each individual stakeholder for the facility. 
These KPIs must be rigorously defined and structured, so that each 
user can understand how each KPI influences their own success.

Strategic analysis and planning
Nothing is more certain than change on a marine terminal. No 
terminal logistic pattern stays stable for more than a few months at 

a time. The terminal manager must constantly adapt strategic space 
and equipment resources in response to new volumes or shifting 
logistics. The TOS’s role in this is to provide a deep, accessible well 
of historical transaction data that can be readily accessed by the 
analyst to understand the true demands on the facility, and the 
utilisation of the terminal’s least-flexible strategic resources.

The Future
“The future ain’t what it used to be”, said the Sage of the Yankees. 
Be prepared.
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PARTNERS IN
PRODUCTIVITY
Towering Higher In Barcelona
The team called the Castellers, pictured above, are the human tower builders of 
the Barcelona region. They practice the special art of standing on each other’s 
shoulders in order to reach for the sky. If they all stand strong and stable, 
they succeed; if one falls, they all fall. They remind us of a simple truth, in 
tower-building and container handling, which is that teamwork is essential to 
achievement. At Terminal de Contenidores de Barcelona such teamwork is 
also on display every day. A major gateway to southern Europe, the TCB team is 

currently doubling its TEU capacity while handling, on average,  
35 moves/hour. A gold standard port, TCB reminds us that container handling 
is a business where every player matters and every player must be reliable and 
productive, which is one reason why the TCB team also depends today on a 
fleet of more than 30 Bromma spreaders for their container handling needs.
To succeed in this business, you need the right equipment, and you need the 
right support. You need a partner in productivity.

In Spain, and everywhere, 
Bromma is committed to helping our customers succeed.



Introduction
This article looks at an innovative continuous system of inland 
container shipping – an all electric and fully automated steel 
monorail.

A state of the art system
The system is capable of transporting goods in all weather 
conditions, 24 hours a day, 365 days a year. Travelling in silent 
procession, without the need to pass through our already 
overcrowded cities, goods could be moved a distance of 1,200 
kilometres per day, whilst consuming less energy and emitting 
lower levels of pollution than more conventional modes of 
transport. Early estimates suggest that commercial costs (tonnes-
kilometres) could be reduced to nearly half that of the current 
cost of transporting containers by road, taking into account driver 
absence and the relatively low cost of both infrastructure and 
required maintenance. 

Control status of goods
With the potential to move 40 million tonnes per year, each line 
would serve intermediate stations for the loading and unloading 
of containers, with the stoppage used to conserve energy and 
absorb speed. The containers would be loaded onto individual 
platforms, capable of carrying up to 40 tonnes each, which 
would travel 100 metres apart. Each platform will contain a mini 
onboard computer that manages its acceleration and constant 50 
km/h speed, stopping only at its final destination. The computer is 
also programmed to follow a freight route map, which is activated 
upon receiving its cargo. Depending on the logistics of the line, 
empty containers can also be transferred to other stations if 
required. Platforms can be identified with an electronic code, 
which will be read by electronic readers located at a number of 
points along the line. This will enable customers to track the exact 
position and status of their goods in real time.

Current state of the sector

Railroad system
Sharing the same infrastructure for passengers and freight is not 
a sustainable solution for the future. The concept of the ‘Roman 
road’ is a design of the past and too costly today. The required 
reform of present infrastructures and maintaining bridges, viaducts 
and tunnels are the biggest obstacles in developing a sustainable 
future for rail freight, and could be as costly or more than this 
innovative model. 

In addition, the conventional freight railroad is not an adequate 
alternative to confront the challenge of both environmental 
and economic objectives. It presents many limitations. The 
main problem is that the current system is far from complying 
with the efficiency required by the market. The diesel weight 
of locomotives requires high resistance from its supporting 

infrastructure and emits high levels of CO2. It is also unable 
to operate on slopes with a gradient above 1.5 percent, while 
passenger trains are an all too common service disruption. The 
track gauge is not international, at least in some countries. All 
these factors explain why conventional rail is struggling to deliver 
its target of a 40-50 percent share of the total freight market. 
In Spain this is as low as four percent, while the rest of Europe 
averages just a 20 percent share. 

Road truck system
At 90 kilometres per hour (km/h), 90 percent of the engine 
power of trucks is consumed by the rolling resistance of both the 
road surface and aerodynamic drag – 90 kilowatts (kW) and 71 
kW respectively. This energy consumption and the incidence of 
driver cost means that the total cost of a road transport system 
is about twice that of the monorail concept. Fourteen percent 
of motorway accidents are related to the presence of trucks and 
members of this profession have one of the poorest levels of 
workforce health.

Transport capacity
The estimated capacity on each line could be over 40 million 
tonnes per year, which over a 1,000 km route would generate 
� 600 million of saved costs, whilst saving up to two million 
tonnes of CO2 emissions against the classic road traffic model.

Automatic container transport  
by electric monorail 
Gregorio Márquez Murillo, aeronautical engineer, Madrid, Spain

THEORETICAL CONDITIONS Results

Travelling speed   50 km/h 14 metres per second (m/s) 

Average load per  18 tonnes* 18 tonnes* 
container     

Distance between  100 meters 100 meters 
platforms     

Time between  100 / 14 7.1 secs 
platforms    

Container per hour   3,600 / 7.1 500 containers/hour 
   Theoretical capacity** 

Transport capacity and operativity

* Average load. Maximum total load per platform is 40 tonnes  
(10 tonnes per wheel)

** Expected current conditions with operative efficiency 0.55 are: 500 
x 0.55 x 24 x 340 x 18 (tonnes/unit) = 40,000,000 tonnes per year
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Energy comparisons

Aerodynamic drag resistance
Accredited tests reveal that at 85 km/h a truck with an 8.7 square 
metre (m2) frontal area consumes 71 kW (95HP). In comparison, 
a platform with a 7m2 frontal area at 50 km/h would consume 
19kW (25HP).

Rolling resistance
The rolling coefficient of steel wheels on the steel monorail 
compared to tyres on asphalt is 1:9. A 10-wheel trailer at 85 
km/h absorbs 90kw (120 HP), compared to 15kw (19HP) by a 
railroad platform.  

(1) The monorail concept is a zero emission system. The only emissions come from the electricity generation process which the system consumes

Drag reduction and rolling resistance

 Track on road (gas-oil) Monorail (electricity)

Power 175 Kw 35 Kw

Load per unit 20 Tn 20 Tn

Emissions CO2 3 Kg / Kg (gas-oil) 0,3 Kg / Kw-h (1)

Speed 85 Km/h 50 Km/h

Consumption 400 Kg / 1000 Km 700 Kw-h / 1000 Km

Emissions analysis and required power
Using updated analysis of the technological advantages of the monorail concept against the road truck system we get the following  
comparative results:
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Economic considerations

Calculations of cost per tonne-kilometre suggest that the savings 
over current road transport could be as much as 50 percent. 
The main reasons for this huge difference are that the monorail 
system uses around 60 percent less energy. It is a driverless 
operation. The system is easier to adapt to the landscape as it 
only requires one rail per direction. There are major savings 
on maintenance, labour and loading operations. There is an 
immediate availability to operate, even for just one container. 
It is a truly 24-hour service, while there is a vast cost benefit 
to having thousands of platforms travelling non-stop from 
departure to destination without the need for locomotive and 
catenary.

The result is a saving of about � 600 million on a 1,000 km 
route. Part of these savings could provide the foundations for a 
significant return on investment. This innovation could also be 
a very attractive solution for container handling in ports and in 
the hinterland. The concept has already been granted patents in 
the USA, Russia, China and the European Union.
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Moving crane operations to  
the control room 

Stacking crane operations have been handled from a control 
room for some time now. As we begin to see ship-to-shore (STS) 
crane operators moving down from cranes to control rooms, the 
question arises: what does this mean for container terminals? One 
way to identify both opportunities and possible pitfalls is to look 
into what, for instance, process industries have done to improve 
the ergonomics and thus productivity by developing concepts for 
control rooms and the primary operator working environment.

The recent orders awarded to ABB show that remote control of 
STS cranes has made its breakthrough on the market. Driven by 
the need for higher cranes with lifting heights over 50 metres and 
higher productivity requirements, we expect the demand for this 
technology to increase. 

Benefits of control room operations
Crane operations from the control room improve operators’ 
working environment and reduce fatigue, stress on the neck and 
back, and so on. Operators supervise the crane motion via views 
from on board cameras, which are often more comprehensive 
than the views available from inside the crane cabin. With no 
operator on board, the crane can run faster and ramp times can be 
shorter. This enables shorter cycle times to unload an entire ship 
of cargo. 

The fact that cranes will be operated from an office 
environment alone creates opportunities for improved operator 
performance, this also enables improved productivity. Moving 

crane operators to an office environment already improves 
working ergonomics but the ergonomics can be enhanced 
further by looking into how the control room and the operator 
workstation should be designed. Investing in modern, well-
functioning working environments pays returns by reducing 
sickness absenteeism, and encouraging more motivated and better 
performing operators. 

This article presents some valuable findings from other 
industries that have already taken steps within this area and have 
improved operator performance and productivity. For several 
years, ABB has conducted research and development to create 
a concept for the intelligent control room with a modern 
working environment for operators, from the perspective of both 
ergonomics and productivity. The concept includes understanding 
of the operator’s role and how operator performance affects a 
plant’s key performance indicators (KPI).

Important lessons from process industries
The trend in process industr ies is a consolidation of small 
isolated and dedicated local control rooms into one control 
centre. This enables the operators responsible for supervising 
different parts of the process to work together more effectively. 
A shared physical working environment creates a feeling of 
belonging to a team and makes the sharing of information 
between different functional groups easier and a natural part 
of working. The layout of the control centre facilities plays 
an important role in how well this target will be achieved. In 
fact, from the recent study conducted by ABB, consolidation 
of systems in centralised control rooms was the single most 

Moving crane operations to the  
control room - What can we learn 
from process industries?  
Clara Holmgren, product manager, ABB AB Crane Systems and Lena Nyberg, marketing communications manager, Northern Europe region, 
ABB AB Control Systems, Västerås, Sweden

Crane operators new working environment: modern control room where operations and maintenance personnel can also collaborate to improve terminal operations
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important factor in promoting collaboration between operators 
and other groups, including maintenance management.

A common mistake when making this change is that the 
operators and monitors from local control rooms are moved 
to the control centre in keeping with traditional operational 
principles, which also determine how the control room is built 
and designed. This often results in building a bigger control room 
than necessary. The communication and collaboration needs 
and patterns are not taken into consideration, which hinders 
operators benefiting from a shared location in various operational 
conditions and situations.

As a consequence, companies that merely move existing 
control environments to a new central one will miss the 
opportunity to think about operating and operator strategies 
and visions to optimise the operator performance and achieve 
maximum productivity improvements. In the ABB survey 
mentioned previously, the respondents confirmed that operator 
performance has an impact on a plant’s key performance 
indicators, such as plant availability and utilisation, as well as 
equipment damage and personnel safety. There are also studies 
indicating that a significant share of unscheduled production 
disruptions are related to human errors. 

The conclusion from this survey is that it pays off to invest in 
the operators’ working environment and systems that support 
operators’ decision making. Dialogue with companies in process 
industries also confirms that a modern operating environment 
attracts competent personnel when recruiting new operators. In 
some industries and countries, this has already become a pre-
requisite for ensuring that highly skilled personnel remain with 
the company.

ABB philosophy: operator in focus
ABB’s philosophy for the modern operator’s working 
environment is based on the fact that the control room and 
control centre should support the company’s operating strategy. 

One example of a company’s operating strategy could be 
that the operator should concentrate fully on his or her core 
responsibilities as an operator and make sure that the production-
related processes are running smoothly. Another example of 
what might be included in a company’s operating strategy is that 
information is made intuitively available and that this is available 

exactly where the user is, ie. in the operator’s workstation or in 
the mobile devices of maintenance personnel. 

Furthermore, the operator should be the central focus 
when designing a modern operation environment. This means 
considering every aspect of the operator as a human being as well 
as the environment itself. The objective should be to create an 
overall pleasant and effective working environment that promotes 
operator alertness and proactivity. The following list contains a 
number of important aspects to consider according to ABB’s 
philosophy. Some of them are directly related to the operator’s 
workstation itself and some discuss the design of the control room 
from a wider perspective.

Information presentation
Traditional solutions for control systems in process industries 
present huge amounts of data to the operator. This requires 
many monitors. Positioning a large number of monitors in a 
way that the operator can view them and work efficiently and 
comfortably is difficult. By using modern technology, ABB can 
offer possibilities to present information quickly and easily in 
context when needed. The monitors should be placed so that 
sight angle recommendations (EN 894) are met. 

The operator’s key role in monitoring the process can be made 
easier and more comfortable by optimising the information 
presentation. This allows the operator to concentrate better on the 
task at hand. It also reduces the number of monitors needed.

Considerations for consoles and chairs 
All consoles and chairs in the control room need to be easily 
adjustable to meet individual needs. This may sound simple, 
yet it is too often ignored and when adjusting the furniture is 
complicated, people do not make use of it. 

Placement of the operator workstations in 
the control room
Placing operators too close to one other creates a disturbing 
environment. Placing them too far away from one other 
increases the cost of the control room space. It also makes it 
hard for operators to collaborate and communicate with each 
other. It is therefore important to consider early in the planning 

Lighting can be used to support operator in critical operational situations. In this example from process industries, the surrounding lighting is be tuned down to 
increase operator's concentration on the screens. Lights in different colours are used to communicate to others in the room that the operator is handling a critical 
situation (red light), so is reminded not to disturb the operator.
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phase the actual number of operators that will be working in 
the control room. The future needs with regard to number of 
operators should also be anticipated at early stage so that a cost-
effective, sustainable control room solution can be designed 
from the very outset.

Lighting and noise 
Correct lighting and low noise levels are important factors. 
Windows provide natural light and give operators a reference to 
time (day/night), making it easier to stay alert and focused. 
Flooring, noise absorption solutions as well as communication 
tools (eg. walkie talkies rather than mobile phones) play an 
important role in achieving a desired noise level. The importance 
of these factors grows along with the number of people working 
in the control room. 

Adjacent areas
Meeting rooms, kitchen/dining tables, locker rooms and other 
similar facilities should preferably be located close to the control 
room. However, they should be separated in order to keep noise, 
smells, rubbish and dirt out of the control room. When these 
facilities are available in conjunction with the control room, the 
personnel can, for instance, enjoy their coffee and lunch outside 
the control room without disturbing the operators on duty.  
Paying attention also to the adjacent areas, not only the control 
room itself, allows the creation of a comfortable and effective 
overall working environment.

Planning the people flow
When designing a control room, it is important to take into 
consideration how personnel can move between different areas. 
Major pathways should be placed so that personnel can move 
between the process areas without entering the control room 
and in a way that ensures the control room does not become a 
shortcut when moving between the process areas. The same goes 
for planning how visits to the control room should be handled. 
Visitors are often welcomed to the control room during normal 
operational conditions. However, sometimes visitors might be 
in the way when operators need to take care of some kind of 
disturbance or alarm situation, and in such situations visitors 
should have an alternative way of viewing the control room. A 
large monitor outside the control room displaying the current 
production status provides a good solution. If there is a window 
to the control room, it should be placed in such a way that the 
operators do not notice if someone is looking at them.

Location of the control room/centre
Whenever possible, the control room/centre should be placed 
apart from the actual process, for instance in a separate office 
building. This enables a more pleasant, safe and ergonomic 
environment as well as reducing noise, vibration, pollution etc.

Focus on ergonomics on an early stage
Ergonomics and designing well-functioning working 
environments for operators requires expertise. To avoid mistakes 

An example of a crane operations control room layout based on experiences from process industries. In addition to the operator workstations the layout takes into 
consideration the positioning of adjacent areas such as meeting rooms, locker rooms, and dining areas. 
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that are difficult to correct later, it is advisable to consider 
ergonomics and the control room layout early in the process. 
A successful concept considers the operator’s primary working 
environment ie. the operator’s workstation, and the secondary 
environment ie. the overall control room design as one entity.

Implications for crane operations
In many ports of the world, new container terminals are being 
built and will be built during the coming years. The technology is 
already in place for moving ship to shore crane control operations 
to a central control room instead of local control rooms i.e.  
cabins located in the cranes. Since new infrastructure will be 
built, observations made in process industries provide valuable 
insights and inputs for terminal operators. ABB has created a 
concept for the intelligent control room with a modern working 
environment for the operators from the perspective of both 
ergonomics and productivity. Several control rooms applying this 
concept have already been implemented by many companies 
within process industries. 

In conclusion
We have seen the positive impact of well-designed control 
rooms on productivity in our customer organisations within 
process industries. The trend is also clear: an increasing number 
of companies have realised the importance of the operators’ 
working environment. While terminal operators have many 
aspects to consider when they start to apply new technologies 
and new ways of working, such as remote control of cranes, they 
can anticipate a positive impact on productivity and operator 
performance as a result of investing in modern and well-designed 
control rooms. 
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In a typical straddle carrier operation, what procedures/methods 
can be put in place to move towards a zero accident policy? It 
goes without saying that the operator should be properly trained. 
But how do you make sure that it is the trained operator that is 
driving, and what mechanisms can you put in place to monitor 
and review the safe operation of the equipment. Waiting for the 
next accident is not an option.

Introduction
All container terminal operators recognise the benefits of 
improving operational welfare for their employees and on-site 
contractors.

It is without doubt that many have also adopted a proactive 
approach to operational safety, recognising not only the 
benefits to the welfare of the workers through a safer working 
environment, but also the additional benefits this will bring 
to the day to day operation by minimising disruptions and 
providing a more stable and predictable operating environment.

However, how do you achieve the implementation of best 
practice in a busy container terminal where the operation 
is spread over a wide area, and just as importantly how do you 
measure the effectiveness of your efforts?

In a typical straddle carrier operation, what procedures/
methods can be put in place to move towards the end goal of a 
zero accident policy? It goes without saying that the operator 
of a 60+ tonne machine that is capable of carrying a load of 
up to 60 tonnes should be properly trained. But how do you 
make sure that it is the trained operator that is driving, and what 
mechanisms can you put in place to monitor and review the safe 
operation of the equipment? Waiting for the next accident is not 
an option.

In the following example the implementation of relatively 

inexpensive technology has been used as a significant step to 
move towards the goal of zero tolerance.

Training
After putting a training and authorisation regime in place the 
next step is to make sure you know who is driving. This is a 
relatively simple step and is already quite common throughout 
ports and terminals.

Restrict access
In this example a machine readable identity card access system 
has been utilised. There are however key features that need to 
be considered when implementing such systems and these are 
sometimes overlooked.

Centralised system
Unless you only operate one or two items of equipment or 
only have a similar low number of trained operators, one of the 
most important aspects of access control on mobile equipment 
is a centralised access control software application. The software 
application is connected to all the mobile equipment via 
a wireless connection and this approach provides several 
benefits including:

Easy database administration for removing old or lost 
cards and adding new users (no need to visit every 
machine to update).
The ability to set up time and equipment restrictions and 
easily change them as required.
Centralised audit trail (look at who is driving now, and 
who drove what when).

Improving straddle carrier safety through 
operational visibility and transparency
Richard Lambert, managing director, International Terminal Solutions Ltd, Loughborough, UK

Figure 1: Steps in a zero tolerance system Figure 2: Access restriction considerations
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Card type selection

There are also major security benefits in controlling access to the 
equipment by using the same ID cards that are used for general 
access to the site.  In tandem with this is the use of a card capture 
system where the card must be positively inserted in a card holder 
whilst the machine is in operation.  In the example shown in 
Figure 3, cards are inserted into an industrial reader with the 
system reading the card and recognising if the card is removed. 
This approach brings several benefits:

Audit trail for site entry and machine use (eliminates 
working a double shift for a friend).

to start the machine).
Equipment operation restricted without the use of a 
valid card.
Once stationary the machine will not move if the card is 
removed (prevents leaving the machine running during 
shift break and a fresh operator using without a valid card).

The implementation of these types of systems will provide a 
terminal with a full audit trail of whom,

what, and when, and also ensures only trained approved 
operators use the equipment.

Monitor
Monitoring of the performance and safe operation of the 
straddle carriers can be achieved by various methods from 
manual observations through to automatic monitoring. Manual 
observation can be expensive with relatively high labour costs and 
is also unreliable as it would be impractical to be sure all incidents 
were observed. Automatic monitoring is also perceived by some 
as expensive and difficult to achieve, however this is not normally 
the case, and the following example shows how an on-board 
computer can provide the basis for this.

Many straddle carriers have existing systems on board, and it 
is a relatively inexpensive exercise to capture this information 
and combine this with other key items of data provided by other 
sensors or systems. In this case an on-board computer is used to 
capture the data. The on-board computer logs information and can 
then make decisions based on events. The key is to network the 
mobile computer(s) with central servers to collect information as 
the straddle carrier operates and use this to create real-time status 
information, or use the information for post analysis.

Along with equipment status information and alerts used 
in maintenance and engineering, the on-board computer can 
also collect data related to safety events such as fire detection, 
emergency stop, straddle carrier stability, and many other metrics 
to provide key operational safety information.

Analyse
The typical analysis and display of the informatics can be best split 
into two types, and as to how they are handled will depend on 
how time critical the information is. The first type is associated 
with direct monitoring and can be used to alert the supervisory 
management as to critical and dangerous situations. The second 
type is trend evaluation.

Instant critical alerts
There can be a whole host of critical and safety related alerts 
that can be applied to straddle carrier operations. The three 
we are using as examples in this white paper are engine fires, 
straddle carrier tipping over, and emergency stop activation. 
Alerting the management to these safety related events is a 

significant step forward in safer terminal operations. Take for 
example an engine fire. These are serious events with potentially 
disastrous consequences. As well as the operator being alerted 
to the fire it is important that the management also know as 
soon as possible to action the immediate implementation of a 
fire emergency plan. In many cases when the alarm sounds in 
the cab the operator may not be able to alert the management 
as he is probably evacuating the straddle carrier with some 
urgency. In rare cases operators have been known to ignore the 
warning as no flames are presently visible. From an operational 
management perspective the first you know about the fire 
shouldn't be when flames can be seen from the control tower. 

Figure 3: Card system in operation

Card reader slot
Card stays in reader until 

operators shift is over.

Figure 4: Methods of monitoring
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Figure 5: Alert systems

Visualisation software alerts
management of key events

Alerts sent automatically from the Straddle
Carrier to the visualisation software application
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For engine fires and similar alarms of this type, visualisation 
software can instantly alert the management, as can be seen in 
the example in Figure 5.

Warnings are highlighted with a warning icon on a large 
monitor and can be accompanied by an audible alarm. The 
collection of these alarms within a suitable software package 
can also be the basis for trend analysis and subsequent 
corrective measures.

Trend evaluation
It is with little doubt that being alerted to potential hazards 
and incidents is a major benefit to the management during the 
on-going operation. However, to allow the management to be 
proactive and stop problems before they occur it is necessary to 
identify recurring issues that have the potential to cause future 
safety related events. 

The use of a suitable software tool can provide key metrics 
and trends over time. By accurately monitoring, measuring and 
reporting, these tools can provide benchmarking and allow 
the creation of a continual improvement programme. This in 
turn allows the management to see the effect of improvement 
initiatives and training programmes.

An example of how good software tools can be utilised for 
proactive safety management is straddle carrier stability. Several 
factors contribute to straddle carrier instability such as poor yard 
layout, straddle carrier with inherently less stability than others, 
and the effect of individual operators. This allows instant visibility 
of the trends and provides differentiation between these various 
contributing factors as is demonstrated in the above example.

The yard effect
A yard layout mimic can show where the tip alarms have been 
activated. This allows the management to establish where road 
layouts, sharp bends, yard maintenance, or other circumstances 
should be reviewed. Figure 6 shows multiple tip alarms in 
specific locations, these can be viewed over different time 
frame options.

The straddle carrier effect
Another interesting exercise is to view the straddle carriers 
and benchmark them against each other to allow the 
management to review the stability of different types or a 
particular machine.

Figure 7 shows the straddle carrier tip alarm ranking.

The operator effect
As well as identifying issues regarding the yard layout and machine 
sensitivity, operator driving characteristics can also be a factor in 
safe operation of the equipment. Operator training is an essential 
part of modern terminal operations, however some operators adapt 
more quickly to the introduction of new equipment, technology 
or practices and the amount of training required can be difficult 
to determine. Figure 8 identifies operators with a high profile of 
repeat activation of the stability detection system.

By applying the above type of software tools to the terminal 
operation, trends can be identified and measured to provide Key 
Performance Indicators (KPIs) and subsequently allow corrective 
measures to be suitably targeted.

Figure 6: Screenshot of alarm locations

Target location for investigation.
Cluster of tip alarms.

Figure 7: Screenshot showing straddle carrier alarm

This Straddle Carrier has 
many more alarms than the 
others. The cause of this can 
now be investigated

Figure 8: Screenshot of statistical breakdown

Driver with a high 
incidence of tip alarms 

can be profiled

Figure 9: Screenshot of trend monitoring

Overall statistics 
showing a monthly 
decreasing trend
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Corrective measures

Armed with quality data and with the ability to clearly identify 
the issues to be addressed the terminal management can take 
the appropriate corrective measures. This may be modifications 
to working practices, yard layout improvements, changes to the 
operator training regime, or some other action. The use of well 
written software tools will allow the terminal management to see 
the effects of the corrective measures put in place by continually 
monitoring and providing on-going trends.

Summary
At the beginning of this paper two questions were posed:

How do you achieve the implementation of best practice 
in a busy container terminal where the operation is spread 
over a wide area?
How do you measure the effectiveness of your efforts?

In this paper we have outlined how these goals can be achieved 
with the assistance of industry specific well written software tools 
connected to on-board system to harvest the correct data. The 
systems restrict access to the equipment to only those trained to 
drive it, automatically report and alert critical situations that may 
require the implementation of an emergency plan, measuring certain 
metrics to provide benchmarking to take corrective measures, and 
continually evaluate the measures using trend analysis tools.

The photographs and screen images used in this paper have been 
reproduced with the permission of International Terminal Solutions Ltd, 
whom retains the Copyright of all the material used.
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“As far as the coal mining chain is concerned, 
the lack of railway and deep water ports is now 
well substituted by towed barges and off shore 
facilities such as floating cranes and floating 
transfer stations.”
‘Leading facilities for the Indonesian coal market’, page 79.
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Conveying has long been the preferred method to move large 
amounts of material from one fixed point to another fixed point. 
Belt conveyors allow a wide variety of materials to be moved 
safely and economically and result in the lowest environmental 
impact when compared to other available transport methods.

Advancements and innovations in conveyor design have made 
it possible to use conveyors in places and terrain previously not 
possible. Some of these advancements include horizontal curves 
that allow the conveyor to shift side to side in much the same 
way as roads. This allows the conveyor system to follow terrain 
contours and avoid large obstacles. 

A second innovation is intermediate drives. These allow 
multiple drives to power a long system making the conveyor 
easier to operate and maintain. Advances in technology mean that 
conveyors are now monitored from central control rooms that 
allow one person to operate one or more systems on a continual 
basis. The operator employs the use of computers, programmable 
logic controllers or PLCs and other technology to remotely 
monitor, adjust and make effective decisions regarding the system 
or systems without ever leaving the comfort of the control centre.

Safety considerations
Although conveyors have many moving parts and these parts 
present hazards, they are the safest available method to transport 
large amounts of bulk materials from one place to another. 
Conveyors provide a stationary platform whereas other methods, 
such as haul trucks, provide mobile platforms. 

In the case of conveyor systems one operator or technician 
can control multiple systems across a wide area from today’s 
advanced control room. In the case of haul trucks each vehicle has 
a single operator/driver and in most instances multiple vehicles 
are required to achieve the desired tonnage. Ergonomics, in this 
case, present a challenge in that each driver may be subject to 
stress and possible injuries in the course of completing their work. 
The haul truck operator must enter and exit as well as manoeuvre 
the vehicle throughout their shift subjecting the body to repeated 
stress. Whereas, the conveyor operator sits in a stationary platform 
monitoring systems via a computer monitor ensuring that the 
systems are performing correctly. 

Intersections, in the case of haul trucks present particular dangers 
that are difficult to mitigate. On average, there are approximately 10 
fatal haul truck accidents per year in the US. The most common 
causes for haul truck accidents include mechanical problems, 
inadequate training, and insufficient road/berm maintenance. 
According to the US department of transport (DOT) there are 
about 5,800 vehicle train crashes each year in the US, most of 
which occur at railroad crossings. These accidents result in roughly 
600 deaths and injure about 2,300 people every year.

Limiting hazards
Both mobile and stationary options have a variety of hazards and 
dangers that are inherent. For the conveyor, proper guarding of 

exposed moving parts such as idlers and pulleys is important to 
help ensure the safety of those working on or around conveyors. 
This consists of a variety of options such as point, area and 
perimeter guarding. Each option is practical and economical 
and, when utilized correctly, these options adequately protect 
personnel from the potential of contact with the hazardous areas. 
The potential for material spillage off of the sides of conveyor 
also exists. In this case, falling material is dangerous to both foot 
and vehicular traffic. This hazard can be limited through the 
effective design of transfer points using impact beds, skirting and 
other equipment to help support and seal the conveyor at critical 
locations. Along the length of the belt conveyor covers may be 
used to add an additional level of protection from these hazards. 
According to the US department of labour there were four fatal 
accidents associated with powered conveyor systems in 2011.

When evaluating a mobile platform it is important to consider 
that this is a moving target. The truck itself is moving all the 
time and the pattern of traffic varies so it becomes more difficult 
to conduct a thorough hazard assessment. One must consider 
the traffic patterns, other vehicles and pedestrian activity. Other 
constantly changing factors must be periodically re-evaluated 
in order to ensure the accuracy and effectiveness of safety 
programmes. It is not possible to guard against the hazards created 

Conveying innovation  
for the 21st century 
Paul Ross, president, Douglas Manufacturing Co., Inc. USA

Tube conveyor with horizontal curve

Belt conveyor plan with horizontal curve
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by a haul truck in the sense that guarding may be done for a 
conveyor system. Therefore, the safe operation of the truck by the 
operator is the number one consideration.

Traffic congestion and local opinion are also very serious 
considerations when considering the continual use of haul 
trucks and in some cases the use of rail cars. Often, the use 
of haul trucks results in a negative public opinion from the 
surrounding community.

Economic considerations
Base costs for both trucks and conveyors are relatively simple to 
obtain and should always include diesel fuel and electricity costs. 
When evaluating the options available during the planning phase 
of development it is clear that the hourly operating costs of the 
haul truck will be much higher than that of a conveyor system. 
Additionally, the rising cost of diesel fuel must be considered 
during this phase as inflation will undoubtedly increase the 
operating costs of the truck option at a much faster rate than that 
of the conveyor system.

Conveyors usually come with an upfront cost that is recouped 
over two or more decades. The structure will normally never need 
to be replaced even if the components require replacement at 
periodic intervals. Wear parts would include pulleys, idlers, belting, 
bearings and drive components predominantly. Conveyors usually 
have very high reliability rates approaching 98 percent. Electricity 
is the main source of power for conveyor systems and the cost of 
electric power, regardless of the method of generation, has been the 
most stable of any source of energy over the past 20 years.

Operational costs
Haul trucks and trucking in general also requires a sizable 
capital investment and require a significant amount of routine 
maintenance and repair costs to keep the equipment in top 
working order. The life of the equipment is, however, generally 
less than that of the conveyor system. In the course of completing 
their work haul trucks are generally subjected to more damage 
and wear and tear than fixed platforms such as conveyors.

Replacement parts for belt conveyor systems are usually readily 
available and, in cases where the parts need to be manufactured, 
lead times are generally low. In contrast, critical haul truck parts 
such as tyres can be difficult to acquire and may have lead times 
stretching out for several months. 

Similar to our review of operator versus driver in terms of 
safety a similar comparison needs to be made from the standpoint 
of cost. In the case of the haul truck, one driver is needed per 
vehicle. However, in the case of the conveyor, one operator can 
monitor multiple systems carrying huge amounts of material over 
great distances. The cost differential in this case is staggering and 

includes the prevailing wage at the particular location as well as all 
fringe benefits. 

In terms of productivity and cost per tonne, the conveyor wins 
hands down. Conveyors offer cost-effective transport of materials 
varying from a few tons per hour to as much as 25,000 or more 
tonnes per hour. All of these factors will influence the cost of the 
final product. Making the right decision can mean the difference 
between success and failure over the long run.

Environmental considerations
Conveyors as a whole use less energy and produce less pollution 
than other options of moving large amounts of material over 
great distances. Haul trucks and other types of mobile systems 
generally use diesel and this produces a significant amount of 
emissions resulting in a high environmental impact. This is in 
contrast to the conveyor system that largely employs electrical 
power. In some cases, the conveyor can actually produce an excess 
amount of power that can be returned to the grid helping to 
offset the carbon footprint of the system. This cannot be said of 
mobile platforms.

Advances in premium efficiency motors have led to a 
significant decrease in energy consumption by today’s modern 
conveyors. Coupling this with effective design and modelling 
techniques, conveyors are one of the cleanest and most efficient 
modes of transport for bulk materials. Haul trucks are generally 
noisy when operating and create a great deal of sound pollution. 
In contrast, conveyors are relatively quiet when operating and, 
unless there is some type of mechanical issue, remain so for their 
service life. The decibel level of a haul truck can be up to two 
times that of the conveyor system. Generally, a haul truck emits 90 
decibels and a conveyor emits 50 decibels.

Advantages and disadvantages
Each method has its own advantages and disadvantages for moving 
material. In reality, it is likely that both options will be utilised in 
the same facility thereby harnessing the strengths of each option 
and helping to produce the most effective and efficient transport 
of materials. The following table compares the advantages and 
disadvantages of these two methods of material transport.

Conveyor systems have made great strides in design, capacity, 
flexibility and energy efficiency over the past two decades. 
These innovations have rendered conveyors the method 
of choice for transporting small and large amounts of bulk 
materials of distances great and small. Previous limitations have 
been overcome through pioneering ground work in design and 
manufacturing allowing conveyors to traverse great distances, 
difficult terrain and even operate over roadways in a safe, 
economical and environmentally sound manner.
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Overland conveyor featuring state-of-the-art return roll guardingBelt conveyors with intermediate drives
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Haul truck Conveyor system

The truck can operate wherever required. The conveyor can be upgraded to match increasing demand over time.

The truck can be loaded at the most efficient location  The conveyor is loaded at a fixed point. 
depending on need. 

Highly sensitive to inflationary pressures. Less sensitive to inflationary pressures.

Cost of operation increases with travel distance and  Cost of operation remains relatively stable regardless of distance 
incline to be traversed. travelled and incline.

One or two operators required per truck. One operator can control one or more systems.

High environment impact from emissions, noise. Less environmental impact in terms of emissions, noise.

Maintenance is high and replacement parts can be expensive  Maintenance is low to moderate, replacement parts are readily 
available with long lead times. and lower cost.

Lower productivity rate due to weather and operator  Higher productivity rate due to consistent and around the clock 
limitations.  operation. 

HIGHLIGHTING ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF TRANSPORT METHODS

Haul truck load Ship loading coal at a US port facility
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Telestack has recently installed and commissioned a mobile 
materials transfer and ship loading system for Riga Fertiliser 
Terminal (RFT). The transhipment terminal, when completed at 
the end of 2014, will be the most advanced and safest handling 
facility for fertiliser in northern Europe.

The material is brought by rail from Russia via RFT’s partner, 
Uralchem. The rail wagons are then unloaded and transferred by a 
series of conveyors to covered dome storage, each with a capacity 
of 25,000 tonnes. Telestack was involved in this project in order 
to supply custom design mobile feeding/material transfer/ship 
loading solutions for the first phase of the project. This system 
has enabled the company to export fertilisers before the project 
is finished, hence enabling them to have a revenue stream before 
complete construction is finished. The Telestack system will be 
used for the first three years as the main ship loader and after this 
period will be used as supplementary capacity and back up for a 
fixed installation.

Considerations for the Telestack system 
Due to the proximity of the terminal to the city of Riga, the 
complete system incorporated fully covered conveyors and fully 
sealed transfer points as well as dust extraction to minimise dust 
emissions into the nearby environment. This was paramount in 
the facility being granted permission to export from the terminal, 
and was something that was foremost in Telestack’s design brief. 

The material is reclaimed from the dome storage via two 
Liebherr 576 wheel loaders. These feed the material into a 
Telestack HF514 mobile hopper feeder, which has a 15 cubic 
metre capacity with a 1200 millimetre wide belt feeder. The 
hopper is fully lined with 6 millimetre polyurethane liners to 
minimise wear and protect the paint finish. The feeder and 
incline conveyor speeds are controlled by a variable speed drive. 
This is required as RFT will handle a variety of materials with 
densities ranging from 0.7 to 1.4  tonnes per cubic metre. The 
variable speed drive also enables the operator to run the belt 
speeds as slow as possible so as to minimise dust creation at 
transfer points.

Dust extraction process
After the hopper feeder, the material is then transferred to a 
series of 30 metre Telestack mobile link conveyors. These link 
conveyors are wheel mounted and can be manoeuvred around 
the site by a wheel loader. The link conveyors also incorporate 
a dust extraction system at each transfer point. Telestack used 
Donaldson Torit, an internationally recognised manufacturer of 
quality extraction systems for this part. The filter element on the 
extraction unit is made up of a special neoprene fabric which is 
suitable for use with fertilisers. The extraction systems also feature 
an intelligent automated monitoring system which maintains 
efficiency of the units.

The extraction units are supplied with pneumatic air by means 
of a 150 litre compressor mounted on each link conveyor. The 

Telestack’s customised  
mobile ship loading system  
Philip Waddell, international sales manager, Telestack, London, United Kingdom

Mobile radial telescopic ship loader

Mobile hopper feeder and link conveyors feeding ship loader

Layout showing Telestack's mobile materials transfer and ship loading system
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link conveyors also feature a variable speed drive to control the 
belt speeds. As with all the transfer points, the link conveyors 
utilise the fully enclosed chutes both at discharge points and at 
the intake point. 

The final Telestack mobile link conveyor also has a radial drive 
incorporated into the wheels which enables the unit to radial 
45 degrees of centre line, so as to feed the ship loader at two 
positions to load each hatch on an 8,000 tonnes coaster vessel. 
This enables a quick set up time for the hatch changes.

Customisation
The Telestack mobile ship loader supplied to RFT was a custom 
design TS 542. The unit incorporates complete dust extraction 
and containment features, some of which include fully sealed 
transfer points, fully covered conveyors both on the inner and the 
outer, dust extraction and transfer points, complete under trays to 
prevent material dropping onto the jetty, and an 8.5 metre free-
fall chute to contain the dust right into ships hold. The TS 542 
is crawler tracked mounted and fully mobile to move from hatch 
to hatch. The crawler tracks also had rubber pads to protect the 

concrete structure of the jetty. The telescopic, luffing and radial 
ability enables RFT to completely trim the 8,000 tonne vessel 
from the two loading positions. 

The Telestack mobile solution for RFT is easily moved 
around the terminal as required giving RFT significant 
flexibility. Due to the corrosive nature of the fertiliser, a very 
high paint specification was used on all machines with average 
dry film thickness of 250 micron two pack epoxy paint finish. 
The complete system is powered by RFT’s mains electricity 
which enabled very low operating costs for the complete 
system. The system also complies with environmental dust 
pollution regulations.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Philip Waddell has been involved in the bulk materials handling 

industry for the last 15 years. In his capacity as international 

sales manager, Philip has been involved in projects within mining 

and in the ports and terminals sector across all six continents 

with major blue chip clients.

ABOUT THE COMPANY

UK-based Telestack was formed in 1999 to offer mobile bulk material handling 

solutions. The equipment is used for handling coal, iron ore, aggregates, 

fertiliser, grains and woodchip, the loading and unloading of ships, barges and 
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Mobile link conveyors feeding ship loader

3D layout showing Telestack's mobile materials transfer and shiploading system 
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The expanding market for biomass fuels seems set to increase 
in the foreseeable future and the importation and supply 
chain are rising to the challenges in the form of infrastructure 
developments. One of the key challenges associated with biomass 
management lies in the combination of handling a time sensitive 
material in very large volumes which require a relatively rapid 
onward transportation. These characteristics have required a 
review of how to best store these types of materials and to 
interface these storage systems with the rail network. 

Storage considerations
In general the ‘few/large’ – ‘many/small’ storage silo dichotomy 
seems generally to resolve itself towards the ‘few/large’ option. 
This has been mainly dictated by capital expenditure limitations 
driving ports towards lower construction cost – but potentially 
at the risk of larger inventory write-offs if/when a serious 
contamination or combustion event occurs. The sheer mass of 
material required for storage sees the use of ground storage silos 
(typically slip cast construction) and the use of gravity discharge 
to obtain a feed to material onto conveyor belts passing through 
subterranean galler ies. The use of sweep augers to deliver 
the primary means of material extraction is encountered less 
often, and where such devices are considered, in the context of 
inventory removal, is more often for reclaim of stagnant regions 
of material resident outside the natural flow channel zone for 
gravity discharge installations. 

One area of installation design that can be found to vary 
considerably is the point at which sampling of the incoming 
material is undertaken and, more particularly, the proximity of 
this point to the main storage silos. Why this feature should be 
noteworthy is determined by what the samples obtained will be 
assessed for. If the primary function of the sampler is to provide 
material for a calorific measurement, then the location of the 
sampler is not of such importance. However, if a moisture analysis 
(ie. dust content) or temperature measurement is taken, it could 
be prudent to position the sample point as far away from the silos 
as practical. In this way an early detection of material that may 
present a hazard if introduced into storage amongst good quality 
pellet can give the maximum response time to divert incoming 
contamination away from the silos and into an open spoil storage 
at ground level. 

The fact that the vast majority of silo storage schemes operate 
on a ‘first in – last out’ basis means that if contaminant material 
is not actively prevented from entering into the silo, it will be 
drawn though material already within the store and partially or 
wholly out loaded during the next bulk transfer operation – if 
the silo is in active use. If the silo is being replenished following 
a complete or partial emptying (ie. multiple silos are be operated 
in rotation to obtain some degree of control over residence times) 
then the material could present a hazard (spoiling, cementation, 
combustion, etc.) if retained for too long. If such an issue 
arose, the implications in terms of storage volume taken out of 
commission for dealing with the situation would put significant 

pressure on the duty of the remaining available installation 
capacity. Of course this type of scenario serves well to illustrate 
how a ‘many/small’ storage strategy can minimise operational risk. 

Volume transfers
Aside from the storage aspects of biomass pellets, the importance 
of conveying and transferring these in large volumes has also 
presented some interesting challenges. An important, but often 
poorly considered aspect of bulk pellet handling is the effect of 
fines/dust content. Clearly the dust evolved from the attrition 
of pellets through the multiple handling operations associated 
with cargo unloading, conveying, silo loading, discharge and 
subsequent conveying to rail loading must be managed. The main 
issue is linked to an accurate assessment of what dust levels can 
be anticipated to develop – since this has major implications 
for the specification of dust extraction plant (ie. duct sizing, air 
mover, and filter area in the bag house). Most specifications for 
pellets suggest that a fines content of up to eight per cent can 
be anticipated (ex-mill). However, irrespective of whether this 
is assumed to mass or volume, this does not mean that for any 
sample size taken from a process that a comparable quantity of 
fines/dust will be found. A more likely scenario is that fines/dust 
may vary from one to 20 per cent by weight (ie. up to 40 per 
cent by volume) through the mass of pellets unloaded from a ship 
and handled through the port – simply through a combination of 
segregation and, to a lesser extent, particle attrition. 

Presenting such a potentially variable bulk material the 
opportunity to mobilise dust into the environment is clearly not 
an option for any responsible plant design and in this respect 
the basic principles applied in other bulk industries (notably the 
minerals sector) for reducing dust emissions are often applied. 
These embody ensuring that the mass of material is maintained 
in a high density condition through transfer points. To achieve 
this effect ‘hood and spoon’ technology is applied at belt transfer 
points such that the trajectory of material leaving the belt is 
intercepted by a downward curving overhead plate which serves 
to deny the material the opportunity to disperse to a loose 
form. A second plate collects the densified flight of material and 
performs a change of direction such that the material is brought 
into alignment with the direction of movement for the belt onto 
which it is effectively laid. By preventing a dilation of the material 
the interaction with air is reduced to the outer boundary only 
and hence the scope for dust entrainment and transportation is 
kept to a minimum. This approach is particularly beneficial since, 
the use of misting atomisers to keep dust down cannot be readily 
applied to pelletised material due to the absorbent nature of the 
pellets (unless torrified of course). 

In conclusion
Significant advances have already been made by ports handling 
pelletised materials in bulk and the adoption of best practice is 
widespread. Although the provision for the supply of high quality 

Biomass importation –  
a maturing market 
Richard Farnish, consulting engineer, The Wolfson Centre for Bulk Solids Handling Technology, University of Greenwich, Kent, UK
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pellets still seem adequate for the market, the real value of having 
adopted best practice in the storage and handling plant is likely to 
be realised in future decades as prime quality pellets are gradually 
substituted by poorer quality materials for economic reasons. 
Adopting best practice is often at odds with the value engineering 
ethos – however the benefits of a plant designed to be as future 
proof as possible will likely only become truly apparent as the 
quality of its input material falls.

To request your free copy of the “Best Practice Guide for Handling of 
Biomass Fuels and Coal-Biomass Mixes”, produced in collaboration 
between academe and industry, please contact the Wolfson Centre with 
your name and address.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Richard Farnish joined the Wolfson Centre in 1997 as a 

research fellow/consultant engineer. He has worked extensively 

on consultancy projects ranging from silo design, pneumatic 

conveying and segregation problems. He received an MPhil in 

2006. His research interests are in optimising packaging and 

tanker filling systems.
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and granular solid material in pipelines. Through industry-based research and 
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research and consultancy organisations in the field of storage, conveying and 

general handling of powder and granular materials. 
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Website: www.bulksolids.com

Testing the degradation properties of biomass pellets before use can save time and money later on
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Indonesia continues to be a significant player in the global 
mining industry with a considerable production level of coal, 
copper and other minerals. Coal production has increased 
in recent years and Indonesia is currently the world’s third 
largest exporter of steam coal. In 2012 the coal production 
was recorded at 330 million tonnes with export levels at 250 
million tonnes (predominantly from Kalimantan) accounting 
for 12 percent of the GDP in the largest economy in  
southeast Asia. 

The coal production forecasts for 2013 stand at 337 million 
tonnes and exports at 252 million tonnes. In 2014 the 
production is expected to be 342 million tonnes and exports at 
254 million tonnes. These figures are based on the companies’ 
work programming budgets according to a spokesman of the 
Indonesian Ministry of Energy and Minerals.

Indonesia’s infrastructure
Despite the country's rapid economic growth over the past 
few years, Indonesia still needs to improve its infrastructure to 
assure a long term and sustainable growth. The development 
of transport infrastructures (port, railway and roads) in 
Indonesia often faces long delays due to weak preparation 
and poor facilities, and is becoming a bottleneck for  
Indonesia’s economy.

As far as the coal mining chain is concerned, the lack 
of railway and deep water ports has resulted in an influx of  
towed barges and off shore facilities such as floating cranes 
and floating transfer stations (FTS). FTS, allow for the smooth 
and continuous loading of vessels, thus reducing the coal 
cost and freight price. They are the most practical solution in 
overcoming logistical bottlenecks, accelerating production, 
whilst minimising costs and increasing profitability. Therefore, it 
is the perfect solution for Indonesia’s requirements.

The transhipment concept as developed by Coeclerici, was 
created to achieve unparalleled loading performance offering 
at the same time both safety and reliability. FTS, besides having 
the flexibility of a floating crane, have the great advantage of a 
floating terminal as well.

Offshore facilities 
The offshore  loading facilities in Indonesia include a number 
of floating cranes (about 60) with coal handling capacities 
ranging from 10,000 to 25,000 tonnes per day, together with 
a number of FTS (about 20) handling capacities can exceed 
50,000 tonnes per day. These offshore facilities tend to be used 
by the larger coal producers while the smaller producers rely 
mostly on geared vessels and self-loading from barges. Given 
the large quantity of coal exported from Indonesia each 
year, the offshore loading devices have become the preferred 
solution to help increase coal trading, handling about 150 
million tonnes a year.

Leading facilities for the  
Indonesian coal market 
Captain Giordano Scotto d’Aniello, head of commercial department, Coeclerici logistics division, Milan, Italy

Coeclerici Floating Transfer Station’s Bulk Java (top), Bulk Borneo (middle) and 
Bulk Celebes (bottom) for the Indonesian coal market
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A positive coal market outlook
Each project often requires a tailor-made solution to fit the 
client’s needs. This was the case with the current project running 
in Indonesia between Coeclerici and  PT Berau Coal, the fifth 
largest producer and exporter of coal in Indonesia. In light of 
the positive long term outlook for the coal market in the 
Kalimantan region, PT Berau Coal asked Coeclerici to develop 
a number of floating transfer stations to be deployed at Muara 
Pantai Anchorage in Indonesia. The FTS Bulk Java and its sister 
vessel Bulk Borneo have been in operation since 2011 and 2012 
respectively. In January 2013, the FTS Bulk Celebes joined the 
two units boosting PT Berau Coal’s export capability. A fourth 
Coeclerici device is expected to be delivered later this year.

Adding flexibility:  
The delivery of Bulk Celebes
The 11,471 deadweight tonnes (DWT) vessel is equipped with 
two heavy duty cranes and a material handling system. The cranes 
have a lifting capacity of 30 tonnes, a 38-metre outreach and 
18-metre air draft. The single telescopic ship loader boom has 
an action range from 25 to 40 metres and is equipped with a 
terminal ‘banana chute’ capable of rotating 360 degrees to allow 
the delivery of the cargo in each area of the receiving holds. A lift 
to transfer payloads into the ocean going vessel’s hold for cargo 

trimming is also installed.
The FTS is equipped with a 12-metre barge loader too 

and a buffer storage of 10,000 metric tonnes (mt). The FTS 
has the unique feature of being suitable for both loading and 
unloading, unlike the previous generation of transhippers that 
were designed to carry out one operation only. The FTS has 
a potential discharging rate of about 22,000 tonnes per day 
and a loading rate in excess of 40,000 tonnes per day. Bulk 
Celebes is environmentally fr iendly thanks to the specially 
designed hoppers, spillage free grabs, closed conveyor belts, high 
efficiency diesel generators and sewage system. It complies with 
the requirements of international classification societies such 
as IMO, MARPOL (SOPEP), IOPP, ISPP and IAPP as well as 
local regulations. Bulk Celebes has been specifically designed 
to give further flexibility to Berau’s existing transhipper fleet 
and can load the vessel in conjunction with another FTS, 
achieving an extraordinary daily loading rate. Moreover, coal 
blending can also be performed thanks to the cranes 38-metre 
outreach and the possibility of storing cargo inside the existing 
hold temporarily. Bulk Celebes is also equipped with an online 
weighing system, an automatic sampling device and a metal 
detection system 

Achieving results 
The sister vessels Bulk Java and Bulk Borneo have been 
specifically designed and built by Coeclerici to solve the logistical 
problems linked to coal production expected to increase in the 
coming years. The total quantity transhipped by Bulk Java since 
the start of operations was 5.8 million tonnes at the end of 2012. 
Bulk Java’s best loading rate is 49,798 mt per day.

The sister vessel, FTS Bulk Borneo arrived at Muara Pantai 
Anchorage in June 2012 and commenced operations on the same 
month. The unit has showed an excellent performance since 
being commissioned, achieving a loading peak rate of 41,000 mt 
per day during the very first loading operation. The total quantity 
transhipped by the FTS Bulk Borneo since the start of operations 
was two million tonnes at the end of 2012. Bulk Borneo’s best 
loading rate is 50,154 mt per day.

The efficiency of the transhipment operation has been achieved 
thanks to the powerful and reliable equipment installed on board, 
together with the direct management of the Coeclerici team.

Coeclerici’s key presence in Indonesia 
Coeclerici has been present in Indonesia since 2005 with 
the FTS Bulk Pioneer currently operating for Kaltim Prima 
Coal (KPC), one of the largest coal exporters in the country. 
The Bulk Pioneer’s performance is an extremely important 
link in the production and export chain of the client. It 
conforms to the client’s stringent safety standards and has an 
impeccable safety record. The FTS has blended into the working 
environment of KPC in such a way that it has become an 
inseparable part of the client’s equipment. The total volume 
transhipped by Bulk Pioneer since the start of operations in 
September 2005 up to end of 2012, is in the range of 37 million 
tonnes, greatly reducing bottlenecks and demurrages at KPC's 
loading point.

The Bulk Pioneer’s cranes and material handling equipment 
facilitate the direct transfer of coal from the barges to the ocean 
going bulk carriers while the onboard buffer storage is utilised 
during times of barge unavailability and changeovers, thus 
ensuring a continuous loading of ocean going vessels. The Bulk 
Pioneer is equipped with two cranes with a material handling 
system comprising of hoppers and conveyors and thanks to the 
two ship-loaders it can cover almost six holds of a panamax vessel 
thus avoiding the need for frequent shifting. 

Coeclerici Floating Transfer Station Bulk Pioneer operating for Kaltim Prima 
Coal in Indonesia 

An example of a Coeclerici unit operating worldwide - The Bulk Limpopo 
during operations in Beira Mozambique
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In conclusion
The total quantity of coal handled in Indonesia in 2012 via 
Coeclerici floating transfer stations was about 12.5million 
tonnes, accounting for nine percent of the total coal exported in 
the country via offshore devices. As we move forward, with the 
delivery of  the new unit in mid 2013, these figures are expected 
to double over the next year and it will account for a good 18 
percent of the total coal exported from Indonesia (according to 
the country’s forecast for 2014). 

Notwithstanding the impressive Indonesian figures and the 
substantial volume handled in Kalimantan, Coeclerici’s logistics 
division operates worldwide through its units employed in various 
countries, including Italy, Mozambique, Venezuela, and Russia. In 
2012, Coeclerici handled about  18 mt of dry bulk commodities, 
and the figures are projected to double thanks to long standing 
relationships with the primary mining operators, steel mills and 
power plants. This achievement is a result of Coeclerici’s long 
track record of closely studying the needs of the client, to develop 
the most viable, commercial and technical solution, through the 
direct monitoring of the off shore operations.
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Floating Storage Bulk Wayuu’ in Venezuela
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“Properly designed, constructed and operated 
floating roofs reduce tank emissions by a 
minimum of 95 percent.”
‘The sound investment of aluminium floating roofs’, page 86.

Oil, Gas and 
Chemical Handling



Introduction
Changing the service or operating conditions of an existing 
aboveground storage tank (AST) is very common. The 
American Petroleum Institute (API) and other worldwide 
industry standards recognise the need to change the service of 
an AST and provide guidelines for evaluating the fitness-for-
service of the tank. When industry standards are not observed, 
changing the service or operating conditions of an AST can 
sometimes lead to adverse or even disastrous results.    

ASTs are re-rated for a variety of reasons, the three most 
common ones are: a change in the liquid to be stored; a change 
in the operating conditions; or a significant change in the 
physical condition of the tank. The magnitude and extent of 
changes to the AST may range from simple to complex and 
any combination of the above three reasons may be cause for 
re-rating the AST.

Industry standards
The API has developed industry standards for performing 
fitness-for-service evaluations that are used throughout the 
world. The most widely recognised industry standard for the 
evaluation of field-erected ASTs is API Standard 653, ‘Tank 
Inspection, Repair, Alteration and Reconstruction’. This 
also references API Standard 579, ‘Fitness-for-Service’ for 
performing more detailed fitness-for-service evaluations when 
circumstances warrant a more comprehensive assessment. Other 
standards exist and are widely used, such as those of the Steel 
Tank Institute (STI) for shop-fabricated tanks and other non-
API type tanks. API 653 explicitly employs the principles of 
API Standard 650, ‘Welded Tanks for Oil Storage’. However, 
API 653 states that storage tank owners/operators may apply 
API 653 to any steel tank constructed in accordance with a 
tank specification. Although the API standards are designed to 
be prescriptive and comprehensive, engineering knowledge 
and expertise are required to use these standards properly and 
cost-effectively. API 653 explicitly states: “This standard is 
intended for use by organisations that maintain or have access 
to engineering and inspection personnel technically trained 
and experienced in tank design, fabrication, repair, construction 
and inspection.”

API 653 prescribes the following minimum considerations 
when evaluating the suitability of an existing AST for a change 
in service conditions. These are: internal corrosion due to 
the stored liquid; external corrosion due to environmental 
exposure; calculated and allowable stress levels; physical 
and chemical properties of the stored liquid; design metal 
temperature; external live, wind and seismic loading; tank 
foundation, soil and settlement; physical and chemical 
properties of the materials of construction; distortions of the 
existing tank; and operating conditions. Careful engineering 
evaluation of each of these factors is critical to ensure that 
an AST can safely be changed from one set of operating 
conditions to another.  

Considerations

Corrosion
Internal corrosion of the tank degrades the structural integrity 
of the tank. The structural significance of such degradation can 
range from minimal to very significant, depending on the amount 
and type of metal loss. The effects of internal corrosion on an 
AST that is being re-rated or changed to a different service must 
first be defined. This is typically done by obtaining physical 
measurement data for the structural components of the AST. 
Often this data is available in the most recent internal inspection 
reports. Physically inspecting the AST may be necessary if 
previous reports do not exist, are too old, or are inadequate for 
this purpose.

As with internal corrosion, external corrosion degrades the 
structural integrity of the AST and any such corrosion must be 
defined before evaluating the structural effects. External inspection 
of the AST should always be performed prior to re-rating or 
changing the service of it. As with internal inspection, measurement 
data for the structural components should always be obtained.  

Calculated and allowable stress levels
Evaluation of the stress levels is a critical step in the process of 
re-rating or changing the service of an AST. Underestimating the 
actual stress and/or overestimating the allowable stress can lead to 
distress or even failure of the AST. Evaluation of stress should only 
be performed by an engineer experienced with AST design and 
construction.  

Establishing the allowable stress criteria for the structural 
components of the AST is not always as straightforward as the 
calculation of the theoretical actual stress. This is because it is 
often difficult to establish the original standard of construction 

Re-rating aboveground  
storage tanks 
John Lieb P.E., chief engineer, Tank Industry Consultants (TIC), Bolingbrook, Illinois, USA

An example aboveground storage tank (AST)
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for the AST and because allowable stresses vary from standard to 
standard. In general, the allowable stresses should be based on the 
original standard of construction, unless the current applicable 
standard has more stringent requirements in this regard.  

Properties of the stored liquid
The physical and chemical properties of the stored liquid, with 
the exception of the density, temperature and vapour pressure, do 
not directly affect the structural integrity evaluation of the AST.    

Design metal temperature
The design metal temperature is an important consideration 
in evaluating the suitability of the materials of construction of 
the AST for the stresses imposed on it. The ductility and notch-
toughness of common AST materials declines as the metal 
temperature declines. As the ductility and notch-toughness 
decline, the risk of brittle fracture increases.    

External loading
The effects of external loading such as wind, snow and seismic 
activity should be evaluated when re-rating or changing the 
service of an AST.  

Tank foundation, soil and settlement
Since an AST is only as strong as the foundation upon which 
it rests, it is important to evaluate the condition and strength 
of the foundation when considering re-rating an AST. This is 
particularly important when changing the service to a heavier or 
higher pressure liquid. Heavier liquids increase the bearing load 
on the foundation and higher pressure may affect the design of 
the anchorage, if applicable. Any settlement should be evaluated in 
accordance with the provisions of API 653, Annex B.    

Properties of construction materials
The physical and chemical properties of the materials of the 
AST must be compatible with the service conditions of the 
AST. When a change of service or a re-rate is considered, the 
strength and toughness of the existing material should be 
evaluated to ensure that it is compatible with the new service 
and new operating conditions.  

Distortions of existing tank
Distortions in the shell of the existing AST should be evaluated 
because they tend to concentrate stresses in the shell and can 
also adversely affect proper operation of the AST when it has a 
floating roof.  

Operating conditions
Sometimes it is necessary or desirable to change the way the AST 
is operated rather than change its service. For example, operating 
pressure and vacuum may increase or decrease, or the AST may 
need to be heated or cooled to a different temperature than it was 
initially designed for.  

Other considerations
Often the most difficult obstacle in evaluating changing the 
service of or re-rating an AST is establishing the original design 
criteria to which the AST was constructed. In many cases 
records have been lost or provide only minimal information and 
it can be a daunting task to use the industry standards without 
the necessary information. In these cases, an experienced 
and knowledgeable tank engineer can be of great value in 
establishing the technical criteria and performing the evaluation. 
Employing an engineer on the front end has proven to be the 
most cost-effective approach to re-rating ASTs and changing the 
service or operating conditions.  

In conclusion
AST owners and operators should consult with a technically 
trained and experienced tank engineer when planning a re-rate 
or change in service of an AST. There are many technical factors 
to evaluate to ensure that the re-rate or change in service 
is performed safely and in accordance with industry standards. 
Errors in evaluating the fitness-for-service of an AST can lead to 
costly or even disastrous results. 
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In 2004, Port Technology International published my article titled: 
‘The installation of an aluminium internal floating roof is a sound 
investment.’ The title statement of that article was defined and 
corroborated mathematically employing current monetary values 
of that time in conjunction with government mandated/industry 
accepted formulae for quantifying emissions. Go to www.
aluminumfloatingroofs.com to download this article.

Balancing profits and environmental care
In the US, petroleum storage tank emissions are quantified and 
regulated by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). The 
goal in the US to reduce and eliminate harmful emissions is 
mandatory and is certainly achievable with regard to petroleum 
storage tanks. Properly designed, constructed and operated 
floating roofs reduce tank emissions by a minimum of 95 percent. 
There are considerations involved in choosing the type of 
floating roof, and often price is the key factor involved in the 
purchase decision. Everyone wants to breathe clean, fresh air and 
since economics are always a factor in the decision process in 
industry, regulations are a necessary factor to define the minimum 
standards.   Businesses have to be profitable or they go out of 
business but there must be a balance that allows production 
through distribution, without unnecessary negative impact on the 
environment for the sake of profits.   

But there is the good news: the installation of an aluminium 
internal floating roof (AIFR) is an even better investment 
today than it was in 2004. In addition, if you already have an 
AIFR, we will discuss a certain type of retrofitting that is also a 
profitable investment. 

Calculating investment potential
For all emissions loss calculations we will use the US EPA Tanks 
4 program. This program was developed over a period of many 
years as a cooperative endeavour between the EPA and the US 
American Petroleum Institute (API). This is the standard method 
for quantifying emissions losses for permitting and enforcement 
purposes in the USA. See the US EPA web site: http://www.epa.
gov/ttn/chief/ap42/indec.html for information and download. 

For comparison purposes we will use the same tank parameters 
we used in the 2004 equation. The fixed steel dome roof tank, 
painted white is 120 feet (36.5 metres) in diameter by 48 feet 
(14.6 metres) high, with standard appurtenances and is located in 
Houston, Texas, USA.  The product service is motor petrol with a 
Reid Vapour Pressure of 10 psi and experiences 36 turnovers per 
year. The perimeter seal is a double wiper and the AIFR is cable 
suspended in lieu of fixed or two position pipe support legs.  

In this location and configuration the emissions losses to the 
atmosphere are 0.3 percent. This tank is 99.7 percent efficient. 
Without an AIFR, the emissions lost would be 1,499,403 pounds. 
per year. Let’s apply the dollar cost to the pounds lost using 6 
pounds per US gallon, and applying the Houston spot price of 
US$2.738 per gallon for conventional motor petrol on January 

29, 2013. The resultant cost of emissions losses is USD $684,228. 
This is more than four times the price of a pontoon and skin type 
AIFR used in this example and more than two times the price of 
a full contact honeycomb AIFR which would have even lower 
emissions losses.  

Further examples
Let us now analyse a simple retrofit of an existing AIFR. In 
this case we will discuss an AIFR that has conventional fixed 
or two position pipe legs. I wrote an article entitled ‘Hang in 
There’ describing the numerous benefits of suspending an AIFR 
with cables in lieu of pipe legs and another entitled ‘API 650 
H Revisions’ that detailed the API revisions relating to cable 
suspension systems. These papers can also be found on my website. 

In this example we will discuss the emissions losses and the 
resultant financial benefits using the same tank and location. 
The emissions losses through the pipe leg sleeves account for 
approximately 30 percent of the total emissions losses for the 
tank. The approximate losses in this case are 449,820 pounds. 
per year. The conversion to US gallons (74,970) then to US 

The sound investment  
of aluminium floating roofs  
Bill Grimes, sales engineer, Allentech, Allentown, Pennsylvania, USA
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dollars equals US$205,268. The cost to retrofit a 120 foot 
diameter tank which if done properly completely eliminates 
emissions through leg sleeves is approximately US$40,000, 
leaving over US$165,000 to apply to the cost to take the tank 
out of service, to clean and gas free. In addition to being a good 
investment, this retrofit produces other worthwhile benefits 
such as the opportunity to have multiple leg settings. Most 
tank owners add a third setting at 15 foot high to be able to 
accommodate bringing equipment into the tank in the future 
should floor plate replacement be required. The absence of pipe 
legs also provides minimal obstruction for cleaning and less 
obstacles for tank egress from a safety point of view.  

Few investments benefit the environment and increase 
profitability with an immediate payback. The installation of an 
aluminium internal floating roof is a very sound investment.  
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“All too often, even in new construction, elements 
are rejected during quality control cover checks 
on-site and it becomes necessary for remedial 
measures to ensure the design life of the 
structure is achieved.”
‘The need to protect port and marine structures’, page 96.

VTS, Navigation, 
Mooring and Berthing



The operational complexities and changing landscape of today’s 
ports and terminals continue to present ongoing challenges for port 
authorities and operators around the world. In particular changing 
legislation, diversification, security concerns, higher traffic density, 
larger vessel sizes, as well as movements of hazardous cargoes, reflect 
on a port’s required level of traffic management, vessel scheduling 
and navigational planning. This can, in some instances become a 
very complex task. In a bid to help manage these challenges and 
improve navigational safety and efficiency, many ports and harbours 
have turned to vessel traffic services (VTS). However, there are 
multiple considerations surrounding the implementation of VTS 
which require detailed investigation.

Bob Hockham, a master mariner and former port operations 
manager, now business development manager at BMT Isis, 
a subsidiary of BMT Group, reinforces the need to undertake 
a detailed and independent risk assessment, highlighting the 
factors port and terminal decision makers should consider before 
procuring VTS equipment. He believes that vital elements of the 
process are both the vessel traffic pattern analysis and modelling 
together with consultation and workshops with the end-users, 
including pilots; recognising that experienced staff are the key to 
safe and efficient operations.

Initial considerations
It’s important to firstly clarify the purpose of VTS, which is to 
improve the safety and efficiency of navigation within a port 
and harbour area, similar to the way in which air traffic control 
works. Port and terminal operators also need to consider safety 
of life at sea and protection of the marine environment. Before 
implementing VTS, port and terminal decision makers must ask 
the question as to which service category its VTS will fall into ie. 
an information service, a navigational assistance service or a traffic 
organisation service.

VTS can be used as an information service which provides 
timely navigational information including the position, identity 
and intentions of traffic; weather information and waterway 

conditions (ie. congestion and marine works in progress such 
as dredging) to assist navigators within the decision making 
process. Utilising VTS as a navigational assistance service 
involves monitor ing vessel operator navigational decision 
making and the resulting effects on the navigational situation. 
This can be provided as either a contributory or a participatory 
service. Deliver ing a traffic organisation service, VTS is 
implemented to prevent dangerous maritime traffic situations 
from occurring within the VTS monitored area. This provision 
is likely to be much more comprehensive and will require a 
larger investment in equipment, manning and support. Each of 
these services has their own benefits and risks which must be 
individually assessed.   

When deciding on the level of VTS you require and in turn, 
the investment needed to deliver that particular service, there 
is a need to consider proportionality as a particular large scale 
investment may not be desirable or effective for the smaller inland 
river ports.  

Assessing risks
In order to better inform decision makers, a detailed, independent 
risk assessment should be carried out as this will provide the 
necessary information which is influential in determining the 
level of VTS investment required, including traffic types and 
patterns, the proximity of worksites, offshore installations 
and environmentally sensitive areas. To ascertain the level of 
VTS required, port and terminal operators should consider 
the requirement for areas such as forward planning of vessel 
movements, anticipated congestion and likelihood of dangerous 
incidents, as well as the likely movement of vessels restricted 
in their ability to manoeuvre, such as heavy transport vessels. 
Furthermore, traffic monitoring services will require specialised 
radar and other monitoring equipment, to minimise interference 
and blind sectors due to close proximity of buildings, structures 
and other vessels.

Delivering the optimum  
vehicle traffic service system 
Bob Hockham, business development manager, BMT Isis

Utilising VTS as a navigational assistance service involves monitoring vessel 
operator navigational decision making

There are multiple considerations surrounding the implementation of VTS 
which require detailed investigation
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Key considerations when selecting equipment
When selecting VTS equipment it is important to consider 
various factors. The VTS equipment will need to be technically 
capable of monitoring navigation and providing responsible 
authorities with adequate operational information, within the 
designated port authority area. There should be a degree of 
upgradeability planned into the implementation of the VTS 
equipment and service to future-proof against changes in 
legislation and port operational trends such as, changing trading 
patterns and vessel types, future renewables deployments near to 
and within the VTS managed sailing area and liquefied natural gas 
(LNG) bunkering.

The supplier of the VTS equipment and peripherals such as 
radars and communications equipment should be able to confirm 
long term availability of spare parts and service support.  The 
port authority may need to consider implementing an in-house 
maintenance team. Redundancy should be built into the VTS 
system in terms of both equipment and personnel backup, to 
reduce the possibility of down time (such as backup power 
systems, emergency VTS control stations, backup radar/AIS 
receivers, VTS qualified pilots and harbour officials to cover 
absence due to sickness etc.).

The operating authority should consider availability of training 
and validation services for VTS operators, as well as travel 
constraints such as the remote location of VTS stations which 
may require forward planning. The operating authority will need 
to have a clear understanding of the distinction between different 
categories of VTS so that the most appropriate level of VTS for 
local operations is selected. This is by reference to definitions 
provided by the International Association of Marine Aids to 
Navigation and Lighthouse Authorities (IALA), the International 
Maritime Organization (IMO) and in the UK MGN 238 (M+F).

Training considerations
Given the often complex nature of VTS systems, operator training is key. 

Operating authorities must incorporate ‘on the job’ training under supervision of 

experienced operators.  The production of a VTS trainee workbook which clearly 

identifies tasks, deadlines and officers who will be responsible for signing off on 

completed tasks is also vital. Operator workload will be influenced by the density 

of navigation being monitored and will, in turn, reflect on the VTS operator work 

schedule (shift and rest periods and watch rotas) to be implemented. Therefore, 

reference will need to be made to the Working Time Directive to ensure operators 

receive the appropriate rest periods and annual leave. Communication channels 

and the implementation of discrete VHF/DVHF radio channels for VTS/vessel 

communications, as well as legislative requirements such as the Pilotage Act 

1987, local byelaws and sailing direction must also be addressed within the 

decision making process.

In conclusion
Given the vast number of variables involved in vessel traffic 
management, ports and harbours certainly qualify as ‘complex 
systems’ and operators are becoming more aware of the possibilities 
of failures and accidents. With this in mind there is a growing 
need for more effective communication between VTS operating 
authorities to encourage the sharing of expertise and experience. 
Regardless of the level of VTS investment, ports and terminals 
must recognise that well trained and experienced operators are the 
backbone to delivering safe and efficient operations. Only then will 
they feel confident that they have the most economical and suitable 
system which provides maximum safety.  
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There is a growing need for more effective communication between VTS 
operating authorities to encourage the sharing of expertise and experience

Top ten tips for decision makers

monitored, risks and required mitigations

of constraints and future investment requirements in order to 
maximise cost effectiveness and efficiencies

shift patterns, rest periods and absence back up for VTS operators
 

certification requirements

operating ports to share experiences
 

VTS operations

different methods of procuring equipment such as leasing or 
outright purchase
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Speed (or more precisely the translational velocity and angular 
speed) is the most important factor for the safe berthing of ships. 
Today there are accurate, user-friendly and inexpensive solutions 
for the reliable and precise measurement of berthing speed, yaw 
and approach angle, using state of the art GPS technologies.

Some ports take risks unknowingly; they accept inefficiencies 
and a lack of accountability. Progressive operators make Portable 
Piloting Units (PPUs) work for them. These advanced navigation 
and berthing aids give ports a competitive edge and enhance 
safety. This article explores how some imperceptibly small changes 
during ship approach can mean the difference between a normal 
berthing and serious damage. It looks at the technology now 
available to ports and pilots which can improve skills, reduce risks 
and improve profits.

Considering kinetic energy
The laws of physics are clear. The kinetic energy of a ship is 
a function of its mass, its speed and rotation. During berthing 
some or all of that energy must be absorbed by the fenders. If 
fenders are over-compressed then loads rise until something 
breaks, buckles or collapses to absorb the surplus. A split fender 
and distorted steelwork may be the result, but the consequences 
are often worse with punctured hulls and/or berths closed for 
unscheduled major repairs. These risks can be virtually eliminated 
for the cost of less than one fender system.

Engineers have always considered the lateral (translational) 
berthing velocity of ships in their designs. But they invariably 
ignore the rotational speed (yaw) component despite its large 
influence on the ship’s kinetic energy. Yaw is caused by wind or 
currents, sometimes by equipment failure or human error. Whatever 

the reason, yaw is likely the culprit in many berthing incidents 
which result in hefty costs for ship owners and their insurers.

The limitations of visual checks
Consider this: follow the minute hand of a clock turning at six 
degrees per minute and ponder the difficulties a pilot faces when 
trying to judge a one degree per minute rate of turn while aboard 
the rotating ship. Add in an un-forecast fog bank or snow storm, 
perhaps a squall or tug failure. Yet one degree per minute raises 
the ship’s normal berthing energy by 40 per cent. Increase that to 
3 degrees a minute and the berthing energy is easily double the 
normal value ‘assumed’ by the dock designer – quickly exceeding 
any design safety factor for the fenders and structure. More 
surprising is that these modest yaw rates occur routinely just metres 
from the fenders. Most are caught and corrected, some are not. 

Why have engineers ignored yaw? Probably a combination 
things: the lack of historic data; most design codes assume � = 
0; maybe a misunderstanding about how yaw and translational 
speeds are related; lack of awareness about the tools and aids 
available to simultaneously and accurately measured speed and 
yaw on the ship and/or from shore.

 This is no longer the case. Affordable MEMS gyroscopes and rate 
of turn indicators can detect and measure ship’s heading to better 
than 0.2 degrees accuracy and rate of turn to less than 0.5 degrees a 
minute. A well trained eye might just about detect this, but never 100 
per cent of the time for a busy, multi-tasking pilot. And even the very 
best pilots couldn’t hope to judge a ship’s exact bow position, hidden 
from view and perhaps 200 metres distant with two centimetres 
accuracy. Or estimate speeds and vectors as slow as 2.5 centimetres 
per second (0.05 knot) without any visible reference points.

Speed matters
Mike Harrison, director, Inshore Systems, Cirencester, UK

Even a small rate of turn can increase berthing energy well beyond normal design limits
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The bridge in a box
This is routine stuff for a PPU which combines GPS with 
differential or real time kinematic (RTK) corrections, integrated 
with a microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) gyroscope and 
rate of turn sensors. PPUs weigh only a few kilogrammes, come 
packaged in a compact box and have a 15 hour battery life – 
often described as a ship’s ‘bridge in a box’.

One button operation, graphical and familiar software, laptop 
or tablet displays are optimised for daylight viewing and night 
operations. A modern PPU system tells the pilot at a glance 
exactly what the ship is doing at any time, triggering alarms when 
recommended limits are exceeded, but without taking the pilot’s 
attention away from other key duties.

Some manoeuvres call for more than one pilot. PPUs 
can distribute the same data to every pilot as well as to shore 
control rooms or remote monitoring stations if required. Data is 
automatically logged. This is invaluable as a training tool and to 
record and accurately replay events.

 In offshore operations there are no reference points and 
motion trends of one vessel can be hard to estimate from the 
approaching ship. The need for early warnings is even greater, 
particularly where dangerous cargoes are being handled. This 
situation demands specialised PPU systems which communicate 
and provide relative position data. This can be linked to jack-knife 
and proximity alarms, riser monitoring and even an emergency 
shutdown system.

Conclusion
Every port operation carries a risk, but the level of risk is easily and 
cheaply reduced with current PPU technology. Even so, the cost of 
a good PPU can be beyond an individual, self-employed pilot.

More ports and terminal operators need to seriously consider 
the healthy returns for a very modest investment in PPUs for 
their pilots. PPU equipped pilots can play an important role in 
improving safety and more efficient operations. PPUs have proven 
their worth as training tools too. The data collected over time 
helps build a data archive which is invaluable when new facilities 
are built. If the worst should happen – now less likely if PPUs are 
deployed – then logs are available to show the exact sequence of 
events. Incidents are resolved more quickly, legal costs are lower 
and less time is lost. Radar was a new technology 50 years ago but 
is standard fitment on every ship today. Portable piloting units have 
‘come of age’ and represent the next evolutionary step with benefits 
for pilots, ports and everyone else in the marine cargo ‘chain’.
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prevent incidents, as well as providing fender and mooring consultancy services to 

vessel owners, their insurers and legal teams. A keen safety advocate, Mike 

voluntarily co-chairs PIANC Working Group 145 which is studying and 

investigating the berthing speeds of large ships and related topics, collecting and 

analysing extensive volumes of data which is due for publication shortly. This is the 

first comprehensive report into modern ship berthing speeds for over 30 years with 

data provided by the broad international working group membership representing 

major ports and engineering consultants in Europe, Asia and North America.

ABOUT THE ORGANISATION

Inshore Systems provides PPUs to pilots and others needing accurate 

real time information of the berthing process and for moored ships. These 

systems integrate highly accurate GPS receivers with gyroscopes and rate of 

turn sensors in a compact and light weight package – often referred to as a 

‘bridge in a box’. Applications range from precision navigation, tight swings, 

lock entry and docking. Other solutions are available for ship-to-ship, ship-to-

buoy and tandem berthing including safety critical floating production, storage 

and offloading (FPSO), floating liquefied natural gas (FLNG) and single point 

mooring (SPM) operations.

ENQUIRIES

Tel: +44 (0)1285 654759

Mobile: +44 (0)7798 989697

Email: mh@inshoresystems.com

Web: www.inshoresystems.com

Without shore reference points ShuttlePilot gives pilots on several vessels 
absolute and relative information as well as early warning alarms

Tandem berthing and other offshore operations often require several pilots to 
share data for enhanced safety
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Due to the hostile environment, it is vital to protect port and marine 
structures against deterioration. The damaging effects of chlorides in 
seawater, as well as the aggressive action of waves and currents plus 
carbonation attack, can all drastically reduce the design life of coastal 
defences, wharfs and jetties, leading to expensive maintenance bills 
and at worst, force premature demolition.

In the case of reinforced concrete structures, the steel 
reinforcement is protected against corrosion by the inherent highly 
alkaline environment of the concrete created by the release of 
calcium hydroxide from the cement hydration. This results in the 
formation of a passivating layer of ferric oxide on the embedded 
steel. As long as this surface film is maintained, the steel remains 
protected from corrosion. However, when concrete structures 
are repeatedly exposed to salt spray or submerged in saltwater, 
chloride ions - due to their minute size - penetrate the pores of the 
concrete, eventually reaching the steel, breaking down this layer and 
causing corrosion. Corrosion most rapidly occurs in the splash zone 
where the intermittently wet and dry conditions exacerbate the 
penetration of chlorides and there is enough oxygen to facilitate 
the corrosion process. There is also sufficient moisture present to 
increase the electrical conductivity of the concrete, leading to an 
aggressive form of localised corrosion called pitting corrosion; this 
can potentially cause rapid loss of steel section and major cracking 
and spalling of concrete, thereby compromising structural integrity. 

Identifying corrosion risks
In tidal and submerged zones, the concrete is saturated and oxygen 
levels are limited as the pores in the structures are constantly filled 
with water. Nevertheless, in areas where there is low concrete cover, 
corrosion can still occur, causing a challenge for its reinstatement. 
The depth and quality of the cover concrete is absolutely vital, 
as the relatively thin layer of concrete protects the reinforcing 
steel from corrosion by maintaining an alkaline environment and 
preventing the ingress of chloride ions and the other fuels for 
corrosion. All too often, even in new construction, elements are 
rejected during quality control cover checks on-site and it becomes 
necessary for remedial measures to ensure the design life of the 
structure is achieved. 

As soon as low concrete cover has been identified, it is important 
to take swift action, otherwise the lack of protection to the re-bars 
will lead to premature de-passivation of the steel and subsequent 
corrosion. Inadequate concrete cover will not only speed up the 
damaging effects of carbonation but also allow even more rapid 
ingress of chlorides, moisture and oxygen.

Various options may be open here. These could range from the 
drastic and costly measures of demolishing sections that fail to meet 
the required specifications, or partial recasting with new concrete. 
This involves removal of the concrete back to behind the level 
of reinforcement typically using ultra high pressure water blasting 
techniques, repositioning the formwork to achieve the desired 
cover and recasting the concrete. However, in port and marine 
environments it can often be difficult to access the area to carry out 
remedial work.

Protective coatings
A more practical and cost-effective means of reinstating cover on 
port and marine structures is to apply a protective coating. There 
are many different products available on the market and it is 
important to assess factors such as substrate compatibility, life span 
and the film thickness required to provide the necessary cover, not 
to mention successful track record of use on similar structures and 
independent approvals such as CE marking in accordance with BS 
EN 1504.

One product which is frequently specified for reinstating 
effective cover on precast and in-situ reinforced concrete is 
Cementitious Coating 851 - a waterborne, cementitious modified 
polymer coating. Independent tests show that a two millimetre 
coating of Cementitious Coating 851 is equivalent to 100  
millimetres of good quality concrete cover, as well as providing a 
complete barrier to water under 10 bar pressure. Being cement-
based, it chemically reacts with the substrate to form an integral 
part and will have a design life equivalent to that of the concrete to 
which it is applied. 851 can be applied to green concrete by brush 
or spray techniques, it exhibits minimal hazard during application 
and is non-toxic when cured.

Preventing chloride ingress
The ability to combat chloride ingress is a critical factor on marine 
structures and the VINCI Construction Technology Centre has 
assessed the chloride ion diffusion of Cementitious Coating 851 
for the past 24 years, and to date, no steady state of flux of chloride 
ions has been detected, whereas the control concrete achieved this 
in just 28 days.

Remedial options for steel
Steel structures in port and marine environments are also more 
prone to corrosion, not least of all due to the damaging effects of 
the aggressive environment but also a lack of planned preventative 
maintenance in many cases. There are several different products 
on the market for remedial works, with varying degrees of 
effectiveness. Traditional resin coatings are one option and 
whilst some products will offer protection against long-term 
environmental degradation, high levels of surface preparation 
are needed, including removal of all contaminants and corrosion 
by-products back to bright metal free from chlorides - a scenario 
which is often impossible in marine environments with restrictive 
tidal windows. 

Cementitious coatings, such as those manufactured by 
Flexcrete, are an alternative option and are designed to overcome 
the shortcomings of traditional resin coatings. Able to be applied 
to damp substrates, they require much less surface preparation as 
they achieve bond when just surface rusting has been removed. 
Offering high resistance to wash-out they withstand immersion 
as little as 60 minutes after placing and their high build and 
rapid curing properties make them far less susceptible to damage, 
especially during early life. Furthermore, they have a water-based, 

The need to protect port  
and marine structures 
Chris Lloyd, director, Flexcrete Technologies Limited, Leyland, Lancashire, UK
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solvent free, environmentally friendly composition and pose 
minimal risk during application. 

Accelerated low water corrosion 
Accelerated Low Water Corrosion (ALWC) is a form of corrosion 
which can occur on sheet piling and other marine structures at 
or around the low water level. Unheard of in the UK until the 
1990s, this is a phenomenon which has been described as a ‘steel-
eating bug epidemic’ and is characterised by localised areas of 
soft orange corrosion products, overlaying a black organic sludge 
containing colonies of several types of bacteria. It is a concern 
to many port authorities and engineers worldwide as it can pose 
unexpected engineering and financial challenges. Cases of ALWC 
have been found on structures within just 20 years of operation, 
thereby requiring extensive and costly repair work on structures 
which would have otherwise been expected to have an effective 
life of 60-120 years. The problem is not just associated with salt 
water, it has also been found on structures exposed to fresh water. 
The most economical solution is to provide protection from 
accelerated corrosion at an early stage, thus maximising the design 

life and avoiding the risk of catastrophic, sudden failure with all 
the associated expense of repairs, lost business and risks to health 
and safety. Flexcrete’s waterborne cementitious coatings offer an 
effective defence strategy to ALWC as they cure to form a dense 
coating with high levels of protection from water, oxygen and 
chloride ion penetration. 

Cases in action
The benefits of cementitious coating technology have been 
clearly demonstrated in many port and coastal projects both in 
the UK and further afield. One prestigious project is a concrete 
and steel jetty in the north west of England which is capable of 
handling vessels up to 65,000 tonnes. In operation since 1960, 
Cementitious Coating 851 was specified in 1987 in order to extend 
the service life of the jetty, as inspection of the 70 supporting 
pillars had uncovered localised concrete spalling and corrosion of 
the reinforcement due to chloride attack. An inspection in 2010 
confirmed that 851 had fulfilled its function as a waterproof, 
chloride resistant finish in the tidal environment. Following the 
inspection, Bernard Jones, technical director at Mouchel stated: 

Cementitious coatings can also be used to enhance cover on new construction, 
such as the link bridge at Belvedere Riverside Energy from Waste (EFW) facility 
in South East London

Cementitious Coating 851 was specified for application to supporting pillars of 
a jetty in the North West of England
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“The application of Cementitious Coating 851 would appear to 
have been effective in enhancing the durability of the reinforced 
concrete which had suffered considerable deterioration during the 
initial 27 years of exposure when the concrete was left without any 
secondary protection.”

Cementitious coatings are also suitable for the corrosion 
protection of steel, as demonstrated by a project at Wadebridge 
Estuary in Cornwall, where Cemprotec E942 - a two component 
polymer and epoxy modified coating - was applied to the steel 
sheet piling as an anti-corrosion product. The piling forms a tidal 
defence on the River Camel for a 200 metre section and as the 
river experiences large tidal rises, the steel was suffering from 
significant corrosion. E942 was specified as it could be applied 
without extensive and costly coffer dams.

Designers have also specified cementitious coatings to increase 
durability on new construction. For example, when a link 
bridge was constructed at Belvedere Riverside Energy from 
Waste (EFW) facility in South East London, the consultants 
specified Cementitious Coating 851 to protect the structure from 
chloride ingress, thereby ensuring the design life of the structure 
was achieved. Enhancement of 35 millimetre cover to 91 precast 
beams was required and a 2 millimetre coating of 851 ensured 
the structure was a barrier to both chloride and water ingress, 
providing the equivalent of 100 millimetre concrete cover. In order 
to blend in, the colour of 851 was matched to that of the parent 
concrete.

High performance cementitious coatings present an ideal 
solution to non-conformance with specification. Not only do 
they reinstate cover, they also provide structures with additional 
protection against freeze/thaw cycles, de-icing salts, water and 
chloride ion penetration, thus ensuring that the life span of the 
structure is both achieved and extended.
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The problem
The marine industry is likely overspending on dock fenders - in 
some cases by only 10 to 20 percent but in many cases by as 
much as 80 percent or more. And this is not taking into account 
the missing potential savings in dock construction costs of more 
than 10 percent, or the missed opportunities for reducing fender 
maintenance costs, if the design process were different.

Design energy determination
A major cause of this is adherence to practices developed more 
than 40 years ago that have been enshrined as accepted practice 
despite all that has been learned since. The theoreticians who 
developed the original design guidelines for fenders incorporated 
adjustment factors to account for all the variables they foresaw 
affecting the calculated energy requirements.

The theory is reasonably sound.  But its accuracy is heavily 
influenced by the values that were postulated for the various 
adjustment factors: construction, eccentricity, hydrodynamic and 
softness factors. Two of these, the softness and eccentricity factors, 
are reasonably accurate, but the other two are simply unproven 
postulations. Subsequent super-computer simulations indicate 
that their traditional values and formulas likely overestimate their 
effects considerably.

The satisfactory performance of fenders over the decades 
is proof only that designs based on those calculations are 
conservative enough to survive.  Ideally, good practice would 
provide a design factor of maybe 25 to 40 percent over actual 
applied loads.  My broad, in-depth experience over the last 30 
years has convinced me that actual, as-built design factors are 
likely much higher than this.  Otherwise, there would have been 
a series of fender failures over the years, during berthings, and 
the fact is there hasn’t. This is not due to brilliant design.  Instead, 
fenders’ success in general is due to actual berthing energies being 
dramatically lower than what the formulas calculate.

Design energy: the problem and solution
All of these comments about the overestimation of design 
berthing energy inherent in the traditional energy calculation are 
based on the general practice in North America, which does not 
adjust the calculated energy value by a further arbitrary service 
factor of at least 1.4, as stipulated by the British Standard (BS).  
Thus, probably 90 percent of installations in North America are 
empirical proof that the service factors required by the BS are 
simply serving to drive the cost of fendering much higher than 
necessary. It necessarily results in larger fenders, greater reactions 
into, and more wear and tear on dock structures.

It is ‘easy’ to simply drop the BS service factor and make a 
major savings without going into uncharted waters, since that 
has been the practice in North America. However, North 
American practice is also conservative. There is no tested means 
of reducing the design energy, as is possible in countries using 
the BS. It is not likely that many designers will be willing 

to actually reduce the calculated energy value, but it should 
be standard practice not to use maximum values on every 
adjustment factor. Where ranges of values are permitted, try to 
select approximately 90th percentile values.

Shear deflection restraint: the problem
In a similar vein, much design effort and significant cost is 
expended trying to restrain fenders, especially buckling fender 
systems, from shear deflecting vertically and/or horizontally under 
the almost universal belief that shear simultaneous with normal 
deflection has a deleterious effect on a rubber fenders’ ability to 
perform its design function.  In fact, up to at least 40 percent 
shear deflection there is no effect on performance or on useful 
fender life.

Shear restraint: the solution
Adding shear restraints not only adds cost, it is unnecessary, 
because they are incapable of stopping moving objects without 
physical damage. Without shear restraints, there is a greatly 
reduced chance of damage, and the fender will function optimally. 
If damage does occur, it will be less severe than if restraints are 
employed, so  avoid shear restraints.

Optimal fender design strategy
When designing a dock from scratch, the optimum solution 
is achieved by designing the fender system in conjunction 
with the dock design process. This permits the coordination 
and optimisation of all factors affecting dock and fender life: 
energy absorption, resisting the reaction force of the fenders 
and optimizing dock/fender geometry for the most effective 
operation.

Types of marine fenders
There are five basic types of marine fenders. Three, foam, 
pneumatic and the rubber buckling type, have either 
significant niche or broad based application and provide good 
energy dissipation. A fourth, rubber cylindrical fenders, is not 
economically competitive as an energy absorber whether end 
loaded or transversely loaded. This is not the ‘general knowledge’ 
throughout the marine world, but rubber arch fenders, also called 
V-fenders, dissipate more energy per unit of cost, and exert a 
lower reaction in any given envelope.  A fifth type, shear fenders, 
has a small but loyal market niche even though it is not clear they 
are economically competitive with the first three types.

Pneumatic and foam fenders
Pneumatic and foam type fenders have carved out solid niches 
in the fender marketplace, for naval vessels, ship-to-ship and high 
tidal/river stage variation. Because of the limited flat areas on 

Fenders: minimising cost,  
optimising performance 
Ed Kiedaisch, technical director, Hi-Tech Marine Solutions, LLC, USA
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many naval vessels and the thinner hulls they commonly employ, 
foam and pneumatic fenders’ shape conformance and low hull 
pressure make them uniquely suited for naval applications. With 
large tidal or river stage variations their buoyancy keeps them 
positioned in the same position vis-à-vis the berthing vessels, a 
definite advantage.  However, in such applications the fenders 
are a small part of the total installed cost. The continuous vertical 
structure that the fenders react against can cost several multiples 
of the fender cost depending on the height of water level 
variation. Cost can be reduced by closely coordinating the design 
of the dock structure itself with the fender reaction wall.  Being 
able to transfer reaction loads into the dock structure at various 
intermediate elevations can dramatically reduce the overall cost of 
the fender installation.

Pneumatic and foam fenders are also used affixed to docks 
(rather than left to float), but in this case it is unclear that the 
problems posed by fixed mounting of these fenders give them 
any net technical advantage over buckling fenders, which are also 
less expensive.  When anchored on a dock they are susceptible 
to being pulled off in the case of sustained offshore winds 
simultaneous with significant lowering of the hull due to either 
tide or draft change. The problem stems from the fact that the 
only way to anchor them is by chaining them tightly against 
a dock. Because vessels react against fenders’ diameters, but 
the anchor chains attach to the fenders’ centre cores, a vessel’s 
downward shear force is doubled into the anchor chains. This is 
further exacerbated by the fact that the cylinder-shaped fenders 
readily roll up and down.

For equivalent energy capacity, both pneumatic and foam 
fenders require much greater standoff than buckling fenders. 
This creates significant cost implications for dockside material 
handling equipment, such as cranes, loaders and unloaders 
etc. These require greater outreach to overcome the extended 
standoff of the vessels. With the possible exception of naval 
vessels, it is questionable whether they offer any advantage over 
buckling fenders.

Foam and pneumatic fenders are traditionally considerably 
more expensive than buckling-type fender systems.

Buckling-type fenders
For a broad spectrum of applications, buckling-type fenders, 
usually consisting of rubber fender element(s), rigid contact panel 
with weight restraints and low-friction contact surface, are the 
economic and performance choice. They are relatively easily and 
effectively adapted to a broad range of applications.

In most situations, buckling-type fenders exert a lower 
reaction for a given energy dissipated. It is widely believed that 
for berthing energies significantly below the rated capacity of a 
fender, foams, pneumatics and even transversely-loaded cylindrical 
rubber fenders exert lower reactions. In fact, at all energies above 
approximately 20 to 25 percent (depending on the specific 
proportions of a given buckling fender) of rated energy capacity, 
buckling-type fenders exert lower reactions than do all other 
fender types by as much as 50 percent less.

While low hull pressure against curving surfaces is a primary 
reason for employing foam or pneumatic fenders, it is not even 

a valid characteristic of buckling-type fender systems.  Fender 
systems protect hulls from deformation by essentially bridging 
between adjacent hull frames and transferring most of a fenders’ 
reaction directly into the frame rather than into the hull plating. 
Thus, it is very difficult for a buckling fender system to deform a 
hull no matter what its theoretical hull pressure is.

Thus, the parameters that define optimum panel configuration 
are panel width and/or height. They need to be great enough 
to assure that the panel will always bridge between frames. 
Panel area per se is irrelevant. Arbitrarily making a fender panel 
as large as relatively low hull pressures require not only adds 
additional cost with no offsetting benefit but makes the panel 
more susceptible to hooking by mooring lines, a significant 
cause of fender damage.

Conclusion
The keys to designing a marine fender with optimal performance 
and minimal cost are: calculating design energy using no more 
than middle of  the range values for velocity, hydrodynamic factor 
and construction factor. Do not add a further safety factor. Use 
a buckling-type fender or fender system unless niche conditions 
indicate foam or pneumatic. Avoid cylindrical fenders. If a 
rigid contact panel is employed, keep its face dimensions to the 
minimum consistent with typical hull frame spacing. Avoid the 
use of shear restraints. Follow manufacturers’ recommendations 
regarding need for panel weight support. If used, install supports 
at an angle of 28-40 with respect to horizontal angles (so it won’t 
act as a shear restraint).
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“While it isn’t easy to quantify all the benefits 
directly attributable to the Port of Los Angeles’ 
Environmental Management System (EMS), the 
case for green practices is supported by its location 
in an urban centre whose air basin is home to 
nearly 17 million people.”
‘Port of Los Angeles, setting the sustainable standard’, page 102.

Environment 
and Sustainability 



The Port of Los Angeles is known as one of the world’s 
most environmentally progressive seaports, and its success in 
dramatically reducing pollution from ships, trains, trucks and 
cargo handling equipment has influenced global strategies 
for greening the maritime industry and goods movement. 
Pioneering initiatives, such as the San Pedro Bay Ports Clean 
Air Action Plan (CAAP), have helped to accelerate sustainable 
practices among all links in the supply chain doing business in 
southern California and around the globe.

About the same time the Port of Los Angeles was developing 
the CAAP, it was also taking a hard look at itself and how to 
improve its internal track record on the environment. The result 
was the port’s Environmental Management System (EMS) – 
a lesser known, but equally significant component of its 
commitment to environmental stewardship.

“We never viewed sustainable practices as the sole 
responsibility of our business partners,” said port executive 
director Geraldine Knatz, Ph.D. “We always knew that 
environmental leadership started in our house.”

 In 2003, the Port of Los Angeles teamed with the US 
Environmental Protection Agency and the American Association 
of Port Authorities to be among the first US seaports to 
establish an EMS programme – a comprehensive strategy for 
ensuring internal operations are conducted in accordance with 
the highest international environmental standards. Today, the 
Port of Los Angeles’ EMS is still going strong.

“The goal is continual improvement based on cultivating 
awareness and developing protocols that make sustainable 
practices part of an organisation’s permanent culture,” said 

Christopher Foley, environmental affairs officer for the Port of 
Los Angeles. 

An international standard
Establ i shed by  the  In te r na t iona l  Organiza t ion for 
Standardization, ISO 14001 is an international standard 
available to any company, organisation or institution seeking 
a strategy for minimising its environmental impacts while 
maximising resources and operational efficiency. The ISO 
14001 EMS standard follows a ‘plan, do, check, act’ framework 
for organisations to identify significant environmental impacts, 
set goals for reducing their footprint, institute best practices 
and operational controls for meeting targets, and check progress 
through internal and external audits. 

Adopting the processes and practices of ISO 14001 is purely 
voluntary, and some of the port’s business partners – most 
notably NYK at its Yusen Terminal in Los Angeles – are among 
those whose operations that also meet the EMS standard. The 
‘system’ allows organisations to customise their programmes 
and set their own goals based on environmental priorities and 
requirements specific to their operations. 

The standard sets the bar high, and compliance represents a 
serious commitment of financial resources and personnel. This is 
especially true for organisations like the Port of Los Angeles that 
voluntarily submit to an independent audit every three years to 
certify they meet the rigorous requirements. 

The Port of Los Angeles was the first port on the US west 
coast to develop an ISO 14001 certified EMS. As America’s 

Port of Los Angeles,  
setting the sustainable standard  
Natalie Shore Peterson, freelance journalist, Los Angeles, USA

The Port of LA has reduced its hazardous waste stream by 86 percent between 2006 and 2011
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busiest container port and given its location in California – 
widely viewed as one of the most environmentally proactive 
regions in the US– the port’s decision to take on the challenge 
of developing an EMS speaks volumes about its values, said 
Meredith Martino, AAPA’s director of publications, digital 
media and technology and environmental policy expert. 

“It demonstrates the port’s commitment to comprehensively 
looking at its environmental footprint and always looking for 
ways to improve its environmental performance,” Martino said. 

“It also speaks to the value of an EMS,” she added. “That the 
largest container port in the US sees it as an important tool, 
even with all the other sophisticated things this port does 
with its emissions inventories and clean air and clean water 
programmes, underscores the value of this model and how it can 
be used by others.”

Targeted improvement
Under ISO 14001, an organisation can either implement 
the standard across-the-board or target a specific part of the 
operation with a defined ‘fence line’. Like other seaports 
that have established EMS programmes, the Port of Los 
Angeles adopted the latter approach and identified its fence 
line as its construction and maintenance (C&M) division. 
The division employs nearly 300 craftspeople and supervisors 
who, in performing their duties, are most likely to impact the 
environment, said captain Jim Morgan, C&M director. 

“C&M performs building, maintenance and repair work on 

every square foot of the port’s property, which spans 7,500 acres 
of land and water along 43 miles of waterfront,” said Morgan. 
“Our yard is an 8-acre facility where we store hazardous 
materials from all kinds of work we do in the field.”

The division employs electr icians, equipment and vessel 
operators, gardeners, tree surgeons, painters, labourers, 
mechanics, machinists, electr icians, plumbers, roofers, pile 
drivers, welders, building engineers, sheet metal technicians, 
carpenters, and heating, ventilation and air conditioning 
(HVAC) technicians. In addition to maintaining and repairing 
boats, wharves, roads, plumbing, equipment, and heavy 
machinery, C&M is responsible for fuelling and fleet operations, 
recycling and waste management programmes, and storm water 
management systems. 

The port’s first step was to look at its operations and facilities 
with fresh eyes, said Foley. “ISO 14001 really forced us to look 
at a lot of our practices. When you work on something day to 
day, you can become blind to stuff that piles up that should be 
disposed of or recycled.”

The port’s hazardous waste programme was a prime example. 
Closer scrutiny revealed that non-hazardous waste was being 
comingled with hazardous materials, the port was paying higher 
hazardous waste rates to dispose of the mix, more oversight was 
needed to ensure contractors were handling the waste properly, 
and a significant portion of waste the port was accumulating 
came not from the port’s own operations, but from illegal 
dumping on its property.
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The Port of Los Angeles spans more than 7,500 acres, including 4,300 acres of 
land and 3,200 acres of water. There’s approximately 43 miles of waterfront

The busiest cargo port in the United States, the Port of Los Angeles was among 
the first ports to voluntarily establish an Environmental Management System. 
It’s been in place since 2003
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New protocols make positive impact
By creating new protocols for identifying and handling waste, 
the port shrunk its hazardous waste stream from 79,344 pounds 
in 2006 to 11,060 pounds in 2011 – an 86 percent reduction 
in waste from bilge water, oil-based paint, other substances 
and materials considered toxic and subject to highly regulated 
treatment and disposal. 

In doing so, the port reduced its compliance burden. Under 
California law, an organisation that generates 26,400 pounds 
or more of hazardous waste must meet more extensive 
documentation and reporting requirements.

ISO 14001 includes communication as a key EMS component 
to ensure operational controls work and best practices endure. 
Improving internal communication helped the Port of Los 
Angeles make huge strides in its environmental practices, and 
involving construction and maintenance workers in developing its 
EMS was crucial to the port’s success, Foley said.

“These are people normally called in to fix a problem 
somebody else caused,” said Foley. “Giving them a voice in 
designing and improving our EMS reinforces how important 
they are to the port and acknowledges their front-line expertise 
in maintaining a safe and healthy workplace.” Equally important 
was a buy-in from top management, which ensures an 
institutional commitment for the long run, he added. 

The Port of Los Angeles went above and beyond the ISO 
14001 communications requirement by creating a bimonthly 
EMS newsletter distributed throughout C&M that highlights 
its successes, flags work-in-progress and reinforces best practices 
and features a calendar that helps the entire organisation stay 
on top of compliance activities and deadlines. The port also 
installed kiosks at five locations within C&M where staff can 
access and review records and guidelines.

Forums where EMS team members from different divisions 
discuss issues and projects and a Continual Improvement Form 
(CIF) available to staff throughout the organisation are among 
the port’s model communications strategies developed cited in 
a 2007 report prepared for the USEPA to promote responsible 
growth of US seaports. 

A springboard for success
While it isn’t easy to quantify all the benefits directly 
attributable to the Port of Los Angeles’ EMS, the case for green 
practices is supported by its location in an urban centre whose 
air basin is home to nearly 17 million people. Hundreds of 
thousands of people live and work in the immediate harbour 
area, and beaches, recreational boating and a cruise industry are 
part of day-to-day activity at the Port of Los Angeles.

Vacuuming dust-filled water from cutting concrete instead 
of allowing it seep into storm drains and collecting debris 

from scraping hulls rather than letting it float out to sea are 
among the practices that have helped the port reduce boost 
productivity and improve inventory control. The port’s EMS 
has also eased the burden of complying with a complex web 
of city, regional, state and federal environmental regulations, 
said environmental specialist Manny Ramirez, a member of the 
port’s core EMS team since its inception.

Rather than limiting the reach of the port’s EMS, the fence 
line serves as a springboard for expanding the programme, 
Ramirez added. When C&M workers go into other divisions, 
they take their environmental practices with them. Similarly, 
best practices have a ripple effect on tenants, contractors and 
vendors who see the benefits of sustainable practices first hand, 
he said. 

Presently, the port’s EMS is undergoing an outside audit 
to renew its ISO 14001 certification. Setting new goals for 
continual improvement is as important to maintaining its 
certification as meeting existing objectives, said Christina Chang 
of ERM, a global environmental consulting firm hired by the 
port to help manage its EMS. 

“One of the greatest benefits that the port has seen with its 
EMS is the fact that good institutional knowledge is captured 
and what you do gets passed on,” said Chang. “Certification 
shows that an organisation like the Port of Los Angeles is 
leaving behind a legacy that embraces this concept.” 

“The mind-set of protecting the environment on a day-to-day 
basis is completely woven into the fabric of all C&M employees,” 
Morgan said. “They make the Port of Los Angeles a greener, 
cleaner place. Our employees are the ‘system’ in our EMS.”
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Located in Oregon on the US west coast, the Port of Portland has 
been building expertise in brownfield redevelopment, air and water 
quality projects, waste minimisation, clean energy and leadership in 
energy and environmental design, or LEED certification. From its 
headquarters building to its three airports, four marine terminals 
and five industrial properties, the ‘greening’ of the port is reflective 
of the community in which it operates.

Welcome to Portlandia
You can bet that whenever there's a list of the most sustainable or 
environmentally conscious cities, Portland, Oregon will be included 
somewhere near the top. It has earned national recognition as the 
‘greenest city,’ ‘most eco-friendly city,’ and ‘America’s top bike-
friendly city’ – and for good reason.  

Although it is only the 23rd largest metropolitan area in the US 
with approximately 2.2 million people, Portland repeatedly pushes 
the envelope and sets the standard for what it means to be green. 
From its network of pedestrian trails and bike paths, to its light 
rail and streetcar connections, its ever growing number of electric 
vehicles and charging stations, even the way Portlanders get around 
town reflects an ethos. This community walks the talk.

The ethos is also exhibited in the proliferation of LEED 
certified buildings around town. Even the Rose Garden Arena, 
home to the Portland Trailblazers NBA franchise, was the first 
major league sports facility to earn LEED Gold status. And they’re 
not the only ones blazing a trail when it comes to large-scale 
LEED facilities in Portland. 

Setting the platinum standard
According to Forbes magazine, the Port of Portland’s LEED 
Platinum headquarters building is among the world’s most high-tech 
green buildings. The structure is representative of an organisation 
dedicated to proving that old school industry can use new school 
techniques to walk with a smaller carbon footprint. It is a showcase 
for sustainable building practices from environmental, as well as 
social and economic standpoints. 

The three-story office building sits atop a seven-story, long-term 
parking garage. State-of-the-art green technologies include a Living 
Machine® system that treats wastewater onsite by mimicking natural 
tidal wetland processes, eco-roofs to capture storm water and a geo-
exchange system to provide ground source heating and cooling. 

During construction, the port minimised construction waste, 
selected rapidly renewable or recycled materials and products, and 
sourced products and services locally whenever possible. The building 
even incorporates old ballast stones in a walkway and timbers from 
an old pier in the building’s woodwork. Construction provided 
training opportunities for apprentices and work for numerous small 
companies including minority and female-owned businesses.

The work has paid off. Features like daylighting, window glazing, 
fixed exterior shading, water-efficient fixtures and eco-roofs are 
saving energy, water and money. The building’s water-efficient 
features decrease water usage by 75 per cent. The parking garage 

and headquarters building also meet energy star rating requirements. 
The port estimates that the building uses 36 per cent less energy 
than a typical building of its size, and the garage uses 78 per cent less 
energy than a typical similar size garage. The electricity it does use 
is 100 per cent renewable, and the US Environmental Protection 
Agency recently recognised the port as a top 10 renewable power 
purchaser among local governments nationwide.

“It was important to us that the building provide value to our 
customers and reflect Portland and Oregon’s commitment to 
sustainability, including consideration of how our choices affect the 
environment, the work force and the community we serve,” said Bill 
Wyatt, port executive director.

Positive influence
Perhaps most impressive is the daily influence the building has had 
on how the port’s employees work together as an organisation. 
Collaboration and productivity has improved as interaction between 
co-workers is encouraged by the open office design. Dedicated 
recycling stations and the tracking of garbage versus recyclable 
materials is reducing the waste stream and cutting disposal costs.

It is a healthier environment as well, with low volatile organic 
compounds (VOCs), low impact cleaning products and options 
for employees to stay fit through expanded exercise and commute 
options. Natural light makes for a better work environment while 
reducing energy consumption. The building serves as a model 
for green building design as the port provides tours and conducts 
outreach to the design and educational communities.

“Our headquarters shows how important some of the subtle 
aspects of good building design are to creating a great work 
environment,” said Greg Sparks, project development manager for 
the port. “A high performance building doesn’t require a sacrifice in 
the real purpose of a building, which is to create a space for people 
to work.”

Model tenant goes for gold
The port encourages solutions that are both good for business and 
good for the environment. By integrating porous asphalt, shore side 
power and ultra-low sulphur diesel into its operations, the port sets 
an example that its tenants follow. One of the first port tenants to 

Taking the LEED  
in Portland 
Joshua Thomas, marketing and media relations manager, Port of Portland, Portland, Oregon, USA
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Awarded LEED platinum certification in May 2011, the Port of Portland’s 
headquarters building serves as a showcase for innovation
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attain LEED certification was Toyota Logistics Services (TLS).
Toyota has maintained auto import operations at the Port of 

Portland since 1971. During its first 15 years of operations, volumes 
increased more than tenfold, making Portland Toyota’s largest auto 
import port in the US. Today, TLS has a ground lease at terminal 
four to process imported Toyota, Scion and Lexus vehicles at a 
101,000 square foot vehicle distribution centre. 

In 2004, a two-year, US$40 million project – approximately 
US$30 million of which was invested by Toyota – served as the 
cornerstone for redevelopment of the port’s terminal four. 
Acknowledging Portland’s commitment to social responsibility 
and environmental quality, key components of the TLS vehicle 
distribution centre and its surrounds were designed to reduce the 
facility’s environmental footprint. This emphasis was also consistent 
with Toyota’s earth charter, which calls for ‘growth that is in 
harmony with the environment.’

When constructed, it was one of the first industrial facilities to 
earn LEED Gold certification – a feat that was achieved without 
increasing the construction budget or schedule. The facility has a 95 
per cent recycling rate, and it was also the first industrial site in the 
nation to earn Salmon-Safe certification. 

“These certifications are much more than just plaques on the 
wall,” said Chris Davis, who manages the TLS vehicle distribution 
centre. “They represent our dedication to challenging ourselves and 
our processes to do better every day.”

Earning the silver
When constructed in 2009, the Rivergate Corporate Centre III 
building was the first of six buildings in a 2.4 million square foot 
project spanning 113 acres. Built on property leased from the port, 
the building earned LEED Silver certification, a somewhat unique 
accomplishment for such a large-scale industrial facility. At the time, 
it was rumoured to be the largest LEED Silver certified industrial 
building in America.

The 573,420 square foot building is located in the heart of the 
Rivergate Industrial District near the port’s container terminal, and 
it is ideally situated and designed for import/export and distribution 
users. It houses distribution centres for Colgate Palmolive and 
United Stationers. The property is located within a designated 
Foreign Trade Zone, as well as the Portland Enterprise Zone, which 
offers property tax abatement for qualified companies.

Following suit, an adjacent building was constructed on port 
property in 2011 to house auto parts distribution, a service training 
centre and regional offices for Subaru of America, Inc. That 413,000 
square foot facility also achieved LEED Silver certification.

“The goal for this site was to attract users that will potentially 
utilise other port services and generate additional marine container 
business,” said Mr Wyatt.

Potential at port properties 
The port has become increasingly active in the acquisition and 
redevelopment of industrial properties, looking to brownfield 
redevelopment opportunities and creative strategies to attract 
traded sector investment to the region. It is fast earning a 
reputation for having expertise in bringing ‘difficult-to-develop’ 
properties to market.

Port commissioners voted in 2004 to purchase the largest 
remaining zoned industrial property within Portland’s urban 
growth boundary. The 700 acre site was the home of a primary 
aluminium reduction facility for 60 years, but it had been idled 
since the summer of 2002. The property is a superfund site, and the 
facility’s soils were cleaned up to acceptable risk-based standards 
for industrial use by Alcoa in 2006. Monitoring and treatment of 

legacy groundwater contamination at the site is ongoing. To date, 
the redevelopment effort has involved the US Environmental 
Protection Agency, the Oregon Department of Environmental 
Quality, Business Oregon and the cities of Troutdale and Fairview.

Approximately half of the site was set aside for recreation, 
wetlands and natural spaces, including a multiuse trail constructed 
along nearly two miles of the perimeter. The other 366 acres are 
scheduled for development within three phases and a total of 11 lots. 
The port constructed the related utilities and infrastructure needed 
to support the first phase of development.

In October 2010, FedEx Ground began full scale operations at 
the first facility within the new industrial park. The state-of-the-
art, 447,000 square foot regional distribution hub is located on 77 
acres and supports a workforce of 800. The company was awarded 
the Oregon Brownfield Award for its work in revitalising the site 
in 2010, and the project earned the top national Phoenix Award for 
brownfield redevelopment in 2011.

This success has led the port to prioritise sustainable development 
and green infrastructure opportunities at its other properties, 
including its newest acquisition – Gresham Vista Business Park.  The 
port acquired the 221 acre site in adjacent Gresham, Oregon from 
LSI Logic Corp. for US$26.5 million. It has promising potential 
as a home for clean tech, manufacturing, food processing, logistics 
and other traded sector companies. The vision is to develop the 11 
lots as an eco-industrial park, where tenants can leverage symbiotic 
efficiencies by co-locating.

A matter of perspective 
Oregon’s economy was historically based on timber and agriculture, 
and while it still depends heavily on natural resources and farming, 
the economy has evolved. Today, Oregon is home to sportswear 
powerhouses including Columbia Sportswear, Keen and Nike’s 
world headquarters as well as high technology giants like Intel,  
Oracle, Facebook, Google and Amazon to name a few.

Just as the economy has evolved, so too have the port’s 
environmental and sustainability policies, helping guide decisions 
on key projects and initiatives. The port is dedicated to proving 
that industry doesn’t have to be a dirty word by innovating and 
integrating best practices for construction and operations. Since the 
results are often replicable, the playing field is ripe for continual 
improvement. Most of all, it has become clear that the industry is 
evolving beyond business versus the environment. It doesn’t have to 
be either/or. In many cases, creative solutions are proving beneficial 
for both.
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Introduction 
The Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (Defra) 
has recently completed a consultation on the proposed designation 
of 31 Marine Conservation Zones (MCZ). The consultation marks 
the end of several years of work to identify habitats, species or other 
features that are considered worthy of protection. i

However, the MCZ process has received significant criticism, 
for example, inappropriate timing in advance of the marine spatial 
planning process, inadequate provision of resources and incomplete 
or inaccurate representation of the likely effects on important 
socio-economic activities. The desired outcome of environmental 
protection is in danger of being missed due to the perceived 
inadequacies of the designation process. In this article, we at Royal 
HaskoningDHV present our perspective on the MCZ process 
based on our experiences of the stakeholder projects, feedback from 
our industry clients and, as Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) 
practitioners, our need to take due account of proposed MCZs 
as part of the assessment of the impacts of new development and 
ongoing activities. 

Background to marine conservation zones
The UK has committed to a number of international agreements 
with respect to Marine Protected Areas (MPA) including an 
ecologically coherent network of MPAs in the North East Atlantic. 
This UK network will contribute to a wider network delivered 
through the OSPAR convention, World Summit on Sustainable 
Development and Convention on Biological Diversity. The Marine 
Strategy Framework Directive also requires member states to 
establish coherent networks of MPAs. 

The MCZs project was set up in 2008 by the government and 
led by the Joint Nature Conservation Committee (JNCC) and 
Natural England to identify and recommend MCZs in English 
inshore and English and Welsh offshore waters. The designation 
of MCZs, as part of the wider Marine Bill, is seen by many as a 
once in a lifetime opportunity following nearly 30 years of pressure 
from those involved in coastal protection (as recorded in the 1992 
House of Commons Select Committee report on coastal zone 
management and planning). 

The project activity
The MCZs project divided the coastline into four regional zones, 
and in 2010 stakeholder projects were established to work with sea 
users and interest groups to identify potential areas for MCZs. The 
four regional projects were: Net Gain – North Sea; Balanced Seas – 
South-east England; Finding Sanctuary – South-west England and 
Wales; and Irish Sea Conservation Zones – Irish Sea.

In each region, sea users and interest groups applied to represent 
their sector on a stakeholder group, which was at the centre of the 
site selection process. All group members had equal opportunity to 
voice their views during the process, and recommendations for the 
location and proposed conservation objectives were developed. 

In September 2011, the four regional projects submitted 

their recommended 127 MCZ sites to JNCC and Natural 
England. A science advisory panel was established to discuss the 
recommendations made by the four regional projects, and the 
official advice was sent to Defra in October 2011. A number 
of deficiencies were identified in the regional project proposals, 
including doubts on the robustness of data, questions about 
the required minimum proportion of certain habitat types, 
uncertainties regarding conservation objectives, over-simplicity of 
management objectives and gaps in information about the presence 
or extent of marine features. However, the panel also stated that 
they were content that if the recommended network of MCZs was 
implemented in full, “ecological coherence can be achieved”. ii

Additional research
Further research on the recommended MCZs was commissioned 
to provide an adequate or adequately robust evidence base for the 
sites. JNCC and Natural England then reviewed the sites, taking 
into account the findings of the science advisory panel and the 
further evidence, and submitted their final recommendations to 
Defra in July 2012. They recommended that all 127 MCZs should 
be designated, based on the presence of 1,205 features of interest. 

Between July and December 2012, Defra prepared a proposal for 
public consultation and in December 2012 a 12 week consultation 
on the first tranche of MCZs commenced. This consultation 
consisted of 31 possible MCZs, indicated in green on Figure 1. 
These 31 sites were selected based on an assessment of the level of 
certainty in the scientific evidence and the balance between each 
site’s conservation advantages and the socio-economic costs. It is 
anticipated that additional MCZs will be designated in future years. 
In some cases it is not clear from the available literature why sites 
were not included in the first tranche of proposed MCZs.

There were 65 reference areas also put forward as part of the 127 
sites but these have all been excluded from the designation in the first 
tranche, with the view that they may be designated at a later stage. 

Socio-economic evidence
Concerns have been raised regarding the way in which the 
consultation process has been undertaken and the lack of 
consideration which has been given to the socio-economic 
evidence of the proposed sites. 

Concerns raised by ports sector
The ports sector has raised a number of uncertainties from the 
consultation process, which give cause for alarm in the industry, 
such as reference sites that were formally proposed by regional 
groups without consultation (partly due to the fact that no 
agreement could be reached). Other concerns include the option 
for further features to be added to a site’s designation in the future 
without further consultation, and that conservation objectives 
can be changed from ‘maintaining’ a feature to ‘recovery’ without 
consultation. To ‘maintain’ a site would mean that the stated levels 

Considering marine  
conservation zones 
Nicola Clay, business development and project director, and Rosie Kelly, senior environmental consultant, Royal HaskoningDHV, London, UK
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of activity currently occurring on the feature were considered 
acceptable, but features will be monitored and restrictions may 
have to be introduced if the condition declines. This is an obvious 
concern for ports and harbours who fear that their activities may 
be restricted. 

In some cases, it was agreed to exclude port boundaries from 
the MCZ areas, but in the consultation on the final site areas, port 
areas appear to have been reincorporated. There is also considerable 
uncertainty over the status of the remaining 96 sites that have not 
yet been put forward for designation and the consequential impact 
on investment opportunities and potential planning blight.

The effect on ports and harbours
Almost half of the 31 proposed sites are located within or would 
have an impact upon port areas and the lack of clarity creates 
uncertainty, particularly as consultation on management measures 
for recommended MCZs was not included in the regional projects 
process. However, it has been confirmed by both Defra and the 
Marine Management Organisation that a full consultation is 

planned later on the in the process. Professor Ian Boyd, Defra’s 
Chief Scientific Advisor argued that it was first necessary to 
identify the sites before management could be discussed and that 
it was absolutely right that the questions of what to protect and 
how to protect it were separated. ii This is the approach taken by 
other countries around the world, whereby the operational plan 
is prepared soon after the declaration of a marine protection area, 
but not before. Once the question of what is going to be protected 
is finalised, another process will be put in place to fully engage the 
local stakeholders that might be affected by the MCZ designations, 
particularly those who have commercial or economic interests. 
Given this, it remains unclear what degree of importance was 
attached to the socio-economic aspects during the designation of 
site boundaries. 

Whilst some concerns were raised that the socio-economics of 
the areas had not been given enough weight in determining the 
sites to be put forward for MCZ designation, the science advisory 
panel reported that the identification of locations had relied greatly 
on socio-economics. Some ecologically important areas were 
reduced or changed as a result of socio-economic considerations 

Figure 1: MCZs including the first tranche sites (green), site on hold (amber) and refused sites (red) iii
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and biodiversity was often a secondary consideration. The science 
advisory panel also felt that the decisions on site selection had 
become more of a political decision about how much weight to 
attach to socio-economic and environmental concerns. ii 

The ports and harbours sector has made clear to government 
the serious consequences that regulatory uncertainty has for their 
investors and investments, particularly in respect of on-going 
marine activities (such as dredging) and new development, and 
has called for a clear explanation about what MCZs will mean 
for them. It is clear that those involved in the MCZ process have 
many different views on the integrity of the process and how 
conservation and socio-economic aspects have been considered in 
the decision-making process. In its response to Defra’s consultation, 
the British Ports Association (BPA) has called for all sites located 
within and adjacent to Port and Harbour Authority jurisdictions 
to be withdrawn from the list. Over recent decades the ports 
industry has worked very closely with government to integrate 
environmental protection into its activities and, within this context, 
the BPA’s current position on MCZs should give government 
cause for significant concern. 

Benefits of MCZs
It is unlikely that any strategic process that directly involves such 
a wide variety and high number of stakeholders and interest 
groups will run smoothly without raising significant areas of 
disagreement. Similar uncertainties and conflicts arose during 
the implementation of the EU Habitats Directive in 1992 and 
the Water Framework Directive in 2000. However, we must not 
lose sight of why the sites are being proposed for designation. 
The marine environment is under increasing pressure from 
human activity. MCZs will provide areas around the English 
and Welsh coastline where threatened species and habitats 
are protected to ensure that the precious marine biodiversity 
around our coastline is not lost. Areas of representative habitats 
and species will be protected to ensure they do not become 
threatened as a result of human activity. The designated areas 
will provide protection to some relatively unaffected areas  
of high biodiversity value to support the structure and functioning 
of the wider marine ecosystem.i Worldwide, there are numerous 
marine protected areas that demonstrate economic and social 
benefits which far outweigh the costs of designation and 
management. iii 

Approach to future planning
As consultants, it is our job to provide advice on environmental 
impacts by using evidence to clarify differing interests and 
to highlight government policy objectives. We help create 
sustainable development by building environmental protection 
and conservation into its core processes while working with 
regulators to enable them to understand the importance of the 
sector and safeguarding the health of the UK PLC. We believe 
that this can be achieved with MCZs in place – assuming 
agreement can be reached that the designation process was fair, 
transparent and objective. 

The designation of MCZs does not need to preclude the future 
development and expansion of ports and marine industry, but 
should align socio-economic objectives with current conservation 
targets. In the UK, marine development is strictly regulated by 
environmental legislation, however, the ports industry continues 
to expand. This has been possible with the designations of Special 
Protection Areas (SPAs) and Specials Areas of Conservation 
(SACs), and whilst there are differences in terms of jurisdictional 
responsibilities, there is no reason why biodiversity cannot be 
integrated into development in the same way for MCZs. Impacts 

would need to be mitigated, just as they are now, in order to allow 
for sustainability. In turn, government must recognise that costs 
associated with requirements to mitigate new MCZs may affect 
the potential viability and deliverability of development projects, 
particularly in the current financial climate. It would not be in the 
interests of the UK economy to prevent or significantly constrain 
further development. 

Looking at examples
In Australia, the world’s largest network of marine reserves was 
created in 2012 with over 2.3 million square kilometres in six 
marine regions. Some limits will be placed on where energy 
companies can work, but some areas of the Western Australia 
coastline will remain open to oil and gas exploration indicating 
“an economically and environmentally sustainable decision”. iv In 
Queensland, home of the Great Barrier Reef, the Government has 
produced the ‘Great Barrier Reef Ports Strategy’, which looks at 
innovative Green Port solutions to improve efficiency and minimise 
impacts of noise, waste, pollution and dredging. This occurs within 
a World Heritage Area under extensive public scrutiny. The aim of 
the strategy is to ensure strategic use of ports to facilitate economic 
growth; ensure the right balance between economic development 
and environmental protection; maximise efficiency throughout the 
Port system; ensure a whole network approach; and ensure clarity 
and transparency in Port planning. v 

The management measures put in place for the UK MCZs 
will need to ensure that similar practices are adopted, to 
allow for the development of our industries, but likewise, the 
industries need to be mindful of the pressures on the marine 
environment. This is the purpose of marine spatial planning 
(MSP) - critics of the MCZ process have suggested that sites 
should not be designated until the MSPs are prepared and 
the full consequences and context of the designation can  
be considered. 

As EIA practitioners, we will use the recent guidance issued 
by the MMO when undertaking our assessments. This guidance 
states that the 31 proposed MCZ sites should be incorporated 
into assessments for marine licence applications, but the 
remaining 96 sites do not need to be considered at this stage. 
The guidance is available at: www.marinemanagement.org.
uk/licensing/supporting/mcz.htm. While the management 
measures of these 31 areas have not been confirmed, the impact 
assessment process has been outlined to provide interim guidance 
until the management measures are available. We believe that 
by taking these steps to incorporating the MCZs into EIAs and 
development planning from the outset, we can work with the 
regulators and the industry to promote sustainable development 
and support the designation of MCZs. 

In conclusion
In summary, we believe that stakeholder confidence in the MCZ 
designation process is essential to successful management of the 
sites and delivery of objectives for both environmental protection 
and economic growth. The decision-making aspects of the process 
must be transparent so that it is clear what data has been used to 
designate the sites and how effects on socio-economic activities 
have been considered when setting MCZ boundaries. Once 
the MCZs have been designated, precedent suggests that it will 
be possible to manage the sites as with any existing designation, 
and they will be able to protect nationally important features that 
have previously been without protection. Following agreement 
and implementation of any necessary management objectives, 
uncertainty will be removed and operators will understand the 
requirements placed upon them. However, in recognition of the 
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financial climate, postponing the designation of the remaining 
MCZ sites for stated period could be beneficial to allow for 
economic recovery and lessons to be learnt from the first tranche of 
designation, enabling a more streamlined and agreeable consultation 
and designation process in the future. 
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“The multiplicity of agencies existing in many 
EU states with an involvement in port security 
also contributes to a certain dispersion of duties 
and inaccurate follow-up.”
‘Mind the gap – taking a joined up approach’, page 115.

Customs and Security



When potentially harmful products can be disposed of illegally, 
there’s money to be made quickly, and one can expect criminal 
gangs to seize the opportunity. Few substances offer the same 
opportunity for significant profit, and present as much danger, as 
radioactive material when it falls in the wrong hands. Preventing 
transport of such material across borders is a matter of utmost 
national security for governments.

Nightmare scenario
Few words conjure up as much fear as ‘nuclear’. The fear of 
weapons that can kill and maim hundreds of thousands or of 
widespread radioactive contamination following an accident at 
nuclear installations is omnipresent in the news. Some states seek 
to acquire radioactive material to produce nuclear weapons and 
non-state actors may pursue the same aim to conduct spectacular 
actions against certain targets. For their part criminals have long 
understood the potential value of getting their hands on such 
material. The disintegration of the Soviet Union in particular, 
with its vast stockpile of nuclear weapons spread all over the 
country, gave the latter opportunities to make a substantial profit 
quickly by getting hold of nuclear material. A nightmare scenario 
for many governments would be the acquisition of radioactive 
substances by ill-intentioned state or non-state actors, terrorist 
groups or transnational criminal organisations. 

The possibility of setting off a so-called ‘dirty bomb’ that 
requires only a few kilogrammes of radioactive matter to 
contaminate large areas is regularly mentioned in connection with 
terrorist acts. Preventing the transfer of nuclear or radioactive 
material across borders has thus become an absolute national 
security priority for many states.

Incidents and trafficking on the increase
In 1995 the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), the 
UN agency that seeks to promote the peaceful use of nuclear 
energy, set up a database system, now called the Incident and 
Trafficking Database (ITDB), to record and analyse incidents of 
illicit trafficking in nuclear and other radioactive material. As of 
31 December 2012 it had recorded a total of 2,331 confirmed 
incidents reported by the 120 participating states. Out of these, 
419 involved unauthorised possession and related criminal 
activities, 615 involved reported theft or loss and 1,244 incidents 
involved other unauthorised activities and events. 

However, the exact extent of the problem is not known as such 
incidents and trafficking took place before the ITDB was set up 
and also because not every incident is identified. In the wider 
Black Sea area alone, more than 110 such incidents were recorded 
between February 1990 and December 1994. Perpetrators 
included rebels unsuccessfully attacking a Soviet military depot in 
Azerbaijan, engineers or officers stealing highly enriched uranium 
(HEU) from research labs or military installations, and even 
unemployed youth entering a research institute in the closed city 
of Arzamas-16 and walking away with 9.5 kg of uranium-238. 

Nationals from the former Soviet Union, Middle Eastern and 
European countries and even Latin America were involved. 
Quantities of substances that included many other radionuclides 

Screening to prevent international 
trafficking of radioactive material  
Morand Fachot, technical writer, International Electrotechnical Commission, Geneva, Switzerland
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A US Customs and Border Protection Officer checks a vehicle with a hand held 
radiation detection unit

Port of New York / Newark: A cargo container truck drives past the Radiation 
Portal Monitor Booth. The truck was flagged as needing to get a secondary 
scan. The truck will drive through a second Radiation Portal Monitor and 
then a CBP Officer will use a hand-held radiation detection device called a 
RadSeeker to go over the truck as well
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beside HEU varied from a few hundreds grams to some 80 
tonnes of nuclear fuel discovered by the Ukrainian customs 
service in April 1993 on their way from the Russian Federation 
to Bulgaria, where it was thought to be intended for shipping to 
Libya.i Transport of radioactive materials is not necessarily linked 
to criminal activities only but may also concern the movement of 
contaminated scrap metals or other matters. 

Port infrastructure central  
to prevent illegal entry
Since more than 90 per cent of world trade is transported by 
sea, preventing the illegal transfer of radioactive material across 
borders is best ensured by controlling goods as they enter port 
loading and unloading areas. This is a hugely difficult task as 
potentially dangerous quantities of radioactive material are 
not necessary voluminous and can be hidden in tiny spaces. 
Detecting it is like looking for a needle in a haystack. Special 
instrumentation is needed for this purpose, it must be very 
sensitive and meet strict specifications to ensure it can identify 
small quantities of harmful products and operate reliably. This 
type of equipment is widely used for security purposes at nuclear 
facilities, border control posts and international seaports. 

Reliable radiation detection needs 
international standards 
To ensure that measurements made at different locations and 
with different instruments of the same type are consistent, 
radiation instrumentation must be designed to uniform rigorous 
specifications based upon performance requirements stated in 
international standards. ii

The International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) 
prepares international standards for all electrical and electronic 
components and systems. One of its subcommittees, SC 45B: 
Radiation protection instrumentation, prepares, among others, 
international standards for instrumentation used for: illicit 
trafficking detection and identification of radionuclides; radiation-
based security screening. IEC SC 45B has published eight 
international standards on illicit trafficking detection so far. Three 
of these standards concern equipment of particular relevance 

to detection at international seaports. They relate to both large 
systems and portable ones. 

Monitoring huge volumes of large items
The majority of goods transported by sea are shipped in 
containers, with the obvious exception of gas and oil, and dry 
bulk (minerals, foodstuff etc.). The sheer volume of twenty-foot 
equivalent unit (TEU) containers leaving and entering world 
harbours is staggering with 20 harbours shifting more than six 
million TEUs each in 2011. Container ships are getting bigger 
too: vessels in the latest Triple E class introduced by the Maersk 
Group can carry 18,000 TEUs. 

With such volumes it is impossible to physically inspect each 
container. Detection of radioactive substances must therefore 
rely on special monitoring equipment. IEC SC 45B prepared 
an International Standard for such equipment: IEC 62244, 
Radiation protection instrumentation - Installed radiation monitors for 
the detection of radioactive and special nuclear materials at national 
borders. This international standard, which does not apply to hand-
held devices, defines "the performance of installed monitors 
used for the detection of gamma and neutron radiation emitters 
contained in objects/containers or vehicles, general characteristics, 
mechanical characteristics, environmental requirements, test 
procedures and documentation." These systems "are used to 
monitor vehicles, cargo containers, people, or packages and are 
typically located at national and international borders." IEC SC 
45B also developed an international standard for portal monitors, 
IEC 62484, Radiation protection instrumentation - Spectroscopy-based 
portal monitors used for the detection and identification of illicit trafficking 
of radioactive material.
These monitors "have the ability to detect gamma and neutron 
radiation and identify gamma-emitting radionuclides that may 
be present in or on persons, vehicles, containers, or packages in a 
static or transient mode of operation." Both types of equipment 
can handle large volumes of containers and as such are essential to 
screen cargo in port installations and other checkpoints.

Protecting staff with ongoing work
Most officers carrying out the inspection of cargo using hand-
held detection instruments are not radiation experts. Therefore, 
these instruments must be user-friendly as regards their design 
and operation, and must also have a high degree of inherent 
safety. To develop such instruments, IEC SC 45B prepared IEC 
62327, Hand-held instruments for the detection and identification of 
radionuclides and for the indication of ambient dose equivalent rate from 
photon radiation. 

This standard also "provides guidelines for selecting suitable 
radionuclide librar ies cover ing radioactive mater ials that 
have been most frequently detected at border crossings." The 
subcommittee also published two other international standards 
for hand-held instruments for the detection of radioactive 
material. IEC SC 45B developed another International Standard, 
IEC 62401, Alarming personal radiation devices (PRD) for detection 
of illicit trafficking of radioactive material. PRDs are pocket-sized 
devices carried on the body that "alert the user to the presence 
of a source of radiation that is distinctly above the measured 
average local background radiation level. They are not intended 
to provide a measurement of dose equivalent rate." In February 
of this year, IEC SC 45B published another standard for a 
spectroscopy-based alarming PRD. Work is ongoing to develop 
new international standards in the field. One such standard 
concerning backpack radiation detector for detection of illicit 
trafficking of radioactive material is being prepared and its 
publication is expected for 2014. 
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Port of New York / Newark: A US Customs & Border Protection Mobile 
Radiation Portal Monitor (MRPM) drives down a row of containers checking 
them for radiationradiation detection unit
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Complacency is not an option
Radioactive material crossing borders or being within countries 
may not necessarily be transported for criminal purposes, but 
may also result from improper handling of scrapped equipment, 
therefore monitoring of many installations, not just harbours, but 
also scrap metal facilities is important. One factor to take into 
account is that radioactive materials are transported in shielded 
containers. But even after shielding, some quantity of radiation 
can be detected and the instruments that meet IEC SC 45B 
standards try to do so. It is to be noted that these standards specify 
the minimum requirements - such as identification of a single 
radionuclide divided into three categories: unshielded, shielded by 
3 mm of steel, shielded by 5 mm of steel - but equipment often 
exceed such minimal requirements.

The effectiveness of the radioactive mater ial detection 
equipment that is designed and built according to IEC SC 45B 
developed international standards is confirmed by the following 
information published in the IAEA ITDB 2013 Fact Sheet: "The 
reporting of these incidents, especially ‘unauthorised disposal’ and 
‘unauthorised movement’ has risen steadily since 2003. There is 
evidence that this rise is related to the increased number 
of radiation portal monitoring systems that have been 
deployed at national borders and scrap metal facilities." 
However, relying blindly on equipment alone is not sufficient 
to safeguard against the illegal and potentially dangerous entry 
of radioactive material in any country. The human factor, in the 
form of properly trained and dedicated staff, remains essential. 
Port authorities should ensure that both technical means and 
human resources are kept at their best possible levels to prevent 
illegal entry of nuclear or radioactive material.
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We, the transportation industry and logistics community in 
general, have a chance to add value to society by turning supply 
chains into safe channels. Ensuring the protection of life and 
properties while we operate our facilities and assets is a must. 
To do that we need a great deal of commitment, imagination 
and smart technology, all combined in a perfect balance where 
people and networking also play an important role. The key is 
to bring these factors together in an intelligent way ensuring an 
uninterrupted flow of cargo and passengers.

Introduction
Since the International Ship and Port Facility Security (ISPS) 
regulations came into force back in 2004, threats and scenarios 
have evolved that are significantly changing the shape of what 
we fight against without previous notice, as happens in many 
other industry fields. We simply cannot keep old schemes and 
make them last forever. So a continuous improvement approach 
becomes necessary, otherwise mistakes could prove much more 
costly than just financial damage.

Most of our management systems have been built under such 
a philosophy, and when we talk about security then life matters. 
Assessing, auditing and evaluating should not simply accept a 
desk job approach like providing a simple set of papers, stamps 
or certifications as the evidence that a system works. This would 
be lying to ourselves and it is an unacceptable practice.

Time and resources are always limited but even some 
governmental inspections do not go much further than that 
outer layer, obviously getting a very wrong or limited picture. 
The multiplicity of agencies existing in many EU states with 
an involvement in port security also contributes to a certain 
dispersion of duties and inaccurate follow-up.
If, on top of this, we stop to think about the number of different 
maritime security legislation and initiatives, sometimes with 
overlapping requirements, it looks like if port security is indeed 
a complex issue or a big challenge.

Technology
I am just back from the ‘Secur ity Forum 2013’ event in 
Barcelona and I would say that there we witnessed evidence of 
huge improvements in the performance of gadgets and devices 
which already existed, such as CCTV and similar. We are seeing 
new generations of products that boost previous specifications, 
smaller, faster and more accurate, but in this text we will only 
comment on trends and new developments. We are starting to 
see more popular and real ‘intelligent video analysis’ systems, 
rather than simple ‘video sensor’ ones. The video sensor systems 
were often referred to as intelligent video analysis when in fact 
there were not, being only capable of triggering warnings based 
on very simple conditions or parameters. Features such as shape 
and face recognition are becoming more and more commonly 
implemented in modern systems. But there is no doubt  
that the word today is integration, of open systems into 

common platforms.
An emerging trend in surveillance, especially in big sites like 

industrial installations as ports, are the systems which replace 
the typical video walls and sets of screens existing in control 
rooms with an overhead view of the whole facility. Instead 
of looking at several screens, the security guard can have an 
overall view of the complex concentrated into a single picture, 
so that he can really focus on a comprehensive approach. 
These systems gathered alarm signals from several elements like 
physical barriers, cameras, sensors and they are displayed as a 
pop-up window overlapped with the general view, highlighting 
the violation of the pre-defined conditions. They are becoming 
more graphic and visual, user-friendly and attractive to look at, 
so that anybody outside the pure security surveillance world 
can understand what they are seeing without much effort. Also, 
the description of the subsequent logs generated can be shown 
together with the rest of the information, what remains is a 
documented evidence of a video recording or snapshot.

Remaining flexible
Variables and inputs from other parallel systems like intelling to 
work (ITW) are also starting to be integrated into these systems 
as a complementary function which helps to widen the kind of 
solutions they can deliver. The good thing about these systems 
is that they are quite flexible and different contour conditions 
can be defined depending on day to day business requirements. 
A pier which is temporarily dedicated to land passengers today, 
can be used for general cargo tomorrow. Container slots within 
the yard can suddenly be used for dangerous cargo instead of 
empties, and other similar changes of activities can be made as 

Mind the gap –  
taking a joined up approach 
Jorge Martin, operations department, Noatum Ports, Valencia, Spain
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we go along. This virtually allows us to have a different system 
every day and enables us to even be more demanding in our 
definition of ‘pre-areas’ which will put us on alert well before 
the threat gets closer to our property.

Regarding pure hardware, once again, it is important to get 
this right first time. Making the right choices is important and 
we should not oversize in our equipment decisions, either in 
specifications or in quantity.  More does not necessarily mean 
better, nor will the latest equipment immediately fit our 
particular needs. Still, very often the business benefits of the 
security investments remain unidentified and under-rated. We 
need advanced financial models that allow ports to conduct 
cost-benefit analyses against individual risk control options and 
allow investigating potential security and economic gains.

People
Obsolescence of products and solutions makes them have 
a certain life cycle, which gets shorter and shorter every day. 
Huge developments take place thanks to innovation, research 
and feedback from the yard. What was considered ‘state of 
the art’ yesterday is not only technically exceeded but often 
incompatible with the surrounding environment today and the 
user is forced to upgrade his pieces of equipment as the market 
dictates.

Fortunately, people have a longer life cycle than goods and 
those who handled security in the past often remain with 
us nowadays. We normally tend to specialise in one or more 
professional sectors and it is there where we develop our careers. 
But then this raises the question: is the profile and background 

of the people dedicated to security always the right one and is it 
up to the current demands? This question remains of paramount 
importance since these people make up the foundation of the 
whole system. Devices and gadgets cannot be better than the 
people who handle them, and the following factors should be 
able to be proved on a regular basis: vocation, skills, dedication, 
training, experience and whether they are kept updated on latest 
advancements in the industry.

Encouraging networks
Another important issue related to individuals in this role is the 
lack of networking between colleagues in their day to day work. 
It seems as if people often start projects and ideas on their own, 
without first looking around or sharing best practice among 
others. Very often you can come across very different solutions 
to similar problems, ranging from intelligent simple concepts at 
low cost to expensive and complicated alternatives.

It is very clear that you cannot always apply global solutions 
to local problems and there are unique elements of ports such as 
location, size, cargo, operators etc., that need to be considered. 
The fact that both public and private organisations intersect 
in a way that often hinders the communication flow that we 
need, can also be problematic. The main obstacles to effective 
cooperation and communication among stakeholders are a lack 
of dialogue and regular exchange of information. Governmental 
institutions are not always perceived as partners in ensuring 
security measures. Business entities often see governmental 
institutions only as supervisors, whose main task is to set up 
requirements and in case of not complying with the rules - 
to enforce fines and penalties. In turn, the governmental 

Staff and visitor gate at the Noatum Container Terminal, Valencia, Spain
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institutions believe that business entities pay too little attention 
to security issues. In daily operations port and port facilities 
often face bureaucratic approaches to resolving some problems 
when the requirements of administrative institutions dominate 
over the interests of business organisations.

Wide forums where all port stakeholders and port security 
experts could come together and shape new standards for port 
security are needed. A wide range of alternatives could fit in 
here, such as more frequent face to face meetings between port 
community members, conferences, publications and articles, 
use of professional social networks, etc. Linkedin, is an online 
professional networking site allows people to share experiences, 
raise questions and meet other virtual colleagues. It already 
houses some shy initiatives like specific groups focused on ISPS 
regulations and similar, but regretfully has very low activity so far.

Key projects 
In this context not everything is bad or missing, it is worth 
highlighting the SUPPORT project integrated within the EU’s 
7th Framework Programme. Visit www.support-project.eu/
supportknowledge for more information. SUPPORT starts with 
an analysis of security gaps which will employ a methodological 
approach combining creative and analytical methods that has 
been shown to be particularly successful in identifying gaps 
which are not immediately evident even to exper ienced 
practitioners. The output of this analysis will lead to the 
elaboration of a number of generic port security models which 
will be sufficiently adaptable to suit different configurations of 
ports depending on their specific security gaps.

The SUPPORT project will deliver validated generic port 
security management models (capturing reusable state-of-the-
art and best practices) that can be customised for specific ports. 
It will also develop training and open standards-based tools to 
aid security upgrades in EU ports. These will be complementary 
to, and usable by other EU projects and initiatives. Emphasis 
will be given to bringing together advances from international 
and European research on security and border control with 
results from the main EU projects in maritime and intermodal 
transport, specifically those concerned with secur ity and 
interoperability issues. 

The European project, Smart Identification and Detection of 
Radioactive Anomalies (SIDRA)  is another example project, 
co-financed by the General Directorate of Home Affairs 
of the European Commission through the ISEC programme 
(Prevention of and Fight against Cr ime) which has just 
started. It is an integral system for detection of illicit traffic 
of radioactive material in ports, borders and checkpoints that 
will lead to a reduction of the number of innocent alarms and 
their impact on the checkpoint operation. It will also help as 
a decision-making tool and provide support for the operator. 
This programme shall contribute to a high level of security 
for citizens by preventing and combating crime, organised or 
otherwise, in particular terrorism; trafficking in persons; offences 
against children; illicit drug trafficking; illicit arms trafficking; 
corruption and fraud.

In conclusion
We need to build bridges between technology and people. 
None of them alone will provide the solution to our threats, 
risks or problems. Technology is about a little bit of knowledge 
and some more about money, but the human factor involved 
here deserves a different approach and has no user’s manual. 
It is certainly up to us to focus on the teams and increase the 
level of interactions to raise our present standards and get 
closer to an enhanced management system. It is important to 
know how a terrorist or offender thinks in order to prevent 
harmful events, but we cannot forget to also take into account 
our own people out there in the field, the pressure we put 
on them, their training needs, their feedback and opinions 
which will undoubtedly help to make more human scheme 
full of responsibilities that sometimes weighs too much. We also 
recognise the importance of all those currently working behind 
the scenes in security to ensure surprise-free operations.
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What impact will the expanded Panama Canal have on the 
Port of LA? 
We view the competitive landscape as changing, not just with 
the Panama Canal but also developments in Canada, Mexico and 
in South East Asian cargo through the Suez Canal. However, the 
impact of the Panama Canal can be seen as positive. Only recently 
we launched a campaign called Beat the Canal, which became a 
rallying cry for cooperation and collaboration among stakeholders 
in the port arena. This also gave us an opportunity to establish 
our annual port day in conjunction with our local city council 
focusing on issues affecting the port. By kick starting our port 
day we were able to secure a passage of ordinance that transferred 
some permitting responsibility, specifically for automated 
equipment and large electrical cranes, from the city directly to 
the port. Therefore, we feel we have addressed concerns relating 
to the Canal’s expansion in a positive and proactive way to help 
drive change and streamline other regulatory processes, whilst at 
the same time making people more aware of what goes on here 
in the port. 

You recently described the completion of the port’s ten-year 
dredging program as the ‘single-most important infrastructure 
project in its history’. What does its completion mean for LA? 
It means we are big ship ready. We can now get the world’s largest 
ships to every area of the port and this is something we have 
always seen as fundamental in safeguarding the port’s future. 
There is no reason for ships not to pass us by as they can go any 
place they desire, although now, and for the first time, we can 
accommodate them all in the Port of Los Angeles.

What is the current status of the other infrastructure 
projects currently being undertaken by the port, and are 
there any future developments worth highlighting?
We are actually coming to the end of our largest ever year in 
terms of capital expansion. In regards to projects already 
underway, we still have various phases of the China Shipping 
terminal and the TraPac Terminal to finish, and we have just 
commenced construction works for the new rail support yard 
within the port. Outside the port, we just approved a US$500 
million rail yard with Burlington Northern. We are also focusing 
on redeveloping Terminal Island, which is the core of our 
heavy cargo, liquid bulk and container handling facilities. Here 
we have come up with a new plan to try and utilise the land 
as effectively as possible, and make the commercial fishing area 
more sustainable and more compact to free up areas for future 
cargo expansion. Next year we have earmarked US$400 million 
for capital expenditure, again our biggest ever, as part of US$1.3 
billion earmarked for port related projects over the next five years.

Reducing emissions and the environmental impact of port 
activities was high on the agenda at this year’s IAPH World 
Ports Conference. What steps have the Port of LA made in 
tackling this issue?
We have done a lot of work during the first phase of our five-year 
Cleaner Air Action Plan (CAAP). Here our primary focus was 
on reducing diesel particulates within the vicinity of the port, 
which we managed to cut by around 70 percent. Going forward, 
we have updated that plan to focus on nitrogen oxide emissions 
and greenhouse gases, while our technology focus is shifting to 

Q&A       

  with Dr. Geraldine Knatz, executive 
director, the Port of Los Angeles 

In May, the Port of Los Angeles took centre stage as the port community 
descended on the Californian city for the IAPH 28th World Ports 
Conference. The Port of Los Angeles executive director Geraldine Knatz 
was at the centre of it all, representing not only her hometown port but 
the International Association of Ports and Harbors (IAPH) in what was 
her final act as president of the association. Geraldine Knatz spoke to Port 
Technology International about how she plans to take the US port forward, 
whilst reflecting on her two-year reign at the IAPH.
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zero-emission technology. In fact, our board (Los Angeles Board 
of Harbor Commissioners) has just approved a major rail yard 
expansion to support San Pedro Bay Port, and as a part of this 
there is a requirement for the rail road to incorporate the use 
of zero-emission trucks when deemed feasible by the ports of 
both Los Angeles and Long Beach. These trucks have already 
been built, and we have an on-road version currently being tested. 
The department of energy will also be funding a small fleet of 
zero-emission trucks with enough torque to handle a fully loaded 
container, and we have another on-road zero-emission vehicle 
but as of yet it doesn’t have the capability to pull a fully loaded 
container. So as you can see our focus will be to push zero-
emission technology into deployment.

The Port of LA recently joined a number of major European 
ports in establishing the LNG Fuelled Vessels Working 
Group. What role will the Port of LA play in this initiative, 
and do you see the switch to LNG-based bunker fuel as a 
viable alternative?
The answer to this question is a resounding yes. We established 
the working group as a service to the industry as there is no real 
guidance or standards for ports in this area – it is an entirely new 
field. The Port of LA is not actively involved in the LNG Fuelled 
Vessels Working Group, but we joined the initiative because 
we pioneered the use of heavy duty LNG trucks. We currently 
have around a thousand LNG heavy duty trucks in our market 

every day, and Burlington Northern, who I spoke to recently, 
are seriously considering converting all of their locomotives to 
LNG. LNG bunkering was a major focus at the recent IAPH 
Conference in LA, and we had a whole panel devoted to this 
topic. TOTE Services, the US-based ship management company, 
have also come out and stated that their new builds are going 
to be LNG-fuelled. In LA we have had a number of customers 
approach us about wanting to test various technologies related to 
LNG fuelling. 

Your time as IAPH secretary general has now come to an 
end. Do you feel that you have achieved your objectives?
Part of my goal at the IAPH was to increase its profile so it 
could engage in issues publicly, which we did with the World 
Shipping Council and the issue of weighing containers. This can 
also be seen through vehicles such as the World Port Climate 
Initiative, which for example helped LA become the first US 
port to sign up to the Environmental Ship Index (ESI). Others 
have since followed.

I was also brought on board to help promote membership among 
US ports, which is predominately made up of European and Asian 
ports. This was a major reason behind choosing LA as the location 
for our biennial conference. Not only did this increase our profile 
in the US, but it also gave all American ports who attended the 
conference the opportunity to sign up as a member port of the 
IAPH for free as part of the registration process. 
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  International Association of Marine Aids to 

Navigation and Lighthouse Authorities (IALA-

AISM) gathers together marine aids to navigation 

authorities, manufacturers and consultants from all 

parts of the world and offers them the opportunity to 

compare their experiences and achievements. 

www.iala-aism.org

International Association of Airport and Seaport 

Police- InterPortPolice is a worldwide, non-

governmental and non-profit association dedicated to 

mutual cooperation in setting the highest standards 

of safety, security and law enforcement regarding the transportation of 

persons and property through air and seaports, across boundaries and 

other terminals. 

www.interportpolice.org

The World Customs Organization (WCO) is the 

global centre of customs expertise and research, with 

a primary mission to enhance the effectiveness and 

efficiency of customs administrations. It is an ideal 

forum for the organization’s 177 members, who collectively process 

over 98 percent of world trade, to exchange experiences and share best 

practices on a range of international customs and trade issues.

www.wcoomd.org

The International Maritime Pilots Association is a forum for the 

exchange of information. Its main objective is to 

provide a representative voice for pilots in international 

maritime forums, particularly at the International 

Maritime Organisation (IMO), an agency of the United 

Nations, and the International Maritime Law-Making Body. 

www.impahq.org

ICHCA International speaks for cargo handling 

interests at an international level and consults, 

informs and advises its members accordingly. It has 

a worldwide membership and is a recognised Non-

Governmental Organisation (NGO) with ILO, IMO, 

ISO and UNCTAD.

www.ichca.com

AIM is the global trade association for automatic 

identification and mobility technologies. As a not-

for-profit industry organization, AIM’s mission is to 

stimulate the understanding and use of the technology 

by providing timely, unbiased and commercial-free information. 

International Harbour Masters’ Association (IHMA) 

promotes safe, efficient and secure  marine operations 

in port waters and represents the professional standing, 

interests and views of harbour masters internationally, 

regionally and nationally. 

www.harbourmaster.org

The Coasts, Oceans, Ports and Rivers Institute 

(COPRI) works to advance and disseminate scientific and 

engineering knowledge to its diverse membership, which 

is engaged in sustainable development and the protection 

of coasts, oceans, ports, waterways, rivers and wetlands. COPRI works 

to enhance communication and cooperation among more than 3,000 

members, both domestic and abroad, and the industry as a whole by 

advancing members’ careers, stimulating technological advancement and 

improving professional practice. 

www.coprinstitute.org

CEDA promote the exchange of knowledge in all 

fields concerned with dredging. They enhance contacts 

between the various groups from which members are 

drawn and between the dredging fraternity and the rest of the world, 

enhancing understanding of dredging works from both theoretical and 

practical viewpoints. 

www.dredging.org

The International Association of Dredging 

Companies (IADC) is a trade organization with more 

than 50 main and associated members in the private 

dredging sector, all of which operate sizeable fleets and 

are active in the world market. IADC works to attract worldwide 

recognition for the dredging industry in general and to increase the 

public’s awareness of the significant contributions of dredging towards 

economic growth and prosperity. 

www.iadc-dredging.com

The International Association of Ports and Harbors 

(IAPH) is a worldwide association of port authorities, 

whose principle objective is to develop and foster good 

relations and cooperation by promoting greater efficiency 

of all ports and harbors through the exchange of information about new 

techniques and technology, relating to port development, organisation, 

administration and management. 

www.iaphworldports.org

The Ports and Terminals Group (PTG) is the UK’s 

leading ports trade association. PTG’s mission is to help 

facilitate its members’ entry into, or growth of their 

businesses in, overseas markets; and in doing so assist port 

organizations and governmental authorities worldwide to undertake port 

development and expansion on a build-operate-transfer or similar basis.

Supporter companies

Port Technology International is supported by leading terminal operator 

networks, including APM Terminals and DP World.

APM Terminals is an independent business unit and operates a global 

port and terminal network of 50 facilities with 22,000 employees in 

34 countries.

DP World is one of the largest marine terminal operators in the world, 

with 49 terminals across 31 countries.
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Dredging and Marine Contractors

Marine
ingenuity

Offshore Wind ProjectsOffshore Oil & Gas

Dredging 

In just two words, marine ingenuity, 

we express that we are passionate 

dredging and marine contractors 

with a worldwide innovative 

approach to meet your challenges. 

Our people - who manage a 

versatile fleet - specialise in

dredging, marine engineering 

and offshore projects (oil, gas 

and wind). 
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